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best of It.

the
——

Life is but a fleeting dream,
Care destroys the zest of it;
Swiftly it glideth-like a stream—
Mind you make the best of it!
Talk not of your weary woes,

Trouble, or the rest of it;
If we have but brief repose,
Let us make the best of it!
If your friend has got a heart,

There is something fine in him,

Cast away his darker part,

Cling to what’s divine in him.
Friendship is our best relief—
«.< Make no heartless jest of it!
“- It will brighten every grief,

If we make the best of it.
Happiness despises state ;
’Tis no sage experiment ;
Simply that the wise and great
May have joy and merriment;
Rank is not its spell refined—
Money’s not the test of it,
But a calm, contented mind,
That will make the best of it.

Trusting in the Power above,
Which, sustaining all of us
In one common bond of love,
Binding great and small of us,
Whatsoever may befall—
Sorrews or the rest of it—
‘We shall overcome them all,
If we make the best of it.

ry

Between

Westminster

HOUSE.

Abbey’ and = the

Thames, and facing the latter, is the Parlia_ ment House.

It is a massive structure

Gothic -architecture,
nearly 8 acres.
It

covering
has
100

of

an area of
stair-cases,

1100 apartments,and more than two miles of
corridors. It is warmed by 16 miles of steam
pipes, and was erected at a cost of over
£2,000,000 sterling.

Viewed

as

a whole,

the effect is not imposing, for its great
length,—900 ft.—is so disproportioned to its

hight, that it seems to bé unusually low,
while Victoria tower at the south

ing to the great hight

end,

ris-

of 340 ft., and

the

clock tower of 320 ft. at the north end,
cause the whole to resemble two immense
locomotives backed against ech other; but
viewed in detail, it possesses many attractive and imposing features. But not even
Victoria Tower, which deserves to -rank
among the wonders of the world, nor the

House of Peers, with its frescoes,
windows,

throne,

and

famous

stained

wool-sack,

nor the House of Commons, dear to every
republican, nor Octagon

Hall,

80

ft, high,

with its richly embossed ceiling, nor yet
the hall of St. Stephens svith its stone grained roof, and famous statues, possesses half
the attractions of Wesgminster Hall. This is

the old hall of the Palace of the Kings, which
the architect, Sir Charles Barry, managed to
incorporate into the New Parliament House
as one of its main entrances.

It was

-nally built during the reign“of Wm.
and Pope calls it ‘ Rufur’s Roaring

origi-

Rufus,
Hall,”

doubtless

referring to the , festive scenes
which took place there.
It is 290 ft, long,
68 ft. wide and 110 ft: high, and is the larg-

est room in the world unsupported by pillars, The roofis of oak, supported by hammer beams.

ground floor under your feet and a dark
oak roof over your head.
Not even
chair suggests personal comfort. Indeed,
you forget self. Mechanically you walk

pines, buffaloes and panthers, wolves and ze-

bras. Wolves, yes; look again. They resemble the most sneaking, villainous, black
dogs and gray dogs you ever saw. Hyenas

through the Tall up the broad steps and sit

and

down on the dais. Members of Parliament
brush past you on their way to the inner
chambers, but you do not see them. This
whole enclosure seems to you so much of
space and time and incident cut out of the
past, and preserved you know not by what

brown, white and grizzly. Some of them
real monsters. One of the polar bears
broke loose this morning and sauntered off
to a little pond near Madison avenue, and
got shot for his trouble. I think the keepers were cowardly, or they would have Kept
guard over him till a rope was procured to
tie the monster and take him again into con-

power.

Pedestals stand on either side,

Which are to be occupied by figures of thoge
eminent statesmen to whom Parliament
may from time to time decree the honor of
a statue. At the farther end, and running
entirely across it, is a raised platform which

18 reached by four or five steps.
This Hall produces an effect upon the be-

Events that have been

accustomed

bears—Asiatic

finement.

Lions,

and

American;

catamounts,

black,

panthers,

It is coronation day, and the great banquet is spread. The newly-created king,

and tigers in good round numbers. ‘One
little prairie dog, the first-one I have ever
seen, though I have ranged the prairies for
years. Like the Indians, they disappear

returning from the Abbey where holy hands

when the white settler comes.

now seem to see,

:

have just placed the golden crown upon his
head and the jeweled scepter in his hand,
enters the wide open portal; surrounding
him are his officers and ministers of state,
and, following these, a long and stately

procession

of England's

proud nobility.

India cattle,

elephants and llamas: And here are all
sorts of monkeys. They gambol and squall
and chase each other in‘merry sport. Like
all others of this ancestral race, they excel
the Blondins, the Sam Patches and the Darwins, and all their other descendants in the

Scarcely are they seated at the banquet art and science of gymnastics and harleboard when the king's champion enters on quinism. All are engaged in ‘low and
loftytumbling,” except half a dozen or
his richly caparisoned war-horse,and riding
to the head of the long table where, on a so, who sit and watch the exhibition with
temporarily erected throne, sits the repre- great interest, and grin and chatter awhile,
sentative of JEngland’s strength and glory, and then, as though they, too, had suddenly
he throws down the gauntlet and challenges caught the inspiration, they leap into the
the world in behalf of his King. Immedi-~ arena and out-do the whole.
Not through yet. Here are seals and seaately the oaken rafters ring with ‘God save
lions, and alligators. Some of them are
the King,” and the red wine flows from
golden goblets. The scene changes. You diving and kicking in the water, and some
witness the inauguration of stern old (Crom- are basking in the sun, dead, to all appearwell as Lord Protector. He looks the King ance, as though they had been dead a week.
As I look on that shapeless mass of flesh or
in his royal robes of purple, but four years
later the gaping crowd will behold the fish they call a sea-lion, and those alligaghastly sight of his trunkless head elevated tors near him, I almost involuntarily raise
my handkerchief to my face to exclude the
above this same hall.
5
Again and again the scene changes, and odor which must be emitted from those
you are present at the trial of the great, the dead carcasses. The stench of all these living
good, the wise and the abandoned.
Final- animals is as much as I can endure. But
ly, the walls are hung
with scarlet; stop a moment. A start, a grunt, and a
plunge assures me that there is life, almost
the long galleries are filled with courtly
ladies ; the wit and beauty of. the whole em- like lightning, in those carcasses that seem;
pire are present; even the queen herself ed so deatl.
graces the occasion; there sit the peers } And here are birds, too, parrots of all
sizes and colors, eagles,cranes, flamingoes,
robed in gold and ermine; opposite them
the members of the Lower House.
It all pelicans, swans, ostriches of different col<
ors and dinfensions. One huge fellow with
seems strangely familiar to you, and yet
legs as large as the wrist of a blacksmith
you can not quite make out the occasion.
and twice as bony, poises his great body on
Listen, a proclamation is being read; a
culprit advances to the bar. Now it is all them, which looks almost as large asa
hogshead. What a gait! And see how he
clear. Imagination is reproducing for you
pokes his large, long neck around. Fora
that wonderful trial, the details of which
Macaulay's graphic pen has made as famil- long distance about him he searches every
inch of the ground for some ohject to help
iar as a twice told tale. Oh! it is somefill his capacious crop. ‘Now he stretches
thing to look into the faces of Fox and Sherhis head above the top of my hat, and
idan,but it is more to listen to those immortal words of Burke which ring out clear swings it one way and the other, and stares
and decisive for Justice and Humanity. at me with his right eye and left eye, till
apparently satisfied that he can not swallow
*¢ Pherefore, hath it with all confidence been
me, and then quietly subsides. But the
ordered by the commons’ of Great Britain
that I impeach Warren Hastings of high whistle sounds tbe signal, and we go.
God has made a great variety of animals,
crimes and misdemeanors.”
and beautified the earth with varied scenery,
“If we settle it by arbitration the United
and thus shown his

power

and

skill.

The

you

Lad

wake

Number

and having poised himself, he cast a glance

dow hag worked

around the room which, while it sent a cold
chill through the very bones of the speculators in the sufferings of the war, gave
assurance of succor and redress to the widows and wounded soldiers.
Instantly a tall gentleman, supported by.
a bundle of papers, fawning and gushing,
but with very weak knees and stereotyped
smile, would approach, and, with a vulgar
salute of presumed familiarity, would hurriedly utter, ‘‘Good-morning, Mr. Secretary ;
fine morning, Sir.”
Mr. Stanton would give a nervous twitch

struggled in the midnight of her sorrow
with the strong one, till she has prevailed.
God has not spoken with an audible voice.
Omuipotence has not appealed to the ear.
Power can not be heard. It has a more sub-

in

tle revelation.

the

closet.

. She

has

The silent Word, the invis-

ible Spirit,—they speak.’ Sinai was heard
but once, but the still, small voice entrances
the ages.
ra
Faith is silent.

“Only believe,”

and the

new Creation rises within. The rapid tide
of nature turns.
Darkness flies away.
The burden of guilt rolls off, and lightness

as the familiar voice met his ear, and, turn-

sits upon

ing abruptly to the speaker, would growl
between his teeth :
!
“Sit down, Sir. I'll attend to you byand-by.” And Mr. Senator ‘Mealymouth,
with his papers about some ‘‘job,” would
disappear.
Next in presumed importance, a gentleman with a brand-new suit of military
clothing, glistening like an ignited pinwheel with stars and stripes :
“My card, Mr. Secretary—‘Major-General Brassbuttons.’ {,
;
Mr. Stanton would turn on the new speak-

comes in. Jesus has all power. The Father has given it to him. The poor woman
touched in silence the hem of his garment,
and was healed.
The silent power is here.
We may wait for it, and our strength shall
be renewed.
-¢¢ All things are possible to
him that believeth.”
Jesus is moving in our midst. He is the
silent force of history. The fountain of love
opened in the eternal hills, flows gently but
irresistibly through the blighted fields of
our humanity.
We love to think of the

er like a tiger at bay, would
caricature of Mars from head

cross has become the symbol and the realization of power. We believe in Him.

the

power of the

examine the
to foot, and

soul.

silent

The

river

Man

of

“Come,
Sir;.what are you doing in
Washington ? If you are not needed at the

front, I'll see

about mustering

of griefs.

the education of their children, and, with
money saved from the dram-shop, come lit
tle short of providinga living for iheir ministeryand meeting all the other expenses.
of divine worship. Christians have given
their work and Christ his blessing. The
desert is blossoming like the rose; and the
lesson which I would press on my readers

is that what

The Gospel for the Masses

you out.”

Few efforts to reach the masses gf owr
cities by gospel influences, have been more
ard his capacious boots, less sensitive than
successful than those made in Edinburgh
the man, would retain self - possession
by Dr. Guthrie. Mary will be in’ erested
enough to carry the discomfitted soldier
in his account of his mode of opérations:
from the field.
:
Let me relate for example an evpe:iConsternation would now reign’ supreme ment made by my own congregation.

Events of the Week.
——

ANOTHER

Secretary would leave his place, walk

over

to the silent but eloquent applicant for relief, and taking him by the hand, would

ask, “What brings you here ? ”

:

The story was the same so often told.
‘Soldier in one of the Washington hospitals,
suffering from a severe wound; can not
identify himself,

as his regiment

is

on the

houses,

and,

so

to

speak,

laine with having received,

ticulars,

Soldier
satisfaction,

retires, his face
and

realizing

week ; to stir them

=.
beaming
keenly

for

out of their lethargy,

to counsel them, to help them by teaching
them how to help themselves, to improve

with
the

their homes, to wean them f{icm drunkenness, to encourage habits of providence,
cleanliness
and
sobriety, to prevail
on

to the

in

1862,

$1,-

were

given.

Behold,

now,

that

cious libel by the Tribune. Speaker Blaine
was not in Congress in 1862. He had not
even been nominated for Congress, but was
only a memberof the Maine legislature and
spezker in the lower house. Moreover, he
affirms on oath that he has never received a
cent’s worth of that or any other R. R.
stock for such considerations as the 7'ribune names, and no one who knows him
will doubt the truth of his statement. The
great reform organ would better reform
itself before it goes much further.
BURNING

com-

pelled
to
come
in.
But this work
was not left to the missionary and the
teacher. Having divided the whole district into portions so small that each contained only some six or seven families, we
whitewashed walls, which have now beresolved that each of these minor divisions
come more offensive than a prison.
a visitor whose duty it should
Order from Mr. Stanton. Advance of should have
be to visit the families once or twice a
two months’ pay, transportation home, ard

thirty days’ furlough.

REFORM.

OF

THE

ESCURIAL.

Persons who have traveled in Spain, and
those at all familiar with its history, will
learn with regret that the celebrated Escu-.
rial palace and monastery is destroyed. It
was a magnificent structure, commenced in
the middle of the sixteenth. century by
Philip IL, in fulfillment of a vow made by
him if St. Lawrence would grant him victory in battle,
As St. Lawrence was
roasted on a gridiron, this building was
made to take the shape of that instrument.
Twenty-one years’ labor and $15,000,000
were expended in building it. It was
and provide the machinery necessary for called the eighth wonder of the world, and
cultivating that waste field. Having ap- well merited its name. Ii was struck by
pointed a missionary and a teacher whom lightening Wednesday evening, set on fire,
we undertook io support, we built a school and is now in ruins.
—A later dispatch states that the fire was
where the children were to be taught during the week and ‘the people to worship subdued after raging nearly the whole night. r
onthe Sabbath.
As the mountain would Many valuables were saved, including vasnot come to Mahomet, it was resolved that es, bronzes ,&c., but the library is badly .
Mahomet should go to the mountain.
The damaged. The roof is gone, and the inside
people -of the district must be visited in frescoing is nearly obliterated.
their

move, and no descriptive list can be obtained: Can consequently get no pay, draw
no clothing ; wants a furlough, and leave to
go home. The hospital regulations keep
him with the strictest severity in the narrow

OF

980,000 of stock of the Pacific railroad company for his services and influence in Congress in securing the passage of the original Pacific bill. The circumstances of Mr.
Blaine’s being in Congress, and other par-

and wound-

Stanton would mildly, musically say, ‘‘Keep
your seat, my good man.” And the iron

SAMPLE

The N. Y. Tribune lately charged Speakex-

We selected a ‘strict of the town named
ed soldiers would grow pale. When they
the Pleasance, and so called because in old
beheld such great men as Senators and gentimes a religious house stocd there dedicaterals in good health so suddenly squelched
ed to Saint Placenza. It embraced a popout,
they naturally asked themselves, ulation of 2000 people, of whom but a
“What is to become of us?”
‘small number weré Irish Roman Catholics.
By this time Mr. Stanton literally had his The mass werein a state of practical heaAudience in hand ; no one was now venture- thenism; very few attending any house
some enough to obtrude especially his per- of God, and about two hundred children
son or wants upon his notice; so, at his wandering
neglected
on the
streets.
leisure, he would glance around the room, Along with Dr. Hanna and myse'f (the
then suddenly stopping to examine atten- ministers of St. John’s), iis office-bearers
tively a sick or wounded soldier, the poor —numbering . some thirty elders and as
fellow would attempt to rise from his seat many deacons—resolyed to raise the money
in acknowledgment of the honor,when Mr.

St. John’s congregation has

done in the Pleasance may be equaled, if
not surpassed, by other congregations ‘else~
where. This is no singular or solitary case.
Edinburgh can produce at least half-a-doz- *
en such.

His it turns out to have been a false and mali-

General Brassbuttons would gasp for breath,

in the room ; even the widows

41

peace

thunder out:

invisible attributes—of God are manifested first time that he has a country worth fight| consciousness of the present, and the fact by the things he has made—his eternal pow- ing for, and men in the government who
er and Godhead—and his kindness in car- have a paternal care for its defenders.
that the House of Lords has just adjourned.
ing
for man’s pleasure and profit. To con“What do you desire?” would be Mr.
N.P
Pa
template himin his works is interesting to Stanton’s next question, addressed ‘to one
the mind and profitable to the soul, for men, who was a soldier's widow or a soldier's
New York Central Park.
women, and children.
mother, seeking information of relatives
What ample grounds! A policéman says
But who has: ever known any anima lost in the great national struggle.
eight hundred and sixty-two acres.
I kind, from a rattle-snake to an elephant, to
“It is impossible, madam, to serve you
should think so. And what a variety of develop into a higher species? Or who has as we could wish.—Take down the name of
scenery!
Lakes,
ponds, streams, fount- ever known a hawk family, by associating the soldier asked for and see what can be
ains, scattered profusely around in all di- with an eagle family, to become eagles, or done.”
rd
rections.
Commons, *base-ball grounds, by any natural or artificial improvement of
And thus, in relieving the suffering, was
cricket grounds, play grounds and fandan- the breed? Who has ever known any of this precious public hour consumed which
goes.
Patches of dense shrubbery here, the monkey tribe, by their own develop- Mr. Stanton remorselessly appropriated..of
little groves there, and a fine forest yonder.
ment, to make any approaches toward hu- the short-lived day, every moment of which,
There is the observatory, here a rustic re- manity ? Though born and reared among
however industriously occupied, failed to
treat as large as a small city building lot. men, they are monkeys still, and bid fair to meet the pressing responsibilities which
It surmounts an outcropping ledge. Just continue so, in spite of Darwin.
X.
each instant accumulated to challenge his
between this and that other ledge, is a
September, 1872,
personal notice. At the instant of twelve
beautiful little ravine filled with trees. Ovo'clock the audience ended. Contractors
er yonder is a cozy summer-house. * And
and rebel sympathizers had been cverlookJMr. Stanton as Secretary.
dotted all around here and there with invited.— Harper's Magazine.
\
:
ing nooks and glens, which we are only
A
visitor
at
Washington
going to the
prevented from exploring by this ever-presSilent Power.
War Department will find on the secondent and ever-unpleasant warning: ‘‘ Please
keep off the grass.”
This means in plain story range of offices a small room, possibly fifteen by twenty feet in dimensions, | The great forces of nature are, silent.
English, there will be a policeman’s hand
on your collar if you do not keep in the over the entrance of which he will find the Light is noiseless, but every sunbeam isa
figures “18,” and if¢ addition the words, rod of strength. Frost works so secretly,
path. Here are sweeping, broad, concrete
“West
Point Academy.” This small office but the ponderous iceberg is its work of 8in
walks, winding among the ravines and
ridges and over the bridges. Away down was through the war a point of the great- lence. Quietly the heat lifts the vapors of
est interest; it was Mr. Stanton’s public the oceans, they fall upon the mountains,
under these bridges are not beautiful casThe furniture was of the
and a thousand rivers roll forever to the
cades, but'ample carriage roads.
Here are reception-room.
Unconsciously, and unheard, the]
driveways in profusion, and there are hun- simplest kind, consisting of one or two sea,
dreds and hundreds of carriages filled with lounges, Some chairs, and a high office-desk, heart every moment sends the ‘cuyrent of
the gay and wealthy and beautiful of this situated in the rear of the room, and direct- life leaping along its channels, and we live,
great city, Here are many benches, seats ly opposite the entrance. The room was and think, and work. Thought is silent:
and settecs scattered all along beside the punctually opened at ten, A. M., and was In his chamber, the statesman secretly
paths and carriage roads, inviting the weary soon filled with an audience of excited peo- makes out the policy that lifts up or thrusts
down nations. In his laboratory alone, the
to rest.
Many of them are occupied by lit- ple, generally made up of claim agents,
tle parties, chatting, with smilipg faces and contractors, friends of rebel prisoners ask- chemist communes with nature, and in the
merry hearts. One might almost lose his ing for exchange, “army widows,” anxious faintest whisper shie/tells him of her hidden
way among these winding walks and sweep- relatives of wounded and missing soldiers,.. riches. Nature does her great works in‘ siThe seasons come and go. The
uninfluential United, States Senators and lence.
ing roads and tangled landscape.
:
Yonder are tents, and throngs upon Representatives, who were not allowed in- sun sweeps his annual circuit in the heavens. The forests and fields put on their
throrigs are going, coming, strolling, stray- terviews at Mr. Stanton’s private office.
gorgeous
robes. The staff of bread for the
Mr. Stanton, accompanied by an amaning, standing, sitting. Let us move in that
uensis, made his appearance punctually at nations comes as the daybreak.
direction.
Ah, here is a band of music,
When the Temple of Solomon was rearand a few acres of people are sitting under eleven o'clock. His approach was always
, these canopies to enjoy it. Oh, yes, itis heralded’by the noise of the rapidly di¥&p- ing, there was no sound of hammer upon
the building? It was in silence. Only the
Saturday, and on that day there 1s ordlina- pearing feet of messengers and idlers, who
wereby some fascination always hanging ‘shout came when they put on the capstone.
rily a band here.
Thie movements of history are not the roar
But we travel to another portion of this about the vicinity.
Mr. Stanton passed on to and behind the of cannon nor concussion of battle. Revoextensive grotind, and here we find one of
the mest extensive menageries we have high desk without recognizing any one, lutions are not merely noisy tumults. Freeif

Pr.

or side
around

to congregate themselves in the past tense
change naturally to the present, and things
of which before you have only heard you

| ly upon your ear. ~And

—

PARLIAMENT

all the world like our great, gray, streaked
mousers at home, only twice as large, and
with stronger limbs. Camels and porcu-

altar
walls

States will not get-a do]lar,”—breaks harsh-

Notable Things Across the Sea.

ever seen; one whose proportions .and variety are worthy of Central Park. Squirrels, skunks, oppossums, raccoons, wood-.
chucks and rattlesnakes. Cats, looking for

chapels,
you,
a

in echoes, no high
nothing but stone

Officé, 39 Washington St., Dover, N. H.
L

)

them to send their children to school and
go themselves on the Lord's day to the

DEATH OF DOCTOR LIEBER.
Dr. Francis Lieber, writer on interna-tional law and political ethics, died in New

York Wednesday
disease. He was

evening
from
born in‘Berlin,

18, 1800, and was educated

in the

heart
March
medical

profession. In 1815-he entered the Prussian armf, and was present at Waterloo.
The next year he returned to Berlin, took.
part in the democratic movements of the
German

universities,

was

condemued

to

‘four years’ imprisonment and excluded from
the schools of Prussia, though in 1820 he
took his degrees at Jena, where he was
prosecuting

his

studies,

when

he

was

forced by the police to retire to Dresden. .
In 1821 he went to Greece, took part in thehouse of God. Let itbe particularly ob- war of independence, and after suffering
served that the division allotted to each
great hardships gucceeded in getting to.
visitor was so small that the working. of it Italy. At Rome he received the aid of
could neither be a heavy demand on their Niebuhr, with Whom
he
returned
to.

time, nor seriously

interfere with any of

Germany as his amanuensis. In spite of:
their other duties.
assurances to the contrary, he was again
The ‘plan having been arranged, Dr.
subjected to political persecution, but he
Hanna and I explained it (rom the pulpit finally escaped into England, and in 1827
and made an appeal to our congregation, embarked
for Boston.
Soon after his
asking them to supply us with money, but
arrival in this city he began his ‘‘Encyabove all with agents. The appeal was
clopedia Americana,” which he completed
instantly and nobly responded to. The in 1833. In 1862, at the*request of General:
money was forthcoming and some forty or
Halleck, he prepared for the -use of the

fifty persons offered their services as visit-

rmy an essay on

‘‘Guerilla

Parties,”

and._.

ors. With the wealth and worth of St. | im1863 *‘Instructions for the Government
John’s we descended on the Pleasance. of the Armies of the United States in the
We had a devoted missionary, a capital Field.” He was very influential in upteacher, and some forty or fifty Christian holding the government during the civil
agents at work there every week. Each war, and was president of the Loyal PubMonday Dr. Hanna met with this staff; lication Society of New York. His literary
progress was reported, and blessings of works were quite numerous, and many of
Heaven were asked, the counsels of wis- them have been translated into other landom given, the zeal of the visitors stimu- guages.
lated, and the whole machinery kept oiled
CIVILIZATION GOING BACKWARDS,
and in the best working order. Behold the
result. Ere long two hundred children were
A Washington despatch says that private
swept off the“ street into the school. On advices from Japan report a crisis in pubthe Lord's day the school began to fill* wiih lic affairs, and indicate the ascendency of
worshipers.
By and by the cry “‘yet there the old Japanese party over the reformers,
is room,” with which our agents went forth and an end for the present of the spread
week
B§weck, was changed into a demand of western civilization in the empire.
for increased accommodation. A church Minister Mori is to-be succeeded by a rep-

must now

be built;

and

our congragetion,

encofiraged by the remarkable success with

resentative of the

non-progressives.

ace Capron,

went

which God

as commissionerof agriculture,

had

hitherto

blest

the

work,

rose to the occasion and built one.
Mr. Cochrane,

the

missionary,

from

Washington,
to fill

same position in Japan, has been
was

or-

the

discharg-

there Le

ed. Pegchine Smith, who went to organize a law department there, has
also been

now labors assisted by a full staff’ of elders
and deacons. "His congregation, mainly

discharged. Information from Europe represents the embassy to the western treaty

dained as a regular mipister,

and

made up of those without God and

without

hope in the world, embraces 613 members
in full communion, and of these not less
than two-thirds reside in the immediate

neighborhood. Once sunk, degradéll, and
irreligious,neglecting the education of their
children, neither contributing to the support of religious ordinances nor even wait=

who

Hor~

ing lon them, they now have a school overflowing with children and a church overflowing with worshipers. They pay fees for

powers as stranded in London

without

funds or authority, Work on the Japanese
war vessels in New York has been stopped
for the want of funds on aceount of these
complications: = Mr. Northrup of Conneot-.
icut, State commissioner of education, declines a similar position tendered him some
time ago by Japan.
If these reports be
true, they represent a state of things that
will be deplored by eévery friend of hu-

man itnprovement..
oe
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Sorrow.

bt

wheat;

| of the Mission will have-heard,

with grate-

.

He had just wéturned | ult., a series of meetings

Dr. C'uyler presided.

was

done

has

here, ought to strengthen our faith.
Rev. Mr. Boole said that, though all

na- | sore, my old foe, the famine relic, got
bear | of me, and the same evening James

ture and the miracles of past ages
testimony for (God, this was not enough.
We

need

present

answers

fo.

prayer,

to

| with hindygnces

on

the

way,

he

church, whose income was to be

a

pain in the head by degrees subsided, leaving the patient, however, in a very weak
James is now able to walk about
state.

ly by the

Rev. J. Hyatt Smith rejoiced in this kind
the only kind

he believed.

He

great amount

of unuttered

prayer

everywhere

called

attention
and

offered.

The

brethren,

and

good

was

|

that protracted
more in the conviction
meetings are admirably adapted to the cir-

to the

uncofiscious

native

accomplished, still confirming me more and ( and a pen

in which

waiting
ADA.

fP—

cumstances

prevalen

vices and consequent sufferings around us
are a constant appeal to God and all go vd
men for aid. God does hear the prayer of

of our

tempered,

)

meeting in his own church, and said, *‘Pray
are bothering me.”

He became converted,

and testified that, in

spite

of his

will,

his

feet walked him into the

church

when

he

was, trying

was

to pass it.

It

soon

ascer-

tained that his mother and a few female
friends were, at that hour, by appointment,
wrestling in prayer for him.
’

Rev. Dr. Wm. M. Taylor argued that we
need nothing else so much as we need the
Holy Spirit. By this,wonders were wrought
of old. The apostles, after their baptism
of the Spirit, were far more successful in
winziing men than was even their Master.
vIn this prayer meeting the Spirit was often
manifest. The influenceof social prayer increases and strengthens faith.
He had
heard a man preach on the evidences that
one was a Christian. One of them was
that ‘*he did not forget the assembling of
himself together.”
This was near the
truth.

The

hour, come

men,

business

is now

mother’s prayers

at

us.

|
|

becoming quite common all around

He is better, but still suffers.

Mercifully the sisters in the Mission have
|’
all been blest with a good degree of health,
in this season of great affliction, and while
they have been incessant in their care and
ministrations for the sick, they have been
also untiring in their efforts to keep all departments of work in the mission moving.
Much more might be saidin regard to the
mingled cup poured out to us. But this
must suffice for the present. Will not our
dear friends at home offer special and fervent prayer for the health of their missionaries in this uncongenial climate, and
for the success of their-labors to win the

busy

this

into this prayer meeting to

gather up their scattered energies, and
gird up the loins of their mind, and plead
with God for aid. And God hears and
gives his Spirit according to his promise.
Rev. Mr. McVicker believed the Psalmist
.struck the key note of this enterprise when
he said,—‘‘O thou that héirest prayer, unto
Men must pray
thee shall all flesh come.”
when in trouble, though theg be disbelievers in prayer and infidels when in safety.

J. PHILLIPS.

moves.

—

The church hag always its struggles, failures and successes; its show of seeming,
and its development of the real. A part of

The doxology, “Praise God,” was sing

as all the Peace Jubilees in the world could
not render it, and Rev. Dr. Tyng pronounc-

old conflict between the son of the bond-

ed the benediction.
I should like to cover

.
much -more

with the report of .the speeches

space

and

other

exercises of this wonderful meeting, but
pages of such poor words as .mine could

«not do it justice.

The

Spirit

of

God

was

present, and all seemed thrilled with hig
power. 1 do not know how any one would

to the sighing of the prisoners and the
groans of the wounded, and read the petiand

find that the answer coming back again and

again, is “walt,” we may fe¢l that Chris.

tianity is a failure.
But waiting is not sitting passively down ;

it is plowing and sowing;

it is doing’ what

we can to avert present calamities and re-:
trieve ruined fortunes; it is fitting ourselves
for future usefulness by learning the lessons of each day; and it, has its illustrations in thé husbandman planting the seed
and expecting the showers, and then the.
harvest; in the early disciples toiling in
one little garden-plot, whose waiting was
being scattered abroad bya persegution in-

have been impressed who was not in sym- tended to crush them and their doctrine,
pathy with the spirit of the meeting, but I
but the result of which was an extension
“think if men would be influenced to’ believe of their field of labor; the bounds were
in religion and seek God anywhere, they thenceforth everywhere.

would be so influenced here. The speeches
~The dealer in pearls and gems
were only ten minutes long, and were in-

terspersed with prayers and hymns, Though
these clergymen had been previously notified, and of course made previous preparations, their utterances seemed as warm

and fresh as though the offspring of the
present impulse.
All seemed perfectly
harmonious, though various denominations

were represented on the stand,as well as in
. the audience. Many wept. Half suppress.ed groans and half smothered ame¢ns and
“half uttered hallelujahs were heard in vari

gf hearts
ous parts of the house, which told

* overflowing with emotien. To nye it was
and the gate of heaven,
the house of God,
.

.

Parl

As well try to fill the yawning-chasm with

Z

ing envious ‘and covetous, and the man

y

be-

ing tenacious about the price, they affix the
assayer's mark to his wares, declaring them

counterfeit, and himself an impostor; thinking that, branded with disgrace, he will accede to their, terms or leave their precincts.
Waiting wotild not be copdpssing that rubies and diamonds were colored glass,—
reasoning that by and by they would become convincad that jewels are jewels; but
it would be going to the proper

authorities,

and having each gem tested fairly and honestly, and then not only

in

conscious

but

approved rightousness, he need no longer
offer his precious things to unappreciative
patricians, bat to kings; and the citizens

a tew grainsof sand as satisfy the gulf of
the soul's desire with the pléasure of an would learn the very useful
: law must be used lawfully.
|
empty world. —Macduff.
Lil

exhibits

his wares to his friends and neighbors, and
they admire their glitter, and then becom-

lesson, that the

difficult to

senses, as, to taste

articulate, and

occasions, as children

girl

uncomfortable

it and

tell

us

how

it

tastes. . Successive tests by the different
senses if carefully conducted will lead to a
clear perception of the various properties.
Analogous to this work

with a

material

object must be our work in spirtual things
if we would secure culture of the moral and
religious nature. Peculiar difficulty arises

here because of the abstract nature of spirit-

add to their

ual truths, “But although they can not be
presented in direct appeal to the senses, they
are none the less realities. 'And not only

class of people, uncomforta-

are they realities, they are also equally sub-

ble to meet with and almost infinitely uncomfortable to live with, They are the class
that are neither one thing nor the other—nei-

ject to aws by which we can secure their
distinct apprehension.
~The fact that moral qualities exist in actions determines that to awaken perception
ther reliable nor unreliable. We respect the of these qualitic
s we must present actions
reliable, he whose word is as good as a.bond. exemplifying the special quality we wish
What a perfect treasure is such a person; discerned. This can be done br relating
friend or foe, we respect him." No *¢ ifs” or the incident, by presenting a picture from
*¢ buts” in his statement, but all ** ayes,” which the children can infer the story, or by
causing an exhibit
and ‘““ noes.” Ina certain sense we respect time of the lesson. ion of the quality” at the
Having done this, there

|

to ‘‘preach as candidates”

I went to the intelligence offices.

The same

shabby benches of shabby wom-

en, rough, untidy,

repulsive.

My

that

if he believes in Orthodoxy or Universalism, I guess it will live if you take care of it
and he will tell you, ** My grandfathér was {every day,” were the hopeful words of the

| little giver. - And so the drooping plant has
a ranting Methodist,” which may mean that |its place in my school-room among the
he is now a Ritualist or Rationalist.
Ask | many beautiful flowers, and every day my
him if he believes in the Darwinian theory little friend watches carefully to see it live
and he'll say, ‘“ Do I look like a monkey?” and grow beautiful as the others. I have
which answer so annoys us that we turn a few wilted human plants that my Father

it has been so modified by the growth of
the country in wealth and culture that it is
hard to separate the use from a multitude
of abuses.

an: “I wanted a servant. My house was
in order, and I was ready to set up house

keeping.

to parishes

are without pastors.
As originally
practiced, this custom had its manifest uses, but

Formerly, the period of trial was

heart

one

of

hastily away to avoid
** acts like a baboon.”

sank within me at the thoughtof organiz- months rather than weeks. The object of
ing a howe on such a basis. 1{ occurred to it was to test the mutual adaptation of the
me, Would it do any good—in fact, would minister and parish by actual acquaintance.
it be right—to pray over it? If good serv- Social and pastoral qualifications were
quite as much considered as effectiveness
ants are not to be had, God himself can
not bring me one. Moreover, the supply in the pulpit. Both parties were disposed
is extremely limited and the demand very to sacrifice minor advantages for the sake of
great. I was not in sore need. There securing a substantial result. Now, howwere a great many other women to whom ever, everything turns on the impression
The
a competent servant meant health, peace of two or three pulpit performances.
“candidate”
is
invited
to
join
race
for
a
sudof mind, content with life. To me it
meant only freedom from annoyance; and den and superficial popularity; and if his
I was so rich in happiness, in comfort, in nose is too long,or his pantaloons too short,
occupation, in satisfying friendships and or if some one take a dislike to his wife's
the

chances

are

decidedly

given us ability to help

ourselves, would it |.

God, that if it could

be

done

without

de-

priving any one else of assistance; and if it
were not a thing so much my own business
that I had no right to trouble him about it;
and if, in addition to all the rest of my
satisfactions, he could afford to let me have

‘the satisfaction of a good servant, why, I
should be very

glad

and

grateful.

But I

stipulated expressly that I would not presume on an affirmative answer, and that a

than

the

one

art

came into

service

my

fory

power

an

to

absent

would cost’me two or

attempt

a good

acquaintance.

It

three hours of time,

a good deal of discomfort, and interruption
of my present pursuit, and the woman in
question had showed herself entirely unappreciative, not to say resentful of pre-

viods favors.

I had a thousand minds not

to go; but it occurred to me that here was
I asking a doubtful favor for myself. I
was not sure I was on legitimate ground
there; but I was quite sure in doing a kind

act: Was it rather bribing the good God?
Perhaps so. But I knew he could not be
bribed, so there was no harm done. My
errand over, I went to the intelligence
office. Immediately a young woman was
presented

to

me, so

pretty,

modest,

and

ladylike that I thetight she could not be
a servant;

but

she

questions, which she

was.

I put several

answered

yotit seemed,

was making

also, somehow,

as if God

fun of we, you know.
<

of a short summer may

blooming, fragrant

tearful

for the

change

flowers,

them

* Jewels

care

into

for

his diadem.” [ may never find them, for I
can not reach down so deep. Nor does he
choose to show me the mines where they
are hidden ; but another, stronger for pa-

on Questioning.
in a recent

well.” The delicacy and difficulty of This
part of the teacher's work is clearly implied,
and a consideration of one well-nigh univer-

them beautiful for him, ‘* stars in the crown
of rejoicing.” A humbler crown that never
will glitter must be mine, for 1 can not reach

so high.

I can only look up, and wish, if 1t

were God's will, I might soar higher,
work nearer heaven and his throne,

to a
But

he bids me stay where I am, doing the
work I am able to do. His care points
It takes but little observation to discover to wayside flowers, to neglected beauty,
the prevalence of questions containing the and says, ‘Weave these into a erown, and
idea desired in the answer. Especially is they shall be-accepted as a worthy offering.
this true of questions whosé answers can Then T will take care to keep these wilted
not be directly gleaned from the text of the flowers so near me, that all the overflowlesson. They occur mainly in three forms: ings of love from my heart shall water
1st. Those containing the idéa in the theirs. In. the garden of the Lord there are
sal error may suggest

others

and

lead

to

the remedy of all.

same language as expeoted in the answer.
Thus in the lesson for June 16th, ** Did the

of

Lord hear the prayer and see the tears ol
Hezekiah?” The answer may be simply,

no wilted flowers, but they are over blooming.
How blessed the privilege of watching their growth and beauty here!
Neglect
so chills, a careless touch so blights these fra-

full sentence, gile flowers, we tremble lest they die ere
“The Lord said, I have heard thy prayer, I | they are fitted to be transplanted to heaven.

““ Yes,” or expressing it ina
have seen thy tears.”

ent

2d.

Those containing
the idea in differlanguage from that expected in the

paves

answer, given above, ¢ Did the Lord regard

MISSIONARY CABBAGE.
“A boy at the
door wants to sell a missionary cabbage?”
I'do not think much of cabbage; but a

ah?”
The answer is obviously the same as
before.

missionary cabbage,

the petition and behold the grief of Hezeki3d. Those containing
the idea in either
of the foregoing forms, but in connection
with the opposite idea, presenting a choice
between

the

two,

thus:

‘Did

the

Lord

hear the prayer and see the tears of Hezekiah, or aid he close his ears to his cries and
turn away his eyes from ‘his sorrow?”
Here again the reply is as above. A variety of this last form is the presentation of the
contrasted idea only.
But what objections to such questions ?

I was

sure,

must have

some extra qualities, which might' make: it
worth buying.
So I went to the door, and

found it bad,
1. It was raised by a poor little lame
Sabbath-school scholar.
2. It was raised for the love he had for the
Saviour, and from a desire to do something

to spread his kingdom.
3. It was brought a mile, slung on his
shoulder,
i
ured by shallow tests, and accepted or reI bought the cabbageprand sent it to eke
out the dinner of a poor widow with four
jected on grounds honorable neither to the
The little boy thankfully took
I. They fail to properly exercise the children.
intelligence nor sincerity of either party,
varied powers of the soul; a fault so radical the six-pence paid for the cabbage, and put
is rot the kind of sacrifice to which Christ as to subvert the general aim and end of it in his charity-box to give to some child
calls his under shepherds. Flirtation and education. In the examples cited the facul- poorer than he. Perhaps it may be the
coqu try dre no part of their legjtimate ties of memory and judgment should have means of bringing one, two, three, to Jesus
been cultivated, but instead of a vigorous, Christ; and the little lame boy ‘may some
business.
x
exercise, they were deprived of time meet in heaven those who came there
Wherein lies the remedy 7? We
would self-r«liant
their due by the volunteered assistance. If by this simple act of pious love.— Wellsay, to the candidates, Take a seat in the memory has failed to perform her office, let spring.
lower room. Be sure that it;is God's ‘the fact be clearly recognized, then the
——
voice, not that of your ambition, that calls mind can apprehend what is necessary to
to go up higher. There are places encugh repair the want,
. A DrericvLry—How
REMEDIED.
A
n case of appeal to the percentive faculcalls
Times
where any messenger of the good tidings
School
Sunday
the
writer:in
ty, the giving the information in the quesis welcome; go there and do your best, tion takes the zest from investigation. Fre- attention to a difficulty sometimes found to
never fearing that your talents will be quently it discourages all independent ex- be in the way of success, and to the only
wasted. You willbe lifted up as fast as ercise of the power, and destroys that sense effectual remedy for it:
of self-reliance and self-respect so important
you are able to bear it.
fa
A minister who finds that, for some reason
And coald we gain the attention of to be cherished, The miud rests satisfied which he can not remove, and perhaps not
with the acquisition, unconscious of the fee- even understand, he is unable to
gain the
any shepherdless churches, we. would say, bleness of its tenure. Take for example a
goodwill of the young, may well
doubt his
Deal deliberately, honestly and prayerfully lump of loaf-sugar. We wish the children call to the ministry.
Sunday-school
with whomsoever you ask to supply stated to observe and express in language its pro- teacher who is unpopular, in spite of all his
erties of color, resonance, odor, flavor,
exertions to the contrary, is not at present
services. Judge not by the appearance,
orm, and size. We may ask, *‘ Is it white?” fit for the work. He need not try ty remeCovet jot a neighbor's minister. - Ask no
“ Does it resound when struck?”
¢‘ Does dy matter’s, by pretending what he does
submit to odious comparisons.
it taste sweet ? ” but by every such; question not feel “for the device would probably
be

er that the question of settling a

pastor is a question which: concerns
torily and her whole mppearance was so
the
building
of a holy temple, and is not
prepossessing that T was taken aback and
to
be
bandied
about asa subjéct of idle
actually sat and stared at her. I don’t
goswip.
know what the’ poor creature thought of
me; but I was thinking over and over .
again, “I wonder if God did send you,’ It «Our religionis to be estimated, not by

And

I long

‘| child-faith to believe that the watchful

lesson paper we find "this statement—** No
one teaches well who does not question

saving souls. Such tricks of rhetoric and
gesture, such
affectation of originality,
such flights of eloquence in prayer, such
brilliant displays of every sort as dazzle at
first sight and promise to force a snap
judgment, are stock in trade of ministerial
place-seekers.
:
The performances of these unworthy servants have made the natural entrances to
pastoral work almost impassable to men
of high self-respect and delicacy of feeling.
No noble, sensitive man will submit to the
indirect insult implied ‘in the present sys-

so satisfac-

seemed just like the: Old Testament.”

and

tient work than I, shall find them, and make

negative answer should apply only to this tem of candidating.- To set one's selfAzainst
particular case. If nothing came of it, 1 half a dozen salary-hunters, to be measwould perhaps be more backward about
trying again; but I would not promise not
to try again.
.
“On my way to the intellegendé office, it

appealing faces tell me they are all unused

At the close of the questions

against

divine

bas given me, with other choice ones, to
care for as my summer's work.
‘Their sad,

that he

S. Department,

A Thought

study the art of pleasing a capricious mulrather

him

prayer and sympathy,

CWV »

The natural result of this change has
been to raise up a crop of clerical stumpspeakers and. office-seekers—clergymen
who make the ministry a speculation, who
titude

telling

to warm sunghine, all unwatered by

&

was a doubt whether God ever intended has too many, find it easy to defeat a sober
us to throw such things on him. Having judgment on the real merits of the case.

not be like indolence to ask him to help
its membership will ask for rightousness,
gospel discipline, and. covenant keeping; us? And, ignorant as we are, is it ever
safe to set our hearts upon anything in para part will lean towards that. Hildebrandic
outward unity, which, though it may not ticular? Still, I wanted the right one so
now compel obedience by the fagot and “much, and did not in the least know how
to get at her. So all quietly, and with
the sword, will not fail to advocate. and
baptize with holy names unchristian mo- never a thought of breathing it to any one,
I made a little arrangement with the good
tives and arbitrary measures. It is the same

of appeal,

;

discourses under this head
Te

slender stock of words, by curiously invented syllables. We use it to represent an

natural life that it ‘seemed selfish to be
craving the good servant which other him. Allis decided in a hurry; and capwomen needed so much, And with it all tious critics, of which every congregation

‘Waiting.

tions sent to the final court

J

| or unusually bad.
Ask a betweenity if he us largdr inerease is the great cry of the
at Work is sharp, but to a degree truthful,
is going to take a vacation, and he'll say,
To this end may we all improve
laborers.
It is time that a thorouch reform were inwell.—8. S.
power of questioning
*¢ T take a vacation,” which may mean *¢ Of | our
situted in the
matters here referred ‘to.
| course
do,” or “ Of course I dont.”
Ask | Teacher.
The suggestions at the close, both to min| a betweenity if he believes in Allopathy or |
istéfs and churches, are wise and pertiHomeopathy and he'll say, * We used lo- |
A TEACHER'S
GLEANINGS.
A
plant,
nent:
‘
belia and composition in my father’s house,” | wilted, and seemingly lifeless, was brought
In most Christia# denominations it is the which may mean he now believes in blue
{me the other
morning.
**1
wanted to
custom for clergzvmen without employment
pilis or in white pellets. Ask a.betweenity | bring you something, and this is all I have.

that leaves traces wherever it
She does respond to the scientist's

sister,

Prayer is the legitimate work ofall men.
in the
rd, Eng- | woman and the free, once waged
Rev. Mr. Christopher, of O
Holy land, and now in the holy place. If
Wis
time
in
land, thanked God for being a
we look on the battle as it rages, and listen
.this place.
The best of all amniversariés

. was.that of the Fulton St. prayer meeting
He was grateful to God for the influence
this meeting, was exerting in’ Europe, and
|
. England especially. He earnestly desired
prayer for Oxford.
i

quiet, respectful, modest—a

to serve

remedy, and

native churches.

heathen to Christ ?
Midnapore, Aug. 9, 1872.

A harsh word,

.

a

rasping the throat when at length the sound
becomges vocal.
Not inthe printed dietionary, but in yours and ours—that is, in those
as yet unwritten ones, which we make up

fall, as I see the brown hair put’ smocthly
back from her delicate forehead, as I mark
the varying flush in her round cheek, as I

Q. M. and Y. M.

pendent, as follgws:
and several professed conversion.
Shall I give you a little ‘narrative that
| = Bro. Smith at Balasore has lately been
faith, and even work miracles in answer to |
proves
nothing and. may go for nothing, it
very ill, and though now better, is in a feeit. One instance he would relate, which
Bro. Hallam has lately you like, but is nevertheless not unconnectbie state of health.
proved this.
An infidel who had not entered with our theme?
been down with the Dengue fever, which
ed a church for years, came into a prayer
Said my friend, a simple, unlearned womhas for months prevailed in Calcutta, and 4
for me, somebody, for my

as

others. Well, I have not- got over it yet.
Here is my pretty handmaidén, neat and
trim and tidy, intelligent, capable, sweet-

vigorous logic, and
| challenge in a piece of
Chris- |{ follows it with an illustrative incident efWe have room only
tians were revived and stirred up to labor | fectively reported.
for
the
laiter.
We
copy
from the Indefor Christ, backsliders returned to the fold,

|

I stood

ey
ready perceived, the teacher must then supply it. Another way suggests itself: Djrect the children to test it by one of their

look into her deep, darnest eyes, it .is not
simply that a helpful, ‘Tealthtul Scotch las- the unreliable, he whom we know never
one that has proved in actual practice sucis no necessity for the teacher to express in’
sie is making life pleasant to me; but I say means what he says; we respect him, be- the question “the
resuit of: the perception
cessful and satisfactory. At every monthly
over and over, again, in mute apostrophe:
cause he leaves us inno doubt. We know { gained. Thus in the case of Hezekiah's
conference let a penny collection” be taken
prayer, after the children have learned the
‘I wonder §f God did send you.! It is such
there is not a word of truth in what he says,
to defray incidental church expenses. Ir
a perfect answer that it does not seem as if and so we put no trust in him. His utter- facts (rom the narrative they are as ready as
more money is thus secured than is needed
the teacher to deduce his feelings of joy,
it could be an answer at all.
Bat, if itis ances go in one eay and out of the other.
gratitude, and love. These conceptions
for present use, it can be kept to assist the
But he that is
néfther reliable nor unreli- may, indeed, lie as a confused mass in their
poor of the church.
It may be thought by not.an answer, should you think God would
able—sometimes. speaking the truth, some- minds, but to be clearly defind they need
sorpe, that taking a collection might lessen let it happen so?"
bold relief
Wise men of the East and of the West,
times telling a falsehood—sometimes blow- only to be brought out in
3 mitaady small attendance at monthly
by directing the attention to each particular,
this
is
not
argument.
It
is
hardly
illustra.
ing hot, sometimes blowing ‘cold—some- In case of the emotion of joy the teacher
conference.
It is a mistake; whoever will
be frightened from the conference by fear of tion. Itid only a specimenof the way in times on the field side of the fence and some- may ask how Hezekiah felt when told that
a penny ’ collection, will always find a which the minds of the unlearned work. | times on the road-side, and not unfrequent- he must die; then, how he must have felt
weightier excuse for staying away.
It You know perfectly well that God had noth- ly on the fence, with a leg dangling on ei on being restored. There may be difficulty
ther side—a betweenity—we pray to be de- in expressing the ideas which are perceived,
proves
a means
of grace,
and
interests ing to do with it, but thatit was the result
but in those cases give the terms as direct
livered from all discourse with such a man, information.
every member in the work of the church. of long trains of Scotch history, and AmeriBy putting the result into
can
politics.
But
political
and
historical
either on pleasure or on business, in politics words himself, without definitely directing
Of course, no one is compelled to give even
or in religion.
We want neither his enmi- the attention to the important particulars,
a pénny, and many grateful hearts will scholars are few, while the men and women
cheerfully give much more.
Some chuarch- are many in the world, who, not with gong ty nor friendship; we desire to ignore him the teacher fails to secure proper supports
Ask a between- for the fabric gained. °
es take this collection at the communion, and trumpet in the open squares, bu silent- and to be ignored by him.
What has been said of the perceptive
ly
in
their
own
hearts,
in
a
thousand
modes
ity
how
he
left
a
sick
friend
and he will tell power and mémory is equally true. of the
but T am persuaded, after practicing’ both
methods, that the monthly conference is the and forms, are putting God to the test. you, ‘* He was lying down,” which might other faculties. No one of them can gain
There is no speech nor language. Their mean he was resting after a short walk, or strength or skill without exercise, any more
better time.
S.C.K
i
voice isnot heard. They can give no phys- might mean he was able to sit up. Ask a than can the hand or eye.
11. But a further objection to such quesical nor metaphysi¢al formula that cau for betweenity if a certain institution is flour- tions
is their failure as a means of impartIs Prayer Serviceable?
a moment resist your logic; but it is borne ishing and he will tell you that ¢ Prof. A. ing knowledge. Words can not of them”
ne —
in upon them somehow that God stands the leaves at the close of the term,” which selves impart ideas. They are merely repOne would hardly have looked for Gail test, and against this solid, deep-seated, might mean that he went because the funds resentative in character. Ideas, to beIamilton to enter the lists in behalf of or- life-long conviction, believe me, you will were too low to pay him, and might mean come the soul's real possession, must be
Whatgained by its own individual effort,
thodoxy as against the scientists, and in never make any / headway.
he was called to another institution ; what- ever is clearly perceived, then associated in
answer to the challenge of Prof. Tyndall.
| ever it does mean, you are no wiser than its varied relations, and finally subjected to
But she is a woman who may do many unyou were before, you asked the question. the higher processes of thought, is held
Clerical Office-sceking.
Indeed, the knowl| Ask the betweenity how's business, and he'll ( with no feeble grasp.
expected things, and she will do them all
ate
:
"wiv
{edge gnined is in direct ratio to the right
in
the
exercise
of
a
keen
and
effective
brain
|
say
**
So-50,"
which
may
mean
usnally
good
|
The tollowing article from the Christian
the powers in acquisition. Give
‘of e
| exercis

ated for the support of the pastor.. Now it
is covered with buildings,and is in one of the
most wealthy and business portions of the ‘and ride out, and provided he can be kept
city, The prayer meeting had grown from from his work sufficiently-long to allgw his
head to get well, he may recover and ere
the attendance of one man to its present
dimensions, and God was here daily fur- long be able to resume his work. For one
nishing proofs that he heard prayer. This almost never ill, and always so ready to go
and to do the bidding. of duty, so sudwas most nceded, for on this the church
den a prostration can only be regarded in
was most skeptical.
Rev. Dr. Ormiston said that prayer was the light of a serious afiliction,to say nothnatural. Prayer and its answers were not ing of the poignant grief we all feel for the
to be defined and explained by laws. The illness of one so dear to all our hearts.
spontaneous outgushings of the heart to But the Lord be praised, that our worst
God, and the responses with which God fears have given place to joyful hopes!
On the 22d ult. my fever paroxysm remeets them, are prayer and its answers,—
or personal communion which the soul turned, and held me through the day, an
holds with God. He had just come from a miserable one it was too! By the use of
the daily prayer meeting of San Francisco, strong. remedies, - however, the fever was
*—as far to the West as London was to the soon broken up, though still liable to reEast,—and that too was a child of the Ful- turn at any time, Our meetings at Jellasore
| continued daily for 15 days, managed mostton St. prayer meeting.
:
of close communion,

neti

where

do it, Ile shall have no excuse for not
obliging me in my 4ndisposition to oblige

Expenses.

a complete, fair and Christian

use of ice, the fever was got under, and the

appropri-

suffer

assessments, unless paid by a few willing
brethren, usually drag. 1 write to suggest

24

For

some

stand

expense of Communion,

time, brain fever seemed imminent, but by
the blessing of God on the skillful treatment
of the physieian, and the free and constant

delirium.

shall

Church

i

had done great good in its day, but had, in
establishing and conducting this meeting,
done more?than in all else. The church was
located
on the ‘Shoe-maker farm,” six
acres of which had been given to the

and

for, unless

just as uncertaim

» An exchange
as follows:

Much difficulty is experiencedby some of that L can really love, not with what theolour churches in paying their incidental ex- ogians. call the love of benevolence, but
penses. The very fact that the sum is small with the love of complacency—a servant
increases the difficulty. There is.no trou- who is in her place a lady. Now, as she
moves about the house with noiseless footble in paying the minister's salary, but the

hours onl road, and reached Midnapore,
with a most exeruciating headache, followfever

contending

Incidental

Mr, Day, a lawyer, gave a few items in
the history of the old Dutch Church, which

ed by violent

sometimes wears the convicts

5

rE

Betweenities.
y

again, by taking some trouble, to do another small kindness to certain good friends.

places, and

—

power

before; but I said: If there is any such
thing as putting God under bonds, I will

hold
was

was

my

worth

ized with a violent pain in the head,
which well nigh crazed him, and he made a
rush for howe, 50 miles distant. Meeting

and

in answer

this testimony God furnishes
the prayers offered here.

into

I was

commenced

| incessant toil and hard work. Ou the 20th
ult., the 2d day after I'had reached Jella-

offered

prayer

to

in answer

high

On my way home it came

garb, but who can tell" whether principle be

crucible ? “And who
in the breach?

from Europe, and regaled the meeting with | with the church in Jellasore by **J, L. P.,”
The
where I joined him, two days Jaggr.
fresh news from the London daily prayer
prosthe
and
favorably,
Fulton
opened
of
offspring
meetings
the
|
was
which
meeting
James had,
| pect seemed a bright one.
street.
preearious
very
a
in
family
his
left
a
in
| however,
followed, and
Rev. Dr. Burchard
spirited manner urgsed the prayer of Habak- | state, the two elder children being very low,
What | while he himself was sadly worn down by
kuk, “O Lord, revive thy work.”
wGod

TTT
TTT
TTT
there was nothing to do but take her home.

oppression? How shall theory be discersed from practice, without the test of the

To-day was the 15th anniver- | ful hearts, of the pleasing ingathering. of
Sept. 28.
"The
souls into the blessed Saviour’s fold, both at
sary of the Fulton St. prayer meeting.
Rev.
On the 17th
«Old Dateh Church” was crowded.
| Midnapore and Bhimpove.
*

iniquity walks in

righteousness

| A few weeks ago we were all rejoicing in
| a precious work of grace, and the friends

St. Prayer Meeting.

is

Satan is still sowing taves; they look as
well, and perhaps give a larger yield than

$

Verily, a mixed cup is poured out to. us!

SE AE

Fulton

THE

==

Joy and

@ ymmunications.

8

-

a few intensities,

erous

glow

But. whole life.

and
&

but by -a

activity

vital

and

gen-

throughout
our

ae

L

we restrain independent perception. To detected and fail. He must ask of God the
obviate this difficulty several courses lie *¢ wisdom that cometh from above,” a poropen to us. We may give the general idea tion of the love that so shone in the face of
in the question, and the

specific variety, as

children

state the

What is the colo

Saviour, und was heard in every tone of

of hig" voice, that the multitude were drawnto
the sugar?” *¢|What its shape?”
Or, in him, and not only ¢ heard him gladly,” but
casos where the children have not yet: gain- held him in such reverence and affection,
ed the general idea, as of resonance,

the sugar with a hard substance,
dren stating what is done and that
a sound.
If the children have not
of language to express what they

strike

that those who sought his life were compel)

the chil- ed to do their cruel work secretly, lest there
they heard should be a * tumult among tha people,
command and active
tance to their ma nderous
have al- i designs.
:
» oe

7‘

ny

reigns in your | easiest... In like manner, it is not the truly
great-and good man, generally speaking,
“Yes,” he answered ; but his voice sound- who rises the most rapidly into wealth and
A man may be sharp, active, quick,
ed far off, sweet-and low, ag if it came from dotice.
a soul already well on its way through the dexterous, ‘ cunning ; he may be ever-on
the watch for opportunities to push his for“dark valley and shadow of death”
=
And still he lay there with his hand above tune; a man of this kind can hardly fail of
his heart, even after that heart had ceased to getting on in the worid ; yer, with all this,
beat,-and the soldier-boy’s soul had gone up he may not bave a grain of real greatness
abouthim.
He may beall
I have described,
to its God,

gently, “that God rules and
heart P”

ounsels

:

-

of Infinite Love.
—aay, sometimes even by ‘their means—
the grace which stooped to Bethlehem and
Calvary will work out a blessing for mankind which no *‘laws of nature” can effectually prevent.
And the mind which takes God into the
problem holds such cheerful convictions
without apology. It deems itself rational

Under the Cross.

i

?

Gn

—

:
I ean not, can not say-—
Out of my bruised and breaking heart—

Storm-driven along a thorn-set way,

But T was weak and wrong,

chief factor of

:

0 flood, that through my bosom rolled

Its billowy tide,—
1 said, till ye your power made Known,
“ God’s will, not mine, be done!”
Now faint and sore afraid,
Under my cross—heavy and rude-=
My idols in the ashes laid,
ike ashes strewed,
The holy words my pile lips shun,
“ 0 God, thy will be done!”
Pity

my woes, O God!
nd touch my will with thy warm breath;
Put in my trembling hand thy rod,
That quickens death ;
That my dead faith may feel thy sun,
And say, ** Thy will be done!”

——

get

is

sur-

along

without

but

. The time ofthe meetin

me to.

of

earnings help

God's

pours in upon

suffering

the

to

that

poor.

charity

which it had

deemed

The

such a

That

views

one

whit

léss

earthly

and

and for that reason, if for no other, intellectto the great

problems

tend to darkness

of

and

human

despair.

They

are

none the less fraught with oppression and
oloom, that they wear an air of wisdom.

t is a wisdom without God.
Look, for example, at that melancholy
conception of human existence popularly
advocated by Buckle and Draper, and many

of the human family
quieted

the

probable future

which

vision

of

for years

Malthus,

dis-

and

has

economists besides,—the

which sees no relief from the ultimate overcrowding of the earth with swarming mulfoot

front

sheer

incapability

of finding

room.
A view which finds war, therefore,
a blessing, and pestilence an angel in disguise; seeing that they help to postpone
that
horrible time when the muititudes
swarming this little globe shall be like rats
on a sinking plank, crowding ene another
ofl'in efforts to get foot-hold.
Certainly if there be one gloomier and

more hopaless view of this world and its
destinies than another, it is that view
which comes through those eyes which decline to see anything but

the

reign of nah

weal laws, and refuse to give

came up along by this building, where the
rooms of the Young Men's Christian Association are. The door was open, the light
was shining on the floor and I thought that

and come up

titudes, starving through very redundancy
of numbers, trampling one another under

God a place

‘He took me into a warm room, and let
me sleep-on the carpet by the stove—the
best bed T had had for a year.
I wasail
Inthe morning he took off my rags
razs.
and cave me these clothes I have on.
had not had anything like this for years.

Whatever

is true

ir

the

calculation

mathematics or the foretellings
economy it

and food do

sees

full

well.

influence

discerns perfectly.

of political

That

climate

the law

of mul-

human

That

of

progress

it

tiplication in the human family is slowly
but surely conducting to an occupancy of
the whole globe, and to questions arising
from that over-stocking of the earth,

swered yet, it sees plainly.
That mankind are prodigdlly

their visible means of support,

unan-

spending
is a fact

of

which the decline of their Nantuckets and
New Bedfords, the giving out 6f their
_oil-creeks, the exhaustion of occasional tinmines and coal-beds, remind it as promptly

as any one is reminded.
But the mind which believes in a present

divine

Ruler

isnot

thereby

Its forecastings are not filled

disheartened.

with fear.

They are not, because it remembers that
one factgwhich the wisdom which dispenses
with iy forgets: the fact that God lives,

concerns

made.

himself still with the world he has

It takes

—ap element

God

into

each

problem

the other leaves out.

It recognizes the operation of Givine influences above nature—an operation which

the other disregards,

It ‘believes that the

world’s affairs are conducted by an immediate and all-loving Ruler in the interest
of human walfare and spiritual perfectness
—a belief - which the other, with all its
studiousness, is too short-sighted to attain.
And therefore it does not
despair. 1t borrows no overwhelming gloom from the
mighty agency of diet and climate on
human weal.
It believes that there are
higher agencies than these ; and that it lies
not in the power of northern cold or southern heat to defeat the best hopes of a race
which education undertakes to elevate, and

the gospel attempts
not its ceufidence oy
out coal-beds and
" believes that the God

to save. It disquiets
the .thought of burntuninhabited seas, It
who tenanted by his

creatures awhile the ‘one, and’ stored up

for ages unseen the supplies

of the other,

up his

door, and took

here, and locked the

Bible, and asked me if I would like to hear
him read in that book and pray. I said l
self.

he had

that

God

I wanted to thank

mjy-

pray

to

I wanted

from eternal death.

God into the acof these things.

coffee house, and
back
brought me

the
and

“Ho took me to
cave me breakfast,

dom, sensual and irrational.

The mind which tikes
count is not ignorant

the

poor. man wept, and others wept with him.

would, and I did.

wis-

heart.”

my

broke

It

sent an angel to save my life and snatch me
«] wanted

pray.

did

He

to pray.

him

He prayed for me, that God would forgive
me, and help me to leave off’ drunkenness.
so much

After doing

This was too much,

for me, to go to God and ask him to forgive
me—that was too much—it broke me down,

soul an utter

hatred to every-

thing under the name of liquor. I could
The
‘not [drink now, if it was offered me.
thought of it sickens me.
“This man has found

to

a place

me

work, and Iam a happy man, for I feel
that I am saved from a drunkard’s death.
I feel that I may live now a few years, and
do some good somehow, and every day
power of God in
bears testimony to the
man—every day tells the world that a
drunkard can be reclaimed.
i
“But it was all the Lord’s doings through
this society, But forit I should not now
be here. While 1 live, I shall pray for
them ; and while I live, I shall pray for the
poor drunkard, for I know now that he can
be reclaimed.
«Christian friends, when you pray, do
not

forget

the

poor

are

that

wanderers

kicked from shed to shed: the poor drunkard that the world don’t care anything for.”
The meeting closed, and many a friendly

re-

hand was reached out to greet tbe poor

formed man, who seemed to be
the vestibule: of heaven.

already in

Come.

Thy Kingdom
RE

;

x

A poor, wounded boy lay dyinggin a hos
pital. He was a soldier; but -a’mere boy
for all that. Thelady who watched by his
bed-side saw

that death

and, placing her hand
said to him:

«My

was

upon

coming

his ‘head,

fast,

she

in

dear boy, if this should be death

that is coming upon
meet your God P”

you, are you
To

The large, dark eyes opened

ready to

slow]

, and

passed over the young soldier's
rendy, dear
face, as he answered: “I am
lady, for this has long
been ‘his kingdom ;”

will, if need be, opén yet other’ supplies for a smile
human want,

:

Above. all, it belisyes that God, who
became incarnate in human flesh to save
men, is not to be

frustrated

ment of his design.

in

Poverty,

the

fulfill-'

ignorance,

and as he spcke, he placed hisagand

:
|
his heart.
_ “Do yon mean," questioned; th
:

upon
;

His

brings other

It usesno
vailing

lives

under

words

A

Ger-

its gentle

of protest

discord,

but

sings

the

ady,

the

it expression.

Up

rose one

company ; a glow

was on

lips to give

of

the small

his face,

and a

magnificent faith in his heart. *If a Bible
society for Wales,” he said, ‘why not a Bible society for the world?” Noble words
were these.
They fcll on the few auditors
like a voice from God—like a trumpet blast
from the sky.
The British and Foreign Bible society
had its beginning at that moment.
The
lips which spoke it into life have been dead

« Exalted to

life

stoop to a mean fraud.

invades

fly

suspended

lom

1. For

stirred

with

ets,bamds and securities, notices to trespassers, are none of them for him.
He may be

trusted alone, out of sight, near
nest partition—anywhere.
He
offices, he sells none, he intrigues
He would rather fail of his rights
them through dishonor. He will

neither

eyes.

When we see a man rising in the world;
thriving in business; successful in his speculations;

il’ he be

a man

out

of

our

own

line, who does not come into competition
with ug, 80 as to make us jealous of him,
we are apt to say within ourselves, “What
man

a wonderful

this must: be, to rise

so

rapidly!” forgetting that dust and straw
and feathers, things with neither weight
nor

value

in

them, rise

the

soonest

La
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I prayed too. I said, Lord forgive me, and
I will never drink any more. And fthe
Lord did torgive me. Right there I felt it.
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finished all were in perfect harmony.”
It is in this way a vig and -'pure
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clear voice of a woman singing in perfect
tune. She made no effort to drown the
voices of her companions, neither was she
disturbed by their noisy discord; but patiently and sweetly she sang in full, rich

| thus dependent on friends living at a ‘distance for the privilege of reading the word
of God.
This trifling incident’ started an
inquiry in the minister's mind, which has
had wondrous results. He soon found fH#t
a large number of his people were without
the Scriptures: and unable to buy. * With
energy combined with piety, he set out for
London, and appealed
to the directors of
the Religious Tract Society for some kind
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stairs and
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Having no Bible at her own

man (pointing to the young man again),
who came to me as he was going round to
close up the building, and said, ‘Get up

view
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deep snow had pre

« fell asleep, but was awakened by that

been like the skeleton in the house to many

a political

a jdidtant

to

it looked warm, so I ventured in and
down there.
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Incased in a Beautiful

Many familiar phrases are supposed to
Naturally-anxious to understand’ the re- have their origin in the Bible that are not
lation between the snow and the text, the in the good book, but the phrases are good
good man asked her to explain, It soon and we love to use them. The following
appeared that the Bible out of which sh
# be useful to prevent misquotations
was wont to learn thgdfext was. owned
a Bm Scripture :

-¢] went in there to lie down; a policeofficer tapped me on the head with his mall.
‘Out of this,’ he said; ‘you can’t stay here.’
«I went out into the storm again, and

fare or decline,
of the

running down

Size

man would fain have covered his ears. As
this was scarcely civil, and might appear
like insanity, his next impulse was to rush
into the open air and leave the hated sounds |
‘But this, too, I feared to
behind him.

not do so, and blushingly pointed to the
deep and drifted snow as an excuse for her
inability,
;
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the pavement.

others, which finds in the mere physical
conditionsof climate and food, the sufficient and determining laws of human welLook at that view
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remembered in so awful a presence, and
they are friends once mqre.
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‘‘count the cost” of the i iswer to that [3 so [resolved to endure the torment with
the best fortitude I could assume; when,
prayer?’
Let us always ask with more than child- lo! T distinguished anfid the din, the soft,

;
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country, and the sound of music attracted
him to enter, though he had no knowledge
of our language.
The music proved to
be
a piece of nasal psalmody, sung in the most

each and folds it over his own still heart
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lies gasping in death, he takes the hand of
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“I'll tell you how it was. I found myself
after dark at the door of one of the depots

many of its inculcators are technically
learned and scholarly men, makes not their

manners
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You see in me a man who has been

ed:

Tuneful
—

a burden to himself and a nuisance to others for years. I haye been a drunkard for
idle. Origins and purposes are forbidden twenty years; 1 don% feel that I am worthy
problems. God is a being or a mame with to stand here among these good people.
like submission, never limiting God
in the
which philosophy and science have noth“But I want to tell you that, although I time or ways, taking care that ’tis no grati-.
“ing to do.
Their province is to catalegue
have been drunk every day for more than | fication ofr mere selfish passion that we
~<~and compare the facts and sequences of twenty years, God has spared my life, has seek ; and praying to be delivered from all
the physical and intellectual worlds. Di- had mercy on me and I believe he is going evil, especially from that which our own
vine intents, spiritual uses, ultimate moral
to save me, as bad as I have been,
[I will blind, or short-sighted eagerness may prodesigns, are resultless questions and may tell you how he has begun to do it.
cure.—Advocale and Guardian.
“Last Sunday night, God sent an angel
better be forgotten.
That this is the position taken by many to me in the form of a man.
There he is—
An Incident and its Result.
leaders of modern thought, requires no pointing to one of the young men of the
a
—
proof. The view is a popular one, and ad- Association—and he by the help of God,
It was a cold winter day, about seventy
saved me. But for him I should to-day be
vocated by not a few.
:
But it is a view, nevertheless, which,
years ago, when a devout Welsh minister
dead.”
however “&eemingly profound or wise, is
asked a little girl of his parish to repeat the
The man, overcome by his emotions,
She could
narrow in its philosophy, unspiritual in its paused and wept like a child. THe proceed- text of the preceding Sabbath.
result,

Swngle and by the

grafting - with - some

natural
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with Glass

their pride they ask that the way.of reconciliation may be made easy for them. God

tn nature, or signs of an actual spiritual
government in the world, is declared to be

quality, and depressing in its

Prices of Freewill Baptist

any

He who can do it is named

silly persons;

petitioner, but

with it comes greed for more ; the heart is
fast closed, and the hand never opens with

es of long dissipation, Ie spoke under
great embarrassment.
«My friends,” he said, “for I may call
you my friends, or I will if you will allow

~ dispense with God. There’seems in many
of them an impatience of the very idea of a
present supernatural element
in affairs,
Any attempt to recognize a moral intent

thing in

with goose

12. Toasts,—Least likely to affect the head
when drank in water, Toast and water is
far better than healths drank in wine.
~ 13. Mincing.—Ouly practiced by very

up; we find something wanting in ourselves, and we supply it, not by sowing the
divine seed of a Srna d principle, but by
copying the deeds that the principle ought
to produce.— Temple.

A German, whose sense of sound was
exceedingly acute, was passing by a church
a day or two after he had -landed in this

He was

sweeter fruit.

seed, not in

privilege to bestow.
God heard the prayer,
but sent ‘‘leanness into the soul.”
Two dear friends are at variance.
Suspicion and anger have kept them long
apart.
They suffer, but hesitate, and in

was up

clad, and on his featuresswere the

managed

many

Wealth
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rough-looking man arose.

carefully

relieve

—

Young Men's Christian

God.
Elaborate schemes of life and knowledge are presented on every side, of which
the characteristic feature, and it would
almost seem the transcendent recommendation also, is that they are schemes which

evil

in John, 15:1,

the liour! We find faults in our lives, and
we cut off the weed, but we do not root it

much for thee!” sighs another, whose smull,

A correspondent of a Western paper describes the following scene at one of the
Tremont Temple meetiggrs of the Boston

One of the most significant traits of a
good deal of the speculative thought of our

and

Generally found to go

11. Crabs.—Need

How often do
the plant which has no root!
men cultivate the garden of their souls just
the other way! How often do we try and
persevere in trying to make a sort of neat
show of outer good qualities, without anything within to correspond, just like children who plant blossoms without any roots
in the ground to make a pretty show for

and brilliancy. Years after, when fearing
the approach
of insanity, so often worse
than death, that mother said: “I would
never again pray so for the life of a child;
I couldn’t be refused.”
“Give me wealth and I would do so

Saved by a Little Kindnes-.

———

tions and show ; it is in the living

ually the little sufferer recovered health
and strength, but the ear was dulled forever; the eye had lost its former beauty,
and the mind wo longer retained its vigor

which

thought

the

is

1s;—that

brings us peace.—Christian Union.

LeaWpg God Out.

to

darkness

doing well by ns, whatever
rounds

he

and

is; and he has not forgotten us;

eyes

and breaking heart,‘I can not
give her
up !” Slowly God sent back the life which
he had almost fecalled to himself.
Grad-

:
called.”
And such schemes pay the appropriate
penalty of their leaving God out, by arriving inevitably at conclusions which are full
of hepelessness and woe.
To take God into the case isthe only
cheerful and wise way, To take him into
the problems of life, is to make them
clearer in their meaning ‘and hopeful in
their issue. That, and that only, is what
can shed light on the world’s else inscrutable and even horrible mysteries, God

0 shadow, drear and cold,
That frights me out of foolish pride,

day is its endeavor

child!” she pleaded with streaming

“falsely so

ago said, science or philosophy

a vulgar

EE

A NEW PREMIUM

and

life

of

problems

the

one.”

3

hope. To forget him, is not sinful only
but irrational, The écience or philosophy
which does forget him is, as Scripture long

Both weak of soul and wrong of heart;
+ And pride alone in me was strong,
With cunuing art
To cheat me in the golden sun,
To say, ** God’s will be done!”

children;

rt

See Isaiah 3: 16, for a warning against
He. may be without sympathy and fel- those who are described as *‘ walking and
J
Teach Us How to Pray.
low-feeling for others4 he may be utterly mincing as they go.”—Spurgeon.
devoid of all true wisdom; he may be withRE.
——
»
How many of us who utter these words, out charity ; witheut love, that is, either for.
stop to reflect upon their full import? Or: God or man,— Hare.
do we consider that it may be by means of
a discipline which shall try us ‘‘as by fire,”
The Heart.
that ‘we shall be taught the lesson we ask?
;
a
A mother once knelt by the bedside of
How
hard
it
is
to
feel that the power of
her child, dying, apparently, of malig; in the
nant scarlet fever. ‘Spare, oh, spare my life isto be found inside, not outside
TO THE SUBSCRIBERS OF THE
heart and thoughts, not in the visible uc-

the universe holds. God is, and he is
doine well for the world he has made:
that is the most reassuring of convictions
to the troubled mind,
To leave God out, isto leave out the

Fi
I thought but yesterday,
My will was one with God's dear willy
And that it would be sweet to say,
.. Whatever ill
My happy state should smite upon,—
“ Thy Will, my God, be done I’

323
oh

and yet have no greatness of mind or soul.

in doing so. It deems it irrational not to
do so
»
God is! That is the greatest of facts

While blood drops start
From every pore as I drag on,—
« Thy will, O God, be done!”
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. ‘What

Then?

We alluded last week to some of the
“radical methods of destructive criticism.
There are a few more words on that subject.

that ay

be fittingly

said now

that the

topic is"under discussion.
I. The hold which evil has upon the world
is too firm to be finaly loosed by any mere
surface change or simple expedient. It is
easy enoughto see defecty and faults and
wrong. Anybody with half an eye can
find unpleasant things. Anybody with a
single nerve in the soul can feel unhappy

-gver

thém.

Anybody

with

moderately

developed common sense and a slight acquaintance with the dictionary can com‘plain of or scold about them with some
force and effect, and with apparent propriety and justice, All that is easy enough.
{To do it requires only the most ordinary
capacity and a very moderate amount of
‘real virtae.
But to cure or properly get rid of them
is quite another thing. That is not easy.
It calls for a rare wisdom, for a tireless
patience, for a vital faith, for a brave hope,
for a heroic purpose,

infinite forces.”
ments

for

an

They who

of success

alliance

lack

generally

with

these

ele-

achieve. little,

no matter, what they may have

besides.

It

isnot hard to construct theories of Social
and

moral

regeneration.

= Such

theories

come from all quarters.
Science and philosophy have offered us a legion of them.
And though so many; of them have been
exploded, or proved worthless and mischievous in practice, yet ‘human invention
and credulity are still busy in bringing them
forward, and asking the world to believe in
and try them. They come in the shape of
new schemes of religion, fresh theories of
government, reconstructions of society,
labor leagues, communism, woman
suffrage, promiscuity for marriage, Brook

and patience, or who tears up his choicest for general military deportment, and we
. {fuit tree by the roots to get rid of "the cat- have an adequate idea. of the regulations
erpillars that have Fung their nests on its referred to. ‘Now for the benefits.
If thése are to be estimated from ‘a Freshbranchlets. And are the politics of a country to be revolutionized because some gov- man's view-point, they would be something
ernnient employe has proved a defaulter, or like this: “Showy uniform, military bearsome disloyalist sulks or storms under the ing,—attract attention when I go home.
discipline which his errors and crimes have Besides, I needn't fear a ducking, for that
invited? Is labor to fight capital because it would be against the regulations.” With
gets tired in its toil before the sun goes the Sophomore, they would consist of the
down, and doesn’t get rich on its wages added opportunities for spread and noise,
fast enough to satisfy its ambition ? Be- with a gleefyl“chuckle over the thought of
cause an ill-assorted marriage is burden- letting off the battery some night and givsome, is'the evil of it to be guarded against ing thoughtless sleepers a sudden start.
by abolishing the {amily and the home ? With the Juniors, they would be the real
Because - there are moral problems that advantages derivable from such a source,
plague the brain of the church-goer, and the physical development, the mental dis-.
bitier apd audacious men and women who cipline and training, the manly deportment,
apswer the Sabbath bell with a sneer and and the rare ability to keep the individan oath, are we to assume that the ministry ual forces under proper restraint. But
is a nuisance that ought to be at once abat- with the Senior, the whole thing would be
ed, or the iastitutions of Christianity so a bore, the regulations anathematized, the
maoy grievous burdens that humanity must drill an insult to his dignity and an outrage
throw off ere it can hope to vise? When on his ease, while there would be constant
these are gone, the quesiion returns, What danger that he would precipitatea rebellion
naxt? After the revolution, the banish- that would require all. the other military
ment and the exile of what is so vitally force in the College to subdue.
But, doubtless, in the end, the Junior's
bound up with our lie and its interesis,—
estimate «will be the popular one. Take
after all this, what?
c
We may not answer that question in full, these young men out to drill daily, and
But the partial answér and the doubt alike they can’t help being benefited by it.—
urze caution and care, and an effort to im- Where is the graduate but has sorely wishprove in the rational aad providential ways, ed that either he had been less lazy in colinstead of heedlessly revolutionizing, abol- lege or that its gymnastic regulations had
ishing and destroying. We do know some been more severe >—It will develop a man.
things. Itisnot very hard to judge re- ly bearing, straighten up and strengthen
speciing some others, He who hastens to the spine, induce promptness of motion,
cut down his (rees must for a time go wit- and give the mind a much better body to
out fruit. Needlessly casing away a limb dwell in. A knowledge of military science
makes it necessary to depend on the sense- can not harm the student, and may in nuless wooden substitute or the treacherous merous ways be of great advantage. The
crutch. The laborer’s strike makes the Geneva award has not done away with all
hand of want heavier and the lot harder to need of soldiers in the Republic.
There will alse be considerable benefit in
bear. To fight true marriage is to open
wide the gates of licentiousness.
And point of courtesy and mutual respect. For
what, in all the world of study and fancy, if the requirements concerning the former
bave those who would drive out the gospel are observed, the latter will be pretty likely
of Christ, turn his truth into a lie, dissolve

to follow.

its miracles into myths, and make its glorious promises only so many cheating words,
—what have they to offer to the laboring

tions express it, presumed to be strictly on
honor in the performance of military duty,
and to repo:t all offenses that may come
under his notice. This can hardly fail to
tone down the rough and ofien clownish
condact of certain college students, -and to

and heavy laden hearts that crowd the world

and hastea to the grave, when Chiist’s assurance of rest and life forevermore ceases
to d~op out of heaven and to fill the air of
the centuries with a aivine music ? All the
substitufes thus far offered us are like reachinz out husks to the prodigal’s hunger,—
like answering the piteous cry of children
for bread with the stones of the street.
We do not deny that evil is here and
abounds,—we rather give new emphasis to

By such means

as these, men

women seek to lift off the

burdens

and

of life,

to make the world’s

briers and thorns give

place to enriching

products and fragrant

flowers, to bring in a millennium, and
change the wail of humanity into a jubilant
shout or a blessed psalm of peace. It is so
easy to make a perfect world in theory! It
is so pleasant to dream golden dreams and
‘magine that they are going to become true
in experience! It so gratifies our vanity to
persuade ourselves that we have found the
way toring in the golden age!
‘Butitheories are not facts. They are oft* % gn wtterly at war with facts. And these
* schemes for reconstructing the world have

often turned out very poorly,
crously..

Corruption

sadly, ludi-

does not come

to an

end by a change of administration or the
election of a new man for President. Satan
«does not hasten to vacate the earth in an-

~._.swer to a vote inviting him

to retire.

suffering

does

“~-shoulders when

Sin

finally

the

roll

from

The
just

the

of Bowdoin College

document,

styled,

has

‘‘Regula-

bé ofganized into a Battalion of four com-

goes to the polls to carry his first ballot.

panies,” and then proceeds te give instrue-

After the Bible has

tions

voted

a

fossil, a

tyranny and a bore in the free thinkers’
club, its members go home carrying all the
old unrest, and repeating the heart-cry of
the ages,—*“Who will show us any good ?”
No! Leviathan is not so tamed, Only a
divine voice, that rings through "the ages,
and is interpreted and made emphatic by the
human energy and faith that cowork with
Him who comes to make all things new, only
this can put holiness in the place of sin, and
turn the wailing heart of humanity into a
temple of gladness and praise.
11. Before setting about the work of making radical changes, it is fitting to ask what
they are likely to effect. Before abolishing
what is, it is well to’ consider what

will

these

companies, uni-

approach

to real military instruction that has lately
been undertaken by any college of purely
literary pretensions. For at Bowdoin there

whole, an

the

college course, and one which could be
beneficially adopted by all those institutions
that can so arrange their hours of study
that they would not be materially infringed upon by it.

English Lecturers among Us.
—

Er

As though remembering the defeats on
former fields and wishing to retrieve them,
the English are about to meet the Yankee
in the lecture field, and, as usual,

they

are

coming to meet him on his own ground.
There are already set down the names of
James Anthony Froude, editor and historian ; Edmund Yates, critic and novelist ;

George

MacDonald,

poet,

novelist

and

orator;
and
Professor.Tyndall, not to
is a regular instructor in military science, mention
the curious Mr. Stanley of Ujiji
detailed from the regular army, having the
rank of Major, paid by thé U.S: Government, and reqtiired to drill his men as faithfully as though they were in barracks and
he a regularly detailed drill-master. All
the students, with a few excepfions, are required to drill twice a day when the weather is favorable, and to be uniformed
(though we understand this to be optional,
as it’ involves considerable expense) after

be

the style of the West Point Cadets.

it is well to inquire about the probable suc-

our

officering

lar army.
4.
This, we believe, is she nearest

There

is dress-parade and guard-mounting daily,
and no cadet can be absent from any mili-

cessor. The new comer may only aggravate the evils. France took Louis XVI.
from ‘the Tuileries to the guillotine, but
only to make room for Murat and Robespierre. She exiled the Bourbons, but only
to install Napoleon.
She paid an enormous
price to get the German troops beyond
her gatés, but only to let loose the wild and
brutal vandalism of the Commune. When
one evil spirit is so dismissed from the soul
~of a man that he can speedily come hack to
abide in company with seven others more
wacked than himself, it is not hard to see
© that the last state of the victim is worse
han the first.
This is a view which

for

forming and drilling them, and the general
rules of behavior that would be laid down
for the government of soldiers in the regu-

when the end is reached. For all changes
are not for the better. Not a few of them
are for the worse.
Nature abhors a vacuum ; and before one occupant is driven out

©

President

issued a

tions for the interior Police and Discipline
of the Bowdoin Cadets.” It begins by stating that, ‘for instruction in Military Science, the students of Bowdoin College will

enfranchised citizen

been

regula-

interesting and profitable addition to the

nt

The load of anxiety and
not

student is, as the

can not but regard it as, on

Military Science in College.

Zarries after the laborer’s wages have been
doubled, and his family have gone into a
better tenement, and somebody has hung a
Chromo of Beatrice Cenci on the wall of

his sitting-room.

Each

0, 1879.
—_—

L tofore, if not now, in ‘the capacity of art
critic. His first literary article of any]
note, or at least one’ by which he first became famous, was a severe criticism upon
Thackeray, which caused a great .row in
the literary club to which he belonged,

and

his final expulsion. He is a ‘pleasing,
graceful writer, but not remarkably strong,
as indeed literary strength is not apt to
characterize the productions of our most
voluminous novelists. His stories have
been rather widely read by Americans, and

they have left, on

the

pleasant impression

whole,

a rather

of the author.

These

will help to advertise him; but the fact
that he is a foreigner
will help still more,
and it will be no surprising thing if he
carries home both pockets full of money
in the Spring.
A humorous lecture on
“Modern Society,” a lecture on ‘The
British

Parliament,”

another.

Denomiational ows and Not,

every year.

tists are interested in the Establishment,
and, for their information, the Board, be-

with which he proposés to get this money.
Y$White (George Macdonald is also known
as a novelist, it is

ent

writer of

and

one,

save

reports

annual

the

Com-

were received ahd referred to special

moral and religious stories, and such
as serve to illustrate his thoughts upon
various mental phenomena, that he is
particularly remembered. His attempts
at poetry have hardly struck
a popylar
vein in this country, and of his claims to
oratory we have yet to judge. As editor
of Good Words for the Young, he has won
a creditable reputation, and we shall expect
to see a good many bright-eyed, eagerfaced children .among his audiences. He
is especially fond of the Scottish scenery
and character, and it is not strange that he
should choose as the subject of his first
lecture in this country, ‘Robert Burns.”
Thére .is yet no authority for saying
that Prof. Tyndall will lecture
here,
although it is confidently expected that he

may.

mittees for examination, as follows :

The Executive Committee's Repois, to E.
Sinclair;
Latham,

Knowlton, S. D. Bates and J. L.
the Treasurer's Report, to .C. H.

the Agent's
G. T. Day and D. Waterman;
Report, to T. Stevens, G. W. Bean and A.
K. Moulton, ‘the Editor's Report, to L. B.
Tasker, I. D. Stewart and S. Curtis.
After an hour and a half had been spént
on these reports, they were unanimously
made
accepted, and several suggestions
by the Committee were adopted. Among
the items of business presented in the report
of the Executive Committee were the following:

The Agent had been advised one year

1.

ago to use so much of the invested funds as
would soon become due towards the payment of the debts of the Establishment.

Among the whole list, he is the one

whom
a certain class of Americans would
best like to hear, and we certainly hope
that they may not be disappointed.
The fact that these lecturers are offered
sufficient inducement to come here is es-

|, 2. He had been advised to sell all the old
stereotype plates of books now out of use,
and all the printed sheets for books not

pecially creditable to the American

3. A small edition of Burr's
heen printed for Mrs. Burr.

For they,
literary

ure certainly
men

of

their

among

likely to be called for.

people.

the

country.

first

They

y 4

do

Reports of 431

has

Life

Sabbath-schools

tary duty without

the permission of the

President, unless excused by a surgeon, in
consequence of sickness or disease.
Hence it will be seen that the students
are subjected to regular military discipline.
Besides the duties
in the: field, they are expeu la observe all those compliments and
acts of
®urtesy that ‘usually pass between
military men. Respect te superiors is not
confined to obedience on duty,,but must be
extended on all occasions. Even the mem-

bers of the Faculty are tor be treated as in
some sense honorary
ion, and

afl proper occasions.

radical, heated"

officers of the battal-

to receive the customary salute on

.

fame, and a few others of lesser note.

It will certainly be a treat to listen to any
one of these men. Their fame has aheadv
preceded them, and

they

audiences who have met

will ‘be

met

by

them before

in

their works, and exceedingly enjoyed the
interviews. Mr. Froude has just been in-

troduced to us in ‘an interesting way, by

have

the rifles.

‘‘never to be,re-

be

to be

sure,

he apologizes warmly for Henry the VIII.,
and presents Queen Mary to

us

as a ‘won-

drous combination of charms and guilt,
while the royal Elizabeth becomes an incomprehensible character of littleness and

much

interested

in the

He is also

relation

of the

English governmentto Ireland, and that,

moved from the grounds without permis- it is undersiood, will form the topic of his
|
sion.”—Is it feared that the boys might try lectures in this country.
Mr. Yates has already arrived among
«ering and rest put a fractured limb in the to sly, these six-pounders home in their
wayto soundness, it is not very wise to trunks,to be used in partridge or wood-cock us, but-we have not noticed that he has
«slash with the lancet,or call the surgeon's hunting ?—Not to specify farther, these are. yet begun to lecture. He is known here
knife and saw into play. He is a foolish the main points of the military regulations onlyas a novelist, though he is said to have
‘man who goes into his orchard with his ax in the College. Add to this, that the ca- a position on the editorial staff of the Lonvwhen there isonly need of the pruning-kuife dets-are ranked for proficiency in drill anq don Daily News, which he has served here»

items are taken :

Maine, a deed worih

a record, and

sure

stir noble impu'ses beyond her borde.s
shall react on her in blessing.

on justice.

7,255.68

$31,860.97
above the
published
D. Lothrop

of different

NE

and

—

,

standard

Eecelps for Star,

“Ow

to

that

$20,678.07

Myrtle,

8,865.43

“+

*

Books,

i
+
$e

‘“ "Advertising,
‘“ Job Work,
from all other sources,

3,769.37
2,446.42
1,216.49
18,787.19

Cash on hand Aug. 81, 1871,

1,308.99

Total Receipts,
Disbursed for Star,
ii,
Myrtle,
of
*
Books,
*
“ all other things,

$52,081.96
15,759.38
1,956.18
3,186.46
30,808.07

Cash on hand Aug. 81, 1872,
821.87
The net gain of the Establishment for the
year is'$4,223.24.
Under the head of Donations, $2,055.72 are reported as given

away in cash to Benevolent

Societies, and

to meet the bills of the last General Con-

ference, in advertising our denominational
schools at the usual rates, &c., &e.
The Book Business with D. Lothrop &

Co., is reported to have been léss profitable

trial

Meanwhile,

of offick of one class expires

G. T. Davy, Editor.
G. F. MOSHER,
It was voted that

Assistant Editor.
a portrait, or a large

colored photograph, of Wm. Barr be procured and hung in the Committee room of
the Establishment.
It was also
*‘ Resolved,
That we approve the eflorts
of the General Conference to collect and

preserve all ihe publications of the denom-

"tidon, and of our denominational men ;
ood that we will co-operate with the
Historical Committee in this work.”

Other questions were considered, but they
were of no great public interest, or no conclusive action was taken on them.
1. D. STEWART, Secretary.

The Central Correspondence.
The Bowdoin Q. M. ‘has just closed a
very well attended and interesting session
at Lisbon, Me., First

church.

This church

was organized into a church of the F. Baptist faith fifty-four years ago, mostly by the
influence of Elder Nathaniel Parinton. Its
entire membership has been nearly 250;
and it has been a ‘unit in its position and

sympaihies,

with all the educaiional,

re-

formatory and missionary movements of the
last half century.
It has given to she
church and world seven earnest and devoted preachers of the gospel; and by their
faithful instruméntality hundreds, if not
thousands, have professed faith in Jesus.
The meeting

house,

of brick,

has

been

put in excellent repair of late, reflecting
much credit upon the members and friends
who have liberally contributed to the much
needed and very satisfactory work of rendering the house of the Lord beautiful and
attraciive to all.
The first house has been

the sceae of many precious revivals of religion, fiéver to be forgotten, though many.

prison they have called
her brave woman;
they have longed
for an opporianity to shoot some hosrid
man themselves, just for principle and liberiy’s sake, and pow they join Mrs. Fair in’
a wild hurrah over her acquittal. Wnat ‘is
life worth at this rate? How much longer

During the meeting, Rev. N. Bard, who
is now very feeble in health, was affectionately remembered by. the conference, in

prayers and touching remarks,
The division of the Q. M. was well considered, and referred to the churches for

final action.
:
A resolution was passed indorsing the
recommendation of the Me. C. Y. Meeting
that aid be furnished the Maine Central Instituteat Pittsfield, equivalent to one dollar
per member in its several churches, and to
be collected by them.

The

Home

Mission

work was ably presented, and something
raised, though far less than is demanded at
such gatherings.
Most of the sermons preached were extempore, able and earnest.
The prayermeetings were spiritual and deeply iuteresting, evidently indicating the Divine
presence and saving power., Bro. Elisha“
Purinton is now the faithful and ‘much loved pastor of the church.
.
The meeting
closed under favorable
ausnices for a general out-pouring of the
Holy Spirit, greatly desired by the pastor,
and many of the brethren. Shall not this
oldest

and

mother

church

of the

Q.

M.

have a refreshing from the presence of the
Lord, that shall effectively and gloriously
reach every church and community within
its borde s? So let us pray and labor.
.
J. 8. B.

The State H. M. Society of Maine.
The existence of this Society sprang from
no dissatisfaction with the work of the
Home Missionary Society of the denomination at large. But catclting the spirit. and
eim of that Society, and confessedly dependent upon it for places of work, it sets

out to do a much needed service for Christ
in the State.
In our Quarterly

gatherings, the

and

Yearly

deficiencies

Meeting

and

need of

many *churches aad of entire Quarterly
Meetings became painfully apparent. For
years

the

question has

been asked,

How

shall we save dying interests, how shall the
waste be stayed that is destroying the life
of 80 many Quarterly Meetings?
At length it was resolved to sec if any
erganized effort could be made for the pur- .
pose of building up destitute fields and
planting new churches wherever needed.
Each Yearly Meeting chose a Com, to confer together over the matter and digest
plans for operation. A year -since, at Au-

burn, an organization
Missionary Society

was

of a State Home
effected, with

offi-

than in preceding years, and explanations
of the cause of sucha result were given.
The Agent reported the business of the

cers, favorably

prosperity: The boiler has been pronounced
so much worn as to be not worth repairing,

put into the fond to raise money and labor
with destitute churches and sections. In

and 2s the engine is attached:to it, there

a necessity of purchasing

out delay,

to

and widely known,
the State.

from

In February

set by the east seems to be finding faithful

imitators in the west, and the easy habit
of coughing down justice in New York has

| found its parallel in San Francisco.

is

with-

the six menths alréady past, a theusand
dollars have

been paid into the Treasurer,

It is decided to place them in a and further amounts subscribed.
Thorough,

systematic

inquiries

have

several

been instituted by the Agent, the Corresponding Secretary and others, in regard to
the actual needs and prospects of churches

points in connection. with the managemnt
of the Star and Myrtle,and says, *‘the addi-

supposed to be in an unfavorable condition:
Pastors have been consulted, clerks of Q.

$2,000.

The Editor's

tion to see Mrs. Fair hung, but it would re- |

lieve us of some uncer tainty to be assured
beforehand that every murderer is not
therefore necessarily a lunatic. The lesson

ones

small building outside the.present structure,
and will require an expenditure of some

evil doers, if this is the manner of adminis-

tering it ? It would be no special gratifica-

new

report . discusses

:

tions made to the office Library during the | Meetings have been inquired of with respect to their fields of labor and those in
by the Publishers, are, perhaps, more valu- their vicinity. Visitation of needy localiyear, chiefly through works sent for review
able than those

of any

months, amounting at
about: $250.”

previous

a low

.

of its active promoters have passed away.

different sections of
Mes. Fair has had the open sympathy of
following, a charter was obtained, and
the “advanced womec” of the age. They Establishment as enjoying a fair degree of
March 1, an agent, Rev. G. W. Howe, was
have visited her in

will the law be u terror or even a check

.

interest

CASH STATEMENT.

A MURDERESS SET FREE. It is supposed
that we all recollect that Mes. Laura Fair

the whole

number

Load ad

$89,116.55

From the Treasurer’s report the following

this load, heav r as it is,and lift it, saying,—
“What must be done must be ; neither delay
nor complaint will help the matter; let the
Instivate be rid of its incabus ad the agent
fiad gladaess in libert 7.7 That will be like

was a burlesque

To

321.87

volumes in which we have a joint

with this task beiore them.
They will, we
are somewhat confident, take firm hold of

to the death of Elizabeth, shows him

These must be kept in service- vigor with which he uses it.

to official inspection, and

& Co., and the whole

and stroag,

is 44,

formation, were idiots; and

~erly be delayed till it is seen whether it is brass cannon being furnished along with and originality of his mind, as well as the
able condition, subject, like the other arms,

steady,

and effeciive. We might disicust others,
but we believe they will not falter even now

tory of England, from the fall of Wolsey
a master of the historic pen.

9,388.47
20,388.97
14,107.49
498.00

.

Justin McCarthy, in the September No. killed Col. Crittenden. The deed was comof the Galary, He is now about fifty-five mitted in broad daylight, on board a haryears of age, but still vigorous, as i! bor steamer at Saa Francisco, while the
people of his country are apt to be, and a viclim was sitting beside" his wife and
capable of interesting an audience as he denghter.
We remember, too, that she
ever was. He has had ‘religious coatro- was tried soon after ihe murder and senversies enough, with Prof. Newman, Dr, teneed to be hanged ; that she laughed and
Pusey and the rest, to make him quite a said she wold never be hanzed, and that
theologian ; and his papers on Calvinism she wet tight to work to veri’y her stateand kindred subjects have showa how well ment. F:oally, bv one means and another,
he coneeived and appreciated the spirit of she got znother trial, and this time she is
the fiery preacher. But itis chiefly asa axqaivied. The plea set up was that of inhistorian that he is known here. His his- sanicy ; tae jury, according to our best in-

-and headlong reformers in church and state | Besides the infantry drill, for which the
‘may well consider.
Before deciding to best pattern of Springfield breech-loaders
abolish, it is fitting to ask what is to be ‘is furnished by the U. 8. Government, there greatness. But these aberrations from the
substituted. The tearing down may prop- is artillery drill, a regular battery of six old opinions only mark the independence

practicable to build better. What next? is
a question urged alike by common sense,
-moral principle an@*Christian duty. There
is sucha thing as being too radical. When
“a poultice will-relieve an abscess, or splint-.

final triamph,—that the thing now propos- In the Book Business, with D.
Lothrop & Co.,
ed can be done if resolutely underiaken,—
and that a complete victory within the next Investments,
eight months would be worth twice as much ‘Book acceunts,
as though it were to drag itseli feebly Sundries,
through two or three years,—that all these Cash on hand, Aug. 31,
are so many vital facts seems to us beyond |
- Total Inventory,
quesiion.
Our brethren and friends in Liabilities,
.
Maine, do indeed know what it is to carry
bea vs loads, and to be constantly occupied
Valuation of the Estab.
This is an increase of $3,267.99
with undertakisgs that are nume.ous and
large, and enough‘ to frightén™ feeble and valuation of last year,
8. No new books have been
t‘mid men. They have a good deal on their
haads now. Bat they have often shown the pasi year in connection with
themselves brave, and

ee

The following persons were
The Corporators of the Freewill Baptist
elected for four years,—G. T. Day, Silas
Prin
ting
- Establishm
ent held their twentyseventh annual meeting in this city, Sept. Curtis and C. B. Mills, Bro, Mills, of Mich. ,
18 and 19, This corporation is denomina- comes as a new member of the Board.
The officers elected for the year are as
tional, and made so by its charter, which
follows:
;
says, ‘* all the profits of the said Printing
DD. WATERMAN, President.
Establishment, not necessary for publica- *
I. D. STEWART, Secretary.
tion purposes, shall be sacredly appropriatI. D. STEWART,
ed {o benevolent purposes connected with
8. CURTIS,
|
!
the Freewill Baptist denomination ; and the
T. STEVENS,
Executive Com.
members of this corporation shall always
C. H. LATHAM,
be members in good and regular standing
L. B. TASKER,
J
It is
in said religious denomination.”
L. R. BURLINGAME, Treas. and Agent.
therefore assumed that all Freewill Bap8. Curis, Auditor,

on . ‘The

a

oR

The Corpovators.
are now sé classified that

the térm

fore its final adjournment, directed the Secretary to prepare a statement of facts and
figures for publication in the Morning Star.
The members of the board were all pres-

as

3

works, and is appraised at $1,000,

‘The Printing Establishment.

Princes of the Pen,” &c., are among those

chiefly

-

—

tains‘a large number of mew

not deal in trash. Their lectures are all been received through the Agent, and so
far as they report on Sabbath-school painduce a respect for superiors that is, to say on a high plane, giving valuable informathe least, but rarely overdone by the rising’ tion and teaching useful lessons.
And it pers, 20 were against a weekly Myrtle, and
generation. It would ceriainly be some- is for such lectures as these that American. 56 were in favor of another paper to alterthing gained if the frequent. habit of blow- audiences are eager to pay encouraging rate with it, and these 56 were among the
That we can assemble listeners to largest schools. About 11,000 copies of the
ing a {in hora behind the back of the Facul- sums.
ty could be succeeded by a maaly approach these gentlemen, as well as to the many Myrtle were reported as taken, and 7,000
who make up our home talent, ought not copies of other papers.
and a polite touch of th€hat.
5. A tract would soon be issued containOf course, there can be, as there is, fault to be overlooked in judging the literary
It is ing a suinmary of our doctrinal views, and
the fact.
We do not plead for contentment found with the regulaiions.
There are i.- capacity of the masses of the people.
in this imperfect and sad lot;—we rather repressibles in almost any company of a certainly creditable, whatevér else it may be. it is preposed to follow it by the publication
of others.
urge a prompt and reselute stiaggle to hundred young men, and to put these
6. The establishment of a Book DeposiMANE
CENTRAL
INstiTuTE.
We
ace
mak= it better, richer, sweeter, nobler. We into the straight jacket of military disciin Chicago had been before the Comtory
prompted
to
say
a
word
by
way
of
calling
do not s2¢ a word to nurure hopelessness pline- will bring out some protests. The
in this search for redemption ;—we rather novelty of the whole matter will detract attention to the staolement and appeal of the mittee at’every meeting ; and the Board directed the Committee to complete their
bid every earnest soul toil with
high at first from the interest in the regular stud- agent of this Institution, found in another
work as son as it could be done in safety to
column,
and
encouraging
the
movement
faith add hope, as we assure it of the alli- ies of the course, and there will doubtless
the Establishment, and for the best accomance of Him who travelédth in the greatness be some who will never be enabled entirely already set on foot to sweep off the remainmodation of our brethren in.the West.
of his strength and is mighty to save. We to get their eyes and mind off from the drill ing indebiedness at once. That this insti7. The inventory has been taken with
tation is needed,—that it is in just the right
only urge every reader who is tempted to and the cannon, and fixed upon the dead
very great care, every article in and about
p'ace,—that it is doing a noble work,—that
discard our choicest possessions and best in- classics and dry metaphysics.
It may also
its opportanities for the faiure are glorious- the Establishment having been appraised.
straments, because the Millennium tarries, be urged that this is allowing military tacThe Whole inventory is found in the followly large and excellent,—that it has many
and because men will still make themselves tics, with their show and parade, to tresfriends who have done most liberal things ing items :
sinners against their own souls instead of pass too much upon the quiet of a literary re)
$20,300.00
for it,as i they counted sacrifices a privi- Real Estate,
the cheerful servants of God, to stop and treat. But we doubt if those stadents who
9,881.94
lege and a joy,—that the agent's service in Press Room,
ponder with serious and honest heart the would be seriously disturbed by it, would
Composing Room,
5,636.80
raising
more
than
half
the
amount
due
two
frequent questicn,— WHAT THEN ?
be likelyto do much better if there were yeas since, is a fine example of persistent Book Room,
5,582.58
no such requirements made of them. We devotion which ought speedily to reach a All other Rooms,
3,010.43

Farms, Salt Lake cities, &c., &c.
The Old
is to be abolished, and the New put in its

place.

MORNING STAR. OCTOBER

twelve

estimate to

This library has been entire-

| 1y gathered within the last five years, con-

ties has been made with view of rendering
substantial aid. * Efforts bave been wisely

made for arousing the interest of Quarterly
Meetings in their own destitute churches,

“

ly
.

J

4

y

-

-

>

ed

.

~~
\},

.

i

hy

I
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|

or

The dedication of the vestry

of the

Pond

St.

been in thespast some pecuniary aid and- Free Baptist church {golored, in this city, took
sympathetic contact, for.want of which the place on Sunday evening, Sept. 20. There was a
large attendance of worshipers, and many were
cause has now almost died.
unable to gain admission. The dedicatory serviEntire Quarterly Meetings are found on ces commenced with the anthem by the choir,
the very verge of dissolution, and send vp “When the Lord shall build up Zion,” followed
despairing cries for help to the Society by Invocation, by Rev. Wm. Jackson; Reading
formed for their aid. We are made aware Scripture, by Rev. Mr. Woodrow; Prayer, by

Rev. W. N. Pratt ; Hymn read by Rev. Mr. Dyson;
after which a Statement of the building committee
was made by Rev. Mr. Dungee, whose efforts in

of

work

this

more, that

and

daily, more

resuscitation has not been begun too soon,
and that the labor before us is likely to
all the courage, perseverance,
require

this enterprise have been both commendable

successful. A collection of one hundred dollars
was then taken, and, after singing, a sermon was

wisdom and fands we can possibly com'

mand.

preached by Rev. A. H. Heath; Text, 1 Cor. 8:9.
The divine and human relation in Christian work
was clearly and forcibly set forth. Dedicatory
prayer was then offered by the writer; Anthem,
by the choir; Benediction, by Rev. Mr. Dungee.

It isn tithe of hope with n2edy churches,
and our fear is that funds may not be so

. promptly forwarded to our Treasury as
shall enable us to eacourage those churches
in season.

Of the eventual

and

It was a glad hour

pecuniary ad,

to our

Pond Street brethren

and friends.

'

sufficient for our work, we do not doubt, as

this State is understood, and the spirit with

By

Boat

and

travelers
pleasure,

The Society has entered with large hope
and determination upon its second year.
It has already three efficient agents in the
field, whose services are well known for

executive ability and Christian zeal.

Rail,

M. H. Tarbox has
Aroostook county,
with Houlton for
Given is appointed

c¢dmb

Q.

ized. The mountain scenery is beautiful, 4nd
there are very ample accommodations for, boarders,

while

Rev.

G. W.

H. Mission-

while

that work

is

made

more effective and practical, there shall at
* the same time be no less pecuniary encouragement afforded to fields outside the State
under the™dare of the denominational Sociay.
W. H. BoweN, Cor, Sec.

our

cash

receipts.

Please

read what others say, and allow me to add
a few things that “I know about” Maine
Central Institute.
Too much has been done, in spite of poverty, covetousness or prejudice, to think of
retracing any steps. - Our property interest
is now quite too much to lose, and, what is
vastly more, our honor and usefulness must
not be sacrificed. Our relation to Bates
College as a preparatory school, and in its
financial history, is such, that the

THE F. B. CHURCH at Alton Corner, N. H.,
is now without a pastor, and the brethren would
be glad to secure one.
Correspondence may be
addressed to A. P. Hanson, Alton Corner, N. H.

is thoroughly vital.
loss,

dishonor,

mortifica-

tion, to avoid the embarrassment of too
numerous and urgent, ¢alls for aid, in our
Quarterly and Y.M. gatherings, to leave
the field free for missions and those causes
which from their nature must be life-long,
to secure to the.school its largest measure
of success, to

avoid the

annual

outlay

Quarterly Meetings.
EpGrcoMB

to our aid and cancel this debt

To do this, the notes

tions now due,

should

the

attendance

be

and

once

needed has

will not those numerous

been

the

who have

longed to close this matter with a generous

donation, save us unnecessary toil and delay? You have seen your brethren subscribe

and

pay

once,

you believe in “bearing

twice,

thrice,

each

yet

the word

other’s bur-

of life from

Rev. C. Purington, from

the Aroostook, who formerly lived and labored
in this Q. M.; also from Rev. O. Andrews, from
the Sebec Q. M., and Revs. D. Dyer and C. Woodcock. One good feature of the meeting was the
interesting prayer-meetings.
An effort is bein,
made to hold three days’ meetings in each chure
prior to the December term.
.
Next term with the first Madison church on

dens, and so fulfilling the law of Christ.”

The burden now rests on those who have
accepted it for the general good, and who
expect with the divine blessing, and your

liberality, to avoid the chagrin of a gigantic
1)
PR
failure.
IE
Now, brethren, please do not say,

Blackwell Hill.

*‘de-

N\

part in peace, be ye warmed and filled,” for
the love that is in word, and not in deed,

|

VAN BUREN

L. HurcHiNs,

Q. M.—Held its last session with

Home Mission work, and appointed an executive

board of five to forward the work.
The committee are J. G. Newbold, Rev. E. Dudley, A.S.

Prescott, Charles Dudley and Mark Aggers.

Lewiston, Me., Sept. 80.

Next

session

with

the

Nov. 29, 80 and Dec. 1.

Hillsborough

WATERVILLE Q. M.—Held its September term
with the church at Norridgewock, Sept. 18—19.

So. WHEELOCK, Vr. We are happy to
say that the Lord has visited his people once

The weather was unfavorable,

more in this place.

ter and delegation.

have

been

Within a few weeks a
converted.

Last

Sab-

Saviour in

the ordinance of baptism, and the hand
fellowship was given to seven.

of

A

number

of times within four years we have

gather-

ed at the same place for this ordinance, and
wé hope and pray for the blessed privilege

of meeting there often in the future. .
B. 8. Moopy,
Le

MANCHESTER,

N. H,

On

Sept. 22,

four

number was a convert from Romanism,
man

of more

was good.

than ordinary

who rejoices exceedingly in the cross of
‘Christ. He is abandoned by mother, brother, sister and friends, and yet declares his
inténtion to cleave to Christ, though all

N. L. R.

vails, with some religious interest in some of our
churches, We were favored with the presence
and labors of Rev. G. W. Howe, the State Mis-

sion agent from West Buxton, and Rev. D, Allen,
of the Farmington Q. M., and Rev.J. P. Long-

ley, of the Exeter Q. M. First sermon by Rev.
G. w. Howe; Second, by H. F. Wood;
Third,

by Rev. D. Allen.

social meeting;

The last half day there was a

many

testifid

for

Jesus

and

Jraved for deeper piety and consecration to the
aster,
Next session with the Sidney and Waterville
church,
3
S. BOWDEN, Clerk.

music and greet Mr, Beecher at his house, after
which they will return for refreshments to their
several school-rooms.
On the evening of the

same day will be a social reunion of every person

Q. M.—Held

its

last session

On

Friday

Every

survivor

whom

Plymouth

of the twenty-one
church

pected to be present.

was

persons

organized

i

by

is ex-

Mr, Zundel will,of course,
piano.

Mrs,

on Wednesday of last week.

They call the festi-

val Rosh-Hashanah, and the religious idea connected with it is that of man’s accountability to
his Creator. The festival of the Atonement occurs ten days later.
The average estimated cost of the Congregational churches in the United States is about

twenty-two

dollars a sitting; of Presbyterian, a

The

Armstrong

Revs. C.

was licensed to preach

Dodge, B. McKoon,

the earth

Bro. Albert
year.
for one

C. Chafy,

L.D.

Howe and Bro. Cartwright were present. The
preaching was in demonstration of the spirit and
of power, and all felt like Peter, * Lord, it is
good for us to be here.”
.
Next ‘session with the church at Elton, Nov.
1-3.

Conference, Friday, at 3 o’clock, P. M.

L. C. MILLER, Clerk.
.

Mission

Soclely)

will

be

held

A correspondent of the Watchman and Reflector has caught a young minister preaching—verbatim et literatim—one of Robertson’s sermons.
The rashness of this felony is almost as great as
that of a preacher in Western New York who
preached, on one Thanksgiving Day, a pamphlet
sermon of Dr. Stephen H. Tyng’s, which was
only a.year old, and who consented to print the
sermon as his own in the village paper, says the
Independent.
|
The Harvard College overseers have just announced that women can not be admitted to their
classes.
They say: ‘It would require much
time and labor to arrive at an unprejudiced understanding of the practical operation of the coeducation of the sexes in the colleges where it

It would

included the Buddhists of Burmah.

require

The English Nonconformist says that the legislation proposed by Lord Shaftesbury on the
Athanasian ‘Creed ‘ threatens nothing less than
a law of permissive damnation.”

Catholic,

church of the East. The Roman Catholic Patrarch of Babylon, of the Chaldean rite, has published a protest against the Papal.infallibility
dogma, and all his suffragans are following his
example.
Monsignor Audu, the patriarch, had
pronounced against this innovation in the church
at the Roman Council of 1870, and a very violent
scene had taken place at the time between him
and the Pope.
The Catholic Maronites of Syria
are also separating themselves from the Church
of Rome.
Thus the logical results of the Vatican

Baptist Home

It

is really time that this sort of talk should stop.
Mr. Muller is doing a most excellent work, with
economy and patience; but there is no more miracle about it than thefe is about the success of
Mr. Bonner’s Ledger. There is actually no charitable institution in the world that is advertised
go thoroughly.
This paragraph, with a thousand
others in all the newspapers of Christendom, will
hélp to make its merits known.
We have no
doubt that effectual prayer has much to do with
the success of these orphan houses; but to ignore
the legitimate human agencies constantly at work,

and to pretend that the whole operation is supernatural, is & species of delusion in which we had
better indulge sparingly.
i
.

The

Am.

Congregational

has

Union

completing

in

grants to twenty churehes, to aid

their houses of worship, since May 1, the

ning of its financial year.

grants voted, to

begin-.|

It stands pledged, by

forty-six churches

amount of $17,600.

paid

more, to the

If has, besides, now on its

files many applications, not yet-acted on,

New

The Congregational church

es and benevolent individuals should promptly |
furnish the treasury of the Umon with the means

of meeting the demand

The home mis-

#pdn it.

gionary and his family suffer ‘and necessarily lose

both time and labor when they have no place in
which to gather a ehurch
of God.

Great

progress

the Word

and preach

imperatively

increased resources.

Fre
(0

requires

2, Pp. M.

For the Com.

C. O. LiBBY,

Dover, N. H., Sept. 25, 1872.

10.55
11.00
11.13
10.45

4.42
447
5.056
146

2.00

question,

leave Wolfehorough

oord of success
unparalleledin
the history of
the invention,

Taesdays, Thursdays

Agents wanted
everywhere.

Address
“DOMESTIC”
8. M. Co,

Marble

Building,

Hall, Marble

AND KIDDERMINSTER
low

wanted

every-

1yeows9

Climate, where

19
Drxwy.
EoZe cf land close £) track, $4.00
to
$3.0) per ave’ forvierawiv. $250 io $1 00. Sevem
Wears Credit;
War. acs 2 Daas; Northern Pa-

elie 7-30 Bonds. now £11103 ai par, received
ios 19nd at 81.20. No other puozcupied Lands present ech advantages t) setilers
3
SOLDIERS under the New Law (March, 1872
el 160 aczes FREE, 1 2ar the Railroad; by cre an
Wo years’ residenca.
TRANSPORTATION
AT
REDUCED
RATES fu:pished from all the principal
points

Build-

Crowell’s new

East to purchaszra of R2 road Lands, and to set+ 2.3 021 Government Homesteads.
Puoecchagers,their
+ 723 ead ¢2¥ld=n
carried
free
over the

Na 22a Pacifiz Railroad. Now is jhofime for setirars ¢ 1d Colonics tu get Rorlroad La
and Goes:
clore to the taack.

;

Send for Pamphlet containing full

info

The price has been reduced from

75 cents, and will be sent postage paid
that sum.

moat ai. active collection, brought out, as one may
say, under the eye of the great composer, and con-

iatiing his very
a fine

upon the readers of our Sabbath School Libranes.
A liberal discouut to the trade and to canvassers.
Send your orders tothe STAR OFFICE, Dover, N, H.

DISEASES.

For Moth

Patches,

The well

remedy for Brown

known;

reliable

pared only by Dr. B.C. Perry,

sires, New York.

and

rilles, Mazuikas,

225

harmless

&c.. filliag altogether

Large

Dermatologist,49 Bond

ION

8. FITCH,

the present

|

Young

N.

and

Miss

L. Row-

and Miss Fidelia A. Hodge,

both of M. sept. 17,
Mr. O. U. Turner and Miss
Ellen Buswell, both of M. Sept. 10, Mr. H. E. Slack
and Miss M. E. Tasker, both of M.

Sept. 5, Mr. J. S.

Moulton and Mrs. ¥. A. Page, both” of M. Aug. 20,
Mr. N. Huckins and Mrs. A. R. Kimball, both of M.
In East Parsonsfleld, Sept.

8, ur

Mr. Frank L. Lougee, of P., and
ton, of Limerick.

Rev. H. Brewer,

Miss Nellie J. Boyn-y

In Reymond, Sept. 24 » Rev. J. Fullonton, Mr,
Cyrus M. Roberts, of Or ord, and Miss Sarah A.
Fullonton.
In Edgecomb, Me., Sept. 29, by Rev. G. W. Jones,

Miss
7’

Louisa

Clifford, both

i

AND.
MARKING

BRIGGS’

hr

Cannot

PEN.
tip

over.

Al-

i] ways ready. Never fails. Sold by all Drugl gists and tationers. GEO. C.
OODWIN
SH & CO.. Ag’ts, Boston. POWERS PAPER
CO., Springfield,

ers wanted
68 Fulton St., N. Y.

Agents

Mass.

Traveling

Canvass-

by ¥. H. STODD.

& CO..

:

wanted

CHILD'S

3m34

for Cobbin’s

COMMENTATOR

ON THE BIBLE,
FOR THE HOME CIRCLE.

1200 pages, 250 Engravings. The best enterprise of
the year for agents.
Every
family
will have it.
Nothing like it now published. For circulars
atidress
HL. 8 Goodspeed
& Co.,37 Park Row, N. ¥u[3m37
vass los
for “The ‘ The History
Historyoof Christianity.
stianity,”
b,by
canvase
Rev. John 8. C. Abbott, illustrated. Ki a * huny

dréd years of the World’s most wonderful history in
one volume, the only work of the kind in this country

—a book for every household in the land—the theme
is sublime and
no competition.
Boston, Maes.

.

in Boards;

of price.

Ml In a Portable Case.

Russell.

F.

$2.50

SOMETHING NEW!
2, PAYSON’S INDELIBLE INK

mington, and Miss Sarah F. Leighton, of Lawrence.
Mass. Oect. 2, at the residence of the bride, Mr.
Chamles A. Farnham, of Dover, and Miss Abby F.

George

,

O. DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. HL. DITSON & CO. New York.
tf39 .

Geo. M. Park,

Mr. Charles ¥. Rand, of Barnstead, and Miss Ida A.
Young, of Alton.
Oct. 2, Mr, Cyrus E. York, of Far-

Mr.

.7

Has no Superior:
Our Church. Music Book.
THE STANDARD.
$1.50.
fory
Specimen
acim
copies
Pp
sent, , for for th the present, t, post-paid,
~pai

MARRIED.

30,

season.—Price,

Sent, post-paid, on receipt

sends his “FAMELY
PHYSICIAN,”
90
pages, free by mail, to any one. This book is to
make any one their own doctor. Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.
Send your direction to Dr. 8. S. FITCH & SON,
Broadway, New York.
-1v18

Sept.

Pages!

The “first applause” on its appearance, warns us
that he flue Dusk is to be THRVIEY i ALL THE FASH-

Sold by Druggists everywhere.

Sept. 28, by Rev.

Music

Pre-

$3.00 in Cloth.

In Farmington,

STRAUSS,

and many other equally good Waltzes, Polkas, Quad-

6m

DR. 8.

OF

Artist Life—Blue Danube—Marriage Bells
—Manhattan — 1001
Nights — Wiener
BonbenS—Pizzicato—Wine, Women
and Song—New Annen,

Freckles

Discolorations of the face.

It is embellished with

and contains the prime favorites,

TAN, USE PERRY’S MOTH AND FRECKLE

LOTION.

best works.

PORTRAIT

PERRY'’S IMPROVED COMEDONE AND PIMPLE
REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age. Is warranted to cure FLESH WORMS, PIMPLES, eruptions
BLOTCHED disfigurations of the face. Sold by all
Druggists. Depot 49 Bond St., New York.
.

A Most Brilliant Work

The publishers offer to the public this unique and

.

This little volume shonld be in every Freewill Bap-

AND

YORK.

Gems of Strauss!

$1.00 to

on receipt of

tist home, and would not fail to have a good influence

SKIN

NEW

Just Published!

A pew edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is now out
of press.

’

Agents

387

Life of Wm. Burr.

Mr. Joseph Frances and
of Newcastle.

SU R E of S U CCESS where Business Nighy
ly profitable and legitimate. Article needed in every
great satisfaction Address JEFFERFamily, sells to
MANUFACTURING CO., Philadelphia,
SON CHEMICAL

Healthful

13teow22

Meoks Forwarded,
BY MAIL,

59

streame.—-ia

Fever and Ague is unknown.
@G rain can be upped hence by lake to market as
chagply as fom Eastz=ra "owa or Central Illinois.
Cais aow na 'hroagh tieze Lands fiom Lake Supe-

"map and copy of New Homestead Law. Address: f
LAND DEPARTMENT, NORTHERN PACH
RAILROAD, ST PAUL, MINN.,
SoLID ENGLISH BRUSSELS for $2 per yard, at
Or 23 FIFTH AVENUE, cor. 9th St,
E
Crowell’s Carpet Hall, Boston.
-

Allen & T.ong—V Balcom
J 8 Burgess—D Bulen—L E
Brown—J M Bailey—A H Burch—8 O Currier—C Conant
I B Coleman—R (ook—H 8 Dickson—B H Damon—E O
Edgecomb—B
Fogg—N
G
‘Dickenson—A
Duesler—J
Gould—A A Harrington—B 8 Huckins—M C Henderson—
L G Howe—J W Holbrook -W Holmes—A F Hutchinson
—A E Jordan—E Knowlton—J P Langley—C Lelghton—
J Morse—G-Mowry—J
W Martin—J F Nason—C Put nam—dJ C Printy—E
Robinson—~W H Smith—C B Smith ~
D Stlles—G 8 Thorne—C Tuttle-J B Tufts—W R Wadsworth—H H Withington—G 8 Willlams—M C Woodruff.

$151

avd running

CARPETS, double ex-

prices, at

Homes, Good

besi of Wheat Land;
2. Exeellent Timber for the
Mill, the Farm and the Five; 3. Rich Prairie Pas-

eromeat Homesteads

ell, Mr. Lester R. Bragg

Treas.

Heglthful Climate, Free
:
Markets.

Low PRICED INGRAIN CARPETS, from 62 to 75 cts.
at Crowell’s Carpet Hall, Boston.

Received.

wt

THE WHEAT FIELD OF ANEAICE.

Street, Boston.

Dover.

C. 0. LIBBY,

$H t
$20 per day! Agents wanted! All classes of working
peo0
ple, of either sex, young or old, make more moneyat
work for us in their spare moments or all the time than at anything
else, Particulars free, Address G. Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine, *

turage and Nutural Meadow, watered by clear Lakes

Maria A. Libby, both of Berwick.
In Manchester, Sept. 21, by Rev.

5,00

. REFERENCES.—Jay Cooke & Co., Mechanics Bank-

ing Association, or any Banking House or Commercial Agency in New York.
.N. B—Pamphlet on * Wall Street and its Operations,” iree on application.
1v19

ENGLISH TAPESTRIES for $1.00 per yard. This invoice comprisrs many desirable patterns, slightly

In Berwick, Me., Sept. 2, by Rey. J. F. Smith, Mr.
George F. Tibbetts, of B., and Miss Kliza L. Cushman, of Boston, Mags. Sept. 9, in Great Falls, Mr.
Henry Horne, of West Lebanon, Me., and Miss Clorilda A. Guptill, of North Berwick, Me. Sept. 22, Mr,
George H. Card and Miss Annie E. Gage, both of

18.00
10,00

RANDAL H. FOOTE & 00.,

Bankers and Brokess, 70 Broadway, N. ¥.
Meinber of Stock Exchange and Gold Board.

SorLmn OIL CLOTH CARPETS, for two shillings per
yard, at Crowell’s new Carpet Hall, 387 Washington

Addresses.

Steep Falls, Me, per J
|. Miss E L Oliver, Hyde Paik, Mass,

To Speculate Successfully.

Carpet Hall, 387 Washington Street, Boston.

Clerk.

Foreign
Mission,
6.00
Lagrange, Me, per B 8 Gerry,
4.60
.
1st Sangerville, Me,
1.40
“"
Bradford, Me,
Mrs
Hurlin,
Mrs
each;
$5
J Hall, Rev. C Hurlin,
ackett, G Manson, W Gray. H Wilson, J ,
Dearborn, $1 each; Mrs Meserve, Mis. Hatch,
Mrs Hull, .50 each; collection, 10,90, Jackson.
40
N H. per C Hurlin,
v
12,00
per M M R Gott,
Fem. Miss. So., Ellsworth Q M.
¥em. For. Miss, 8o., Penobscot Y M, for support of
Dula and to con.Mrs A E Everett,
Mrs E Tasker, Mrs M R Wade L M's. per F A C Clark,
81,00
9.00
1st EfMingham, N H, per J P Stinchfie!d,
3.19
2d Buxton, Me, per B P Parker,
13.00
per A W Purinton,
1st Lisbon, Me,
Ju
Meeker,
G
H
per
,
N
Starksyille
eter.
ho;
X

HOW

THE NORTHERN
PACIFIC RAILfap
offers for sale its Lands in Central
and Western Minnesota, embracing: 1. The

session with the

8 Glover, North Haverhill, N H,
Lee E Brown, Hillsdale, Mich.

* New - York

perfine, 2-vly, of bright colors and modern siyles,
and made of pure wool—no shoddy,—the game as are
sold everywhere for $1.37 per yard. Will be cut up
to suit customers for $1.00 per yard. The invoice
comprises 20 different patterns,in large and small
figures. C. H. Crowell’s new Carpet Hall, Marble
Building, 387 Washington Street, Boston.

a-PLY

Clerk.

§ Strafford, Vt, per M Atwood,
Clark

rolls

These carpets are su-

and

presents a yo

CONNECTIONS.

tra heavy qualities, at

R Clark, Winneconne, Wis.

!

7.30
7.30
7.66

ing, 387 Washington S.reet, Boston.

Rev A Sargent, Bricksburg, N J.

.

429°

prices, at Crowell’s new Carpet

Chairman.

the 1st church in Madison, Oct. 156—17.
‘L. B. TASKER,
.

Pa.

10.38

FLOOR OIL CLOTHS of high enameled finish, in
wide sheets and narrow widths, at manufacturers’

SANDWICH Q. M. will hold its fiext session with

:

Rochester,
Gonie,
Dover,
Boston.

LL

oe

415

7.32

Crowell’s new Carpet Hall,
‘Washington 8t., Boston.

.

M. will hold its next

.
y
Dover, N. H,

4.05
4.08

6.57 10.25

imperfect in weaving, not injuring the appearance or
durability. worth $1.50, will be sold for $1.00, at

2d church in Corinth, called the Meadow church,
Oct. 18—20. Conference on Friday,at 1 o'clock, P. M.
The churches are requested to send their portion of
the money due the Y. M. from this Q. M.
:
C.D. BURGIN, Clerk.

+

Farmington,

v

P.M.

CARPET3— The cheapest lot in the market—100

Speakers,

F.F. BAILEY,

Letters

¢“

Secretary.

MEST!

an
b
6.45 10.15
6.50 10.18

of Superfines for $1 per yard.

GRAND RAPIDS Q. M. will hold its next session
with the Tyrone church, Nov. 1—3, commencing Fri-

*

Alton Bay,
on

7.15

Constipatioa. Flata'eacy, Croup, Worms; Piles or
deranged Liver, It contains neither Minerals, Morphiae, Opium nor Alcohol, but is purely a vegetable
preparation, perfectly harmless,
aud above all, pleasant to take. The Castoria soothes and quiets the
system, and produces natura! sleep. It is a wonderful thiug to assimilate the food of children and prevent them from cr7ing. A 35 cent bot'e will do the
work for a family aad save many doctoc’s bills. [4t38

Revs.A. H.
Heath. and E. W. Porter.
Adniversary of Home Mission Society, at 7, P. M.
Speakers,
vs. D. W. Durgin and D.M. Graham.

The collections for Muller's Orphan House,
Bristol, England, amounted during the year ending May 26, 1872, to about $300,000, “all received,” it is alleged, ‘in answer to prayer,

eave
“

404

Dover.

confidently rely upon the Castoria in Stomach Ache,

.

S. Union,

Office

1140.

for

BUTLER,

E WHICH IS THE BEST MACHINE!
THE “LIGHT RUNNING"

Castoria—a substitute for Castor Oil—18 a physic
which does noudistress or gripe, but is sure to operate when ull other remedies have failed. You may

Annual meeting of Home Mission Society, in the
church at 8, A. M.
Social meetings in the vestry at 81-2, A. M.
Anuversary of Jomperanes Society,!0 A. M. Speakers, Revs. D. Boyd and G. T. Day.

Poss

.701
7.09

M.

VERYBODY

6.26
AB1

every Saturday for Scrafford Corner aad North Strafford. Leave Alton da’'y fer G'wmaaion Iron *» orka.
Stages connect at Rovbestur daily, from East Rochester, with trains each way.
* WM. MERRITT, Supt.

Notice.

Q.

8.58
3.59

11.17

.
$1,090,032 34

Contracts direct with the Company,
giving
liberal and continuous Commis: ir ih
od
made in all parts of the coun
with efficient
.and reliable men who propose
sonally for Life Insurance.
Sunvass perBRANCH OFFICE, PHILADELPHIA, PA,, Whore.
the business of the Company is transacted.
1

Sandwich and Ceater Sandwich.
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
for Laconia.
RETURNING — Leave Laconia Mondays, Wedned(] >

.

CORINTH

6.45

11.30
11.37

Stages

of officers and the
will be held in the
Mass., Oct. 17, at 8
D. STEWART, Sec.

Concord, N. H., Oct. 3, 1872,

day, at 1 o’clock, P. M.

336

¢
New Darham,
“ _ Alton
’

Faumington,

$1.000,000

STRONG STOCK COMPANY.
; Special Features,
Security, Low
Rates, No Dividend Delusions.
OFFICERS.
;
E. A. ROLLINS, President, Philadelphia.
:
JAY-COOKE, Chairmen Finance an. Executive Com.
EMTESON W. PEET, Vice-P._esident and Actuary.
H. D. COOKE, Vice-President, Washington.

and Satardays for Tufl nborough, Moultonborough,

H. unby, O. B. Cheney, I. D. Stewart, L. B. Tasker
and J. M, Brewster,
S1LAS CURTIS, Chairman.

:

Bay.
*
M,
P.M.
830
12.30
3.15
1045
8.00
6.08
317
322

STAGE

the Historical Committee, in the vestry
of the Winter
Street church in Haverhill, Mass., on
Thursday, Oct.
17, at 10 o’clock, A. M. The following persons consti.
tute the Committee of the Eastern Division:
Rev.

of 8.

R.

11.00
11.05

*
¢“
An.
¢

in the

R.

“Gone,
¢
Rochester,

+ "New Durham,

Historical Committee.
There will be a meeting of the Eastern Division of

Anniversary

for Alton

- i.

A

+

WINNIPA§EOGEE

of

Missions.

The annual meeting of the Freewill

Council aie declaring themselves.

without applying to individuals for help.”

&

-

Surplus (security additional to Reinsurance Fund),

I'M.

Trains

no

British reports of Burmese prisons show that
eighty per cent. of the male convicts could both
read and write, and that thirty per cent. could
even write well.
.

-

d~ys and Fr days for Aitoa. in season to connect
with teains for
Boston and Poctland.
Leave Gonis

Mission Society for the choice
‘transaction of other busmess,
Winter street church, Haverhill,
o’clock, A. M.
I.
Dover, Sept. 26, 1872.

And yet the

A new schism has taken place in the

PW.

Arr. Alon Bay,

The annual meeting of the Freewill Baptist Education Society, for the choice of officers and the transsuch thing. The experiment is an old one; and | action of any other business that may legally come
before the meeting. will be held in the vestry of the
has been thoroughly tried, with but one result.
Freewill Baptist church in Haverhill, Mass.,, on
Wednesday, Oct. 16. 1872, at 8 o’clock, A. M.
And, if it should *‘ require much time and labor,”
DEWITT C. DURGIN, Rec. Sec.
did not Andrew D. White and Henry W. Sage
New Market, N. H., Sept. 16, 1872,
find it quite possible to give time and labor to the
subject in the interest of Cornell University, and
Anniversaries.
can not the Harvard overseers do as much?
InThe Freewill Baptist Anniversaries will be held in
deed, what are they appointed for but just to take
the Winter street
church, Haverhill, Mass,, Oct. 15-this trouble?
17. Order of exercises:
.
A correspondent informs us that Jay Cooke has
TUESDAY.
given $5,000 to the Episcopal church at Duluth,
Foreign Mission Executive Committee meets in the
$1,000 to the Congregational, the” same to the
small vestry at 10, A. M. Home Mission Executive
Methodist, and offers the same to the Baptist Committee in the church at 10, A. M.
church when it allows free communion.
PUBLIC MEETINGS.
A correspondent of the Star writes from Eau . Anniversary convention at 7,p. M.
Anniversary sermon at 7:45. P. M. Preacher, Rev.
Claire, W1s., under date of Sept. 35: The westC.F. Penney.
ern Wisconsin Conference of the M. E. church
WEDNESDAY.
has just been held here. It hasbeen a great feast.
Annual meeting of Education Society, at 8,A. M., in
There is much interest for ministers and Bishop,
the vestry.
traveling and local, thus to meet to learn of new
Social religious conference in the church, at 912,
A. M., to close with the communion.
frontier interests and receive new appointments.
Anniversary of Education Society, at 2, P. M,
What religious frontier armies there are in the
West.
This place numbers 8,000, and has two
SUBJECTS.
Methodist, one Baptist, one Congregational, one
The Relation of the Churches to an increase in the
aumber of Effective and Successful Laborers in the
Presbyterian, one Catholic and one Lutheran
Ministry. Rev. J:E. Dame.
church. As usual, Freewill Baptists were numerWhat 'is an Adequate Ministry ? Rev.J. A.Lowell.
Annual meeting of the: Foreign Mission Society in
ous, but have joined various churches here.
the church at 4, P. M.
Here we find one of the most interesting cities,
Annual meeting of 8. 8. Union in the church, at 5,
P.M.
y
mostly eastern people, much wealth, with all the
Anniversary. of Foreign Mission Society, at 7, P. M.
refinement of New England towns.
Speakers, Revs. O. BR. Bacheler
{ Among the Archbishop of interbury’s ‘‘ heathen of the worst class” he ‘would probably have
THURSDAY.

Nonsense.

iw ye, Wellner

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1872.

#

Notice.
The Freewill Baptist Sabbath School Union will
holda meeting in the Freewill Baptist church in Haverhill, Masgs., on Wednesday,
Oct. 16, 1872, at 8
o'clock, P.M., for the purpose of adopting its charter recently granted by the legislature of the state of
New Hampshire, and orgamzing under it, and for
the transaction of any other business that may prop-.
erly come before it.
;
L. R. BURLINGAME, Rec. Sec.
Dover, N. H., Sept. 27.1872.

Home

on Monda

Leave Boston,
+
Dover,

Notice.

He came to

the prospect for aid.

good order.

'

that he could not stay in Brooklyn.

exists.”

AM.

Capital,

FOURTH ANNUAL STATEMENT.
Total Assets, July 51st. 1872,
SR $3.313,10860
Total Liabilities, July 81st, 1872,
1,223,136 85

JOHN

A meeting of the Executive Commttee of the
Home Mission Board will be held in the Freew ill
Baptist church in Haverhill, Mass., Oct. 15, atlp
o’clock, A. M.
A. H. CHASE, Cor. Sec,
Hillsdale, Sept. 17, 1872.
x

the city a young man, but little known; and he
goes away with a good fame and the regards of
his brethren in all denominations.
We are sorry

now

5.14 6.0%; ad

days and Friaays ac 740, 1

DOVER

small vestry of the Winter street church, Haverhill
Mass., Tuesday, Oct.15, at ten o'clock, A. M;, A Sull
attendance is absolutely Receseary.
C. 0. L1BBY, Cor. Sec.
ortye
» Dover, Ni H., Sept. 16, 1872.

lyn, and will go to Elizabeth, New Jersey.
Mr.
Gallaher has preached for eight years in Brook-

lyn, with great fidelity and success.

11.39

Trains leave for Alten Bay.
10.45 A. M., 3.00 and 6.08 P.
C-

Notice.
rh
A meeting of the Executive Committee of the F.
Forel,

Cash

258 6.03; add on Monday, 7 W Sduesay
aud Friday at 8.10,pr. M

Notices and Appointments.

B.

The religious New Year of the Israelites began

1872.

10.10-10.45

The growing popularity of Atwood’s QNININE
TONIC BITTERS speaks volumes in their favor. It is
beyond question that they positively cure dyspepsia
and similar diseases, and are valuable to have in
every household.

ble to distribute these tickets to persons not members of the church.
But few of the pew-holders
who are not inembers will succeed in getting in.
It will be a glorious meeting, without doubt ; and
it is a pity that all of Mr. Beecher’s constituency
can not be present to enjoy it.

WASHINGTON,
D. C.
Chartered by Special Act of Congress, 1868.

ROAD.

Trains leave Dover for Portlan),
AM,

Dr. Toplifi’s Lung Remedy advertised in our paper
this day seems to have established a reputation for
some wonderful cures in a brief space of time. Physicians'advise those afflicted with Throat and Lung
complaints to give it a trial.

Jameson, the first lady vocalist of the church,
will also be present. Admission to these various
meetings will be by ticket; and the large membership of Plymouth church renders it impossis

RAIL

ARRANGEMENT,

Trains

evening there will be a final prayer and conference meeting, closing with the Lord’s Supper.

sire to advance Christ’s kingdom upon

done in

6.50 8.00

regret it.

and others.

MAINE

Trainsleave Dover for Lawrence and Boston,
AM. AM. AMS PM. PM,

Storrs, Dr. Bugington,

in either of these schools, On Wednesday evening there will be a social reunion of all persons
who are or have been members of Plymouth
church. Thursday evening will be devoted to a

AND

SUMMER

general and historical meeting, at which agddresses will be made by Mr. Beecher, Dr. R. 8.

who is new or ever has been an officer or teacher

Congregational churches have been organized
for the last three months at the rate of three
each week, and many of these are inquiring as to

Spink of love and de-

BOSTON

HEADACHE.—There are various causes for headache, as derangement of the circulating system, of
the digestive organs, of the nervous system, &c.
VEGETINE can be said to be a sure remedy for the
many kinds of headache, as it acts directly upon the
various causes of this complaint,—Nervousness, In-_
digestion, Costiveness, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Bilfousness, &c, Try the VEGETINE. Jon will never

Thi Q. M.
with the Wirt and Bolivar church.
Conference was
is composed of six churches.
held on Friday, Sept. 6, and the business was

(

.

A general steadfastness pre-

a ‘seemed to actuate all the brethren.

intelligence,

men forsake him,

yet the attendance

Most of our churches reported by let-

CATTARAUGUS

happy souls were baptized and added to the
Pine street church in this city. Among the

church,

E. TisBETS, Clerk.

Revivals, &c.

number

Clerk.

the Ripley church, Sept. 13—15.
The attendance
was small, yet a good
time was enjoyed.
The
conference was unanimous in favoring our State

does not meet our necessities.
n
Yours for the cause,
G. W, BEAN, Financial Agt.

bath, Sept. 22, six followed their

There was also

" ANSON, ME., Q. M.—Held its September term"
with the Stark church.
On account of unfavorable weather the attendance was not so large as
usual, neither were the churches as well represented by letter and delegation as is common.
A
refreshing from the presence of the Lord encouraged those in attendance, and we could say, *‘it
is good to be here.”
We were privileged to hear

subscribed,

friends

Saturday was small, but

$120.00 pledged to this society by
individuals,
with the same request.
It is hoped the labors of
a missionary may be obtained, for whose Supposs
the pastors of the Q. M. still solicit pledges.
e
think we see signs of promise, and the few and
feeble laborers in this Q. M. feel to thank God
and take courage.
We regret to part with our
dear brother, Rev. O. Pitts, whom we" hear has
gone to join thé Spriugfield Q. M.
Any church
desiring the December session will please correspond with the clerk.
G. W. JoNEs, Clerk.

amounts forwarded to the treasury, without
expense in collecting. . We need also $16,
000 of new subscriptions, to be raised .prior
to 1874, when our whole debt becomes
due.
NIN
:
Now that something more than half the
amount

Friday and

ed within the limits of this Q. M.

subsecrip-

paid,

its last session with

comb, commencing priday P,
holding over the Sabbath.
The

the interest Loud, Brethren sometime acquainted
with the Q.
M. pronounced it the most encouraging session enjoyed for a long time.
A collection
of $14.49 was appropriated to the Maine F. B. H.
M. Society, with request that it might be expend-

of

coming

and

Q. M.—Held

the church at
M., Sept. 13, and

interest, and to dispose of the agency in the
most summary manner, will you not come
year?

As there has been some tulk of my leav-

a very painful one.

stitute remain crippled.
Our relation to
our H. Mission work and church extension
Now, to avoid

We pass Naples, Bridgton,

Alger,an aged member
of the Buena Vita F.
B. church in Clinton Co., Iowa, was brutally
murdered on the evening of the 25th ult. Her
husband had gone to prayer-meeting, 40 rods distant, when the house was entered, the lady killed
and $1100 taken from a private box. The murderous thieves are suspected, and will doubtless
be brought to justice. Mrs. A. and husband were
both members of the church, and the calamity is

the College can not afford to have the In-

Sunday-

The Rev. H. M. Gallaher has finally terminated
his pastorate in the First Baptist church of Brook-

REV. O. E. BAKER informs us that Mrs. Esther

friends of

of the three

about 2,100, will march with

We go six miles and gain but three miles, as our
route -i3 so. crooked. In this river we pass
through one lock of‘about five feet and then sooh

P.S.

We have avoided burdening’
you

the ‘children

schools, numbering

little less; of Episcopal, about thirty-six dollars; of Methodist and Baptist, about ten dollars.

ing this field of labor, I may be permitted to say,
as some encouraging features have recently preBented themselves,and as I can not leave without
endangering the loss of all that has been done
here, I have concluded to remain and trust God
and my brethren.
Last evening .threé arose for
prayers.
H.W.
Saccarappa, Me., Sept. 30.

as for

with appeals through the Star, but have
done what we could quietly, simply ac-

knowledging

But

I advise everybody to go over this route once,
and if you do once, you will wish to again, most
certainly.
t Naples I met Bro. J. M. Pease, and went to
sfield, where he is preaching Christ with good
prospects of success.
The§ have a nice house of
worship. At Harrison I found Bro. Raymond
laboring and baving much prosperity.
Their
new house, here is the finest of the size and cost
that I have ever seen.
H. WHITCHER.

over the signature of Rev. A. L. Gerrish,
the Y. M.

families.

noon, when

“Special Notices.

NOTHING ELSE WILL ANSWER! If you are hoarse,
have a cold, or a hard cough, ask your druggist for
Hale's, Honey of Horehound and Tar. Take nothing
else,” It is the one, sovereign remedy for all complaints of the throat and lungs. Cnittenton’s, 7 6th
Avenue. Sold by all Druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute,

called “crooked river,” as for six miles we are
every minute making a curve, either to the right
or left, with a very narrow channel of deep water.

about one mile wide.

Brethren:—In thé Star of Sept. 18,
seen a report of the recent action
Penobscot Y. M., concerning the
Central Institute, also a statement

who can speak for the Board as well

private

and reach Harrison with very great delight.

Maine Central Institute.
Dear
may be
of the
Maine

and

enter Brandy Pond, t%o miles long, and pass
through Naples strait, of one mile, and enter
Long Pond, twelve miles in length, and only

ary Society that shall- simplify the work in
and

hotels

and enjoy a very fine and pleasant ride of fifteen
miles, and then enter Songo river. This’is well

directions of a special Committee.
It is hoped some arrangement may be el-

the State,

in

twenty miles from Portland, we take the steamer

Howe still acts as general agent; all under
fected with the denominational

both

the more romantic and picturesque part of this
route is up the lakes. At the foot of Sebago lake,

been appointed agent for
a most important field,
his residence. Rev. L.
to service in the Edge-

Meeting;

to make them feel at ease and take
North Conway is a very delightful

place a8 a summer resort; and it is well patron-

Rev.

of Plymouth church and its pastor will be celebrated this week, commencing on Monday after-

first organist of the church, at the

which we work is generally appreciated.
Last week I went on a short pleasure excurThe simple aim of this Society 18 to save,
to encourage, to extend our cause in the sion up over the Ogdensburg Railrad and our
internal lakes. The P. & O. R. R. to North ConState of Maine. There is a most encourag- | “way
lies through a pleasant country; the Road is
“ing and extensive field for all these forces well built, runs easily, and every attention is paid

of service.

The Independent says that the Silver Wedding

preside at the great organ; and Mr. Lasar, the

J . MARINER.

Providence, Sept. 30.

soon as the real condition of the churches in

General.

exciting. Exclusivé territory
with
Address B. B. RUSSELL, Publisher,
:
y
4440

-

Medication,

We invite attention to the very favorable Fourth
Annual Statement of the National Life Insurance
Company of the United States of America, found
elsewhere in our columns.
3

MISCELLANY.

RELIGIOUS

a

Ministers and Churches.

"aes
| National Lia, o. 1 S.A.

WilliamII. Seward’s

i

.

Everywhere we find more alarming destitution than had been anticipated. The responses have been too often of a most painful character, showing how needful had

STAR OCTOBER 9, 1872.

Travels Around the World.
With many
book for
full

TON

This celebrated medicine hag”Wwon a deservedly
high reputation as an alleviator of pain and a preserver of health. It lias become a household remedy, from the fact that it gives immediate and permanent relief, It.is a purely vegetable preparation,
made from the best and purest materials, safe to keep
-and to use in every family. It is recommended by
physicians and persons of all classes, and to-day
after a JFrblic trial of thirty years—the average life of
mun—it stands unrivalled and unexceled, spreading
its usefulness over teh wide world. Its Jarge and increasing sale affords positive evidence of its enduring
in

fame. We do not deem it necessary to say much
its favor as one small bottle will do more to con-

vince you ofits efficacy than all the advertisenients
in the world. Give it one fair trial and you would
not be without it for ten times its cost.
J
Directions accompany each bottle,
Sold by all Druggists.

4t41

fine illustrations; large octavo. A
‘Agents. Sold only b, OS
Hom.

articulars, spuiy to the Publishers,

& CO., 549 and

. APPLE-

5 1 Broadway, New York.

4t40

EMPLOYMENT.

MORE MONEY can be made by Agents in can
vassing for Youman’s Dictionary of Every
Day
ants, containing 20,000 Receipts in
every
Department of Human Effort, than in any other
ossible way. om
$25 to $40 a week, insured.
It
8 for every Housekeeper, Farmer, Trade and Pro-

fession.. For the Sick and Well. A reliable book
of permanent value to every wide-awake progressive person. It sells itself. xtra terms. Profits
allowed more than double money. Address, F', M.

REED, 139 Eighth Street, New York.

1388

GENTS WANTED.—We
miee emplo
for all, either sex, at $5 a day or $2,000 oD pment
year. New works by Mrs. H. B. Stowe, and. others,’
Superd remiums given away. Money made rapidly
aud easily at work for us. Write and see. Partioulars free. Worthington, Dustin & Co., Hartford, Ct.
6mi0 “

*
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Fe

a

Eating

Bread
:

and

—

frowned as he thought how badly
used, and his saw grated awhy as
very dull.

Milk.

The daintiest, prettiest picture
"T'was ever my lot to see
Oa a door-stone

.

vis a vis,

| attention.

With eyes as bright as diimonds,
And hair us soft as silk,
Out of an old-fashioned porringer,
Eating bread and milk,

oe

"were not

likeness

The eye so much has said,
As they watch the little children
Eating milk and bread ?

-

Oh, would their lives might ever be
So free from care and dread
As now while twilight gathers,
Eating milk and bread.

—Rural New

Yorker.

OO

Some are so dull, and some are so careless,
are so prayer-

Tess; =

talk all the time, some take to sleeping,
go for pastime, but few are found weeping;
are too sordid, and some are too gay,
go for custom, how few go to pray!
go to see others, and some to be seen;
go dressed fine, and some go dressed mean;
hear the Word joyful, and when it is

.
grown,
The cares of this world show where it wassown;
Some hear it with sadness, some hear it with fear,
Some scarce hear at all, nor care to be there;
Some go because sent, and some because others,

Some go to please fathers, and some to pléase

4

mothers;

"Some go to make fun, and hence it arises,

5

How

few are
prizes.

converted,

how

few

3

The Family Circle.
What

carpenter,

At six o'clock, while

sent for

he

was

to

ease

it.

still at work,

carriage wheels were distinctly heard, and
the squire’s lady with her children came
down into the hall, ready to welcome home

Mr. Cary, who had been that day to town.
Wedge, who was working inside the dining- room, listened with
heard the shout the
saw, also, through

the door

He

crack, that the

two eldest had caught hold of his hands,
whilst the younger ones weré clinging like
Jittle barnacles to his coat-tails; all dragging
him along as if, once having got him in

their net, they meant, spider-like, to bind
him hand and foot, and devour

him, as that

interesting insect would a great blue-bottle,
at their leisure.
That

such

the

squire’s

return

should

cause

delight was a puzzler for our worthy

been away a month, to put it at the lowest
Sy
EE

He saw, moreover, that the squire

* was holding tightly in his hand a little parcel, which, shaking

off the children

by a

RE
I

2
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number of little dodges of which loving
fathers only know the secret, he quickly untied, for all the world as if he were a boy of
five years old (and not a great man of fourteen stone weight), who could not wait a
moment for anything. In a shorter time

of men.
Great
sources, but the

and

gave

them to his wife, with

Wedge could swear
three distinct kisses.
there avere three, for he counted them, and
wondered how many more there were to
come !
8
Soon the merry

party went

sisters,

Winkie, the little
every night

Now, I don’t believe in

and

happiness of a home.
I know that many a mother
her son against her own

as if

extraordinary one, that

upstairs, the

has

And knowing all this, my sisters,—and
brothers, too, if they need it,—I know that

imagine

how

surprised

was

.
|

out, ‘ Where are you, Mary ?” But greater
still was her astonishment, when, on going
to the door, her husband presented her with
the snowdrops, dedaring, as he put them

in her hands, that, *¢ beautiful as they were,
he thought the rosebud on her arm beat
thém out and out.” Wedge had done many
a handy bit of work with those tools on his

back, but he did 2 neater job now with those
sawed Mary's heart Tight in two, and got to
the very inside, and planed down no end of
knots and rough places, and French-polished
her off, as if she had been some choice piece
of cabinet work to Pe sold for nobody knows
:

That day was the beginning of
times; Mary's heart having been,
fore said, sawed right open, never
again, by reason of her husband's

brighter
as we beclosed up
continu-

ally putting ir one little thing and another
on

purpose

to. keep

it open;

and

warm

to be delivered ‘* with care, this side up,”
to his wife; whilst the contents of these-said

parcels, or sentences, generally
smile on

Mrs. Wedge’s

brought

a

face, and-made her,

as a cricket for some time to come.
as lively
— British Workman.

Fretting.
This morning I got up cross as a bear.
1 felt as rough and tingly as a.chestuut burr.

I was all out of sorts, and it seemed to me
it would be a pleasure to snap off anybody

nessed. ‘Ibis reflection was not so sweet neutral,
4s to make his work go smoothly; his saw. cordingly, I tried to control myself a little,
seemed as blunt as a double-bladed six-pen- and await events.
ny penknife, and the wood of the chair | Well, the two older children got up mer-

high chair and displayed all beér little airs
l

,

jumped

eyelids

out

of their

:

behind

children,

wore

an

;
said

had

on

Take

Care of the

And

topics as

their

r
one poor

ugly,

little fellow,

grizzly,

green

‘it's going

pair,

to storm.

the town,

a

Roth unique

yet

we should do injustice

Wilmer,

{
|
|
|
||

|

|

chunce

to

come

up, and

ever

““ The sky's very
going to clear up.

dark,

mother,

but

it's

to the

in a tone

that suggests a voice out of the silence of a beautiful summer evening.
And this book embodies
him admirably.
It is thoughtful, suggestive,
calm and soothing.
One can hardly read a page,
let him open the book where he will, without a
sense of breathing a quieting atmosphere.
The
very pulses grow steady, aud the nervouffiess
subsides.
The vexing
cares pass out of the
mind, and the spirit,relaxes and becomes 'receptive, as when one is listening to a strain of rich
and delightful music.
There is nothing that
rouses either to herole purpose, or manly resistance, or critical intensity, or explosive mirthfulness; everything tends to an optimistic acquiescence and a self-contained peace.
It is rare to
mect such a man as the author in these days of
intense living, and equally rare to tind sucha
book in an age of literary sensationalism.
It is
grateful to get the volume, and pleasant to read
it in fragmentary snatches.
It has some drawbacks.
It echoes Emerson too much and too feebly; it material is too indiscriminately gathered
together; it has too many weak and commonplace things among those that are admirable; it
has too many indiffereut quotations along with
such as reward reproduction; its childlike spontaneity wears the aspect of egotism and garrulity at times, and then it loses its attractions; it

treat them adequately. But in its way it is a rare
| and choice book, the fine and uncorstrained art

I can just sce the sun |
| of its contents being equally noticeable with its
shinin® in the smoke !
high mechanical excellences.
(Bless her dear heart! she always will
PENNSYLVANIA PILGRIM, and other Posee something ‘*shinin’” as long as she THE
ems.
By John Greenleaf Whittier,
Boston:
lives.) s
:
“ Well, even if it doesn’t, Edy,” said ber
brother Charlie, ¢ we'll get along in-doors.
Come, let's see who'll be dressed first.”

Fox.

James R. Osgood & Co. 1872. 16mo. pp. 129.
Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
Sweet, and mellow, and artistic, and reverent,

and full of fine humanity and appreciation as ever, is the Quaker poet in this new product of his

Hix glasses were made by Cheerfulness, and
they brightened up every room he went in

gives us a fine and mest attractive picture of one

all day.

of the eminent

meditation

and

bis muse.

The

Friends who

leading

came over

poem
and set-

tled in Germantown, Pa., in the early days of the
colony at whose head stood William Penn,
It is
«] am glad of one thing,” exclaimed my
Francis Daniel. Pastorius ‘who is drawn forth
little Helen, with a sich of relief.
She had
from the obscurity of the past and set before us
been sitting very still for a good while, sun gave two or three winks, and then in so clear a light and so attractive a guise. Imholding a picture-book in her hand.
: «pulled his big clond-cap over his eyes, and agination has greatly belped in executing the
“‘Glad of what?” T asked.
settled into a long day’s nap. In the mean- portrait, and Mr. Whittier has set before us, per«That 1 am not a hen,”’she answered,lifttime the children, (and you, too, every one haps unconsciously, his ideal man,—an enlarged
and perhaps improved edition of himself.
It is a
ing her serious eyes to mine.
of you) went about the houses and streets
very charming picture in its way, and some of
“&Not a hen! Why, darling ! what do you and gardens with their spectacles on.
| the separate features of it are as exquisite as
mean ?”
:
Some looked at dark things and made
anything
heretofore
coming
from
the
same
She brought me her book, and I saw at a them bright. Who ? was it you ?
source,
Lack of room alone preveuts our quotation of some of the richer and more baautiful
glance what had disturbed the quiet of her
Some looked at bright things and made
stanzas.
But itis better fo send the reader to
mind.
She had been looking at the picture them dark.
Who? you?
2
the volume itself where he has the entire prodof a mother hen frichtened at the appearSome have picked their way through the
uct before him.
The briefer pieces have nearly
ance of a fox.
day, helping this one and that one, doing no all appeared in the Atlantic Monthly, and most
“Poor thing! How scared she is!” said harm, speaking no cross word, and smiling of them have been quoted in these columns.
the child, tenderly.
“Will the fox eat her on all the household through their clear, There is not one but deserves the distinction here
accorded to it.
up?”
loving spectacles. Oh! Ido hope that was
>

So all over town the wee folks were looking at the morning through their spectacles ;
and when they stopped talking about it, the

——

DyUnlessSS she y can
ef
saaps him,”him, I aanescape
swered.
AE
“Oh, I'm glad that I'm not a hen, to be
frightenedor killed by a fox! It is so dread-

you.
And others because they wore dingy,
cross-grained ones, have stumbled about in

everybody’s

ful”

“Maybe you

as

as much danger

in

are

and
have

instead

of

been

sunny

filled

with

rain-drops from crying clouds nearly half
the time. Who? No, no, I'm sure it was

0

!

the hen,” I said.

way;

sparkles, their eyes

“Me? There are no foxes about here.
Why do you say that, mamma ? And, any
how, a fox wouldn't hurt a little girl.”
«T heard Mrs. Clare say something about
foxes when she was here yesterday.’
«What did she say, mama?”

not you.

But even if it were, the end of the day
has not come yet. Even if it is bedtime,
and you are just about kissing for ‘good
night!” there is time enough for you to
change your spectacles for a better kind.
little
‘She
said,
‘Take
care of the
You can ‘whisk them off, if you try, in less
foxes.’ "
time than it takes grandmother to put on
“Oh yes,
I remember
now;
and I her glass and-gold ones.
For, you see, she
couldn’t help wondering what she meant.”
has first to fumble in her pocket for a mo“She didn't, of course, mean live foxes rocco case; then she has to open it ard get
that run about in the woods.”
out her glasses, and open them carefully so
Are
«I knew she didn’t mean them.
as not to break the hinges; then rub them
there any other kinds of foxes ?”
with her handkerchief, and then put them
“Yey,”?
on, squarely and evenly, over her nose,
“What kind ? Where are they ?”
taking great care not to tumble her cap or
‘Inside of you.”
:
her curls.
“Oh, mother !” Helen

mor of surprise
inside of me ?”

in

exclaimed,

her

voice.

a

tre-

But you little ones, why, your spectaclecases are your own hearts, ready for you at

“Foxes

.

at an instant's notice, and full

“Yes, my darling. And you arein as
much danger from them as the hen you so
pitied just now.”
There was a half-scared, half-wondering
expression in my little girl's face.
«0h, I understand!” she said, a faint
smile playtng about her lips. “By foxes
you mean naughty feelings.”

they

can

be of every kind of spectacle a little child
can need.

But if I were you, I'll tell you

what I'd

do. I would keep only the good kinds, and
I would throw away all the poor ones.
Whenever I jumped out of bed in the morn-

ing with a pair on that made me see things
in a crooked way, I'd take them off

as soon

as possible, and I wouldn't put them back

in my heart again ; that I wouldn't, for fear,
by some mistake, they might do more mischief another time, »
For bad spectacles wiil make little feathery troubles look like heavy stones.
Bad spectacles make you feel as if all

the people in the world were making faces
at

you,

Te

J

ad spectacles will turn even kisses into

snaps.
;
és
Ting-a-ling-a-ling! Ting-a-ling-a-ling !
There's that bell again.
The i
is dis-

than doves, they were so full of anger and

cruelty toward each other. Oh, my child,
take care of the fox! Don’t let him get in
destroy them.”

as

missed.

Good-by.

I think I've told you

what to study. for to-morrow.

:

you, little rosy cheeks, one

help you

son.— Hearth and Hpme.

to learn
:

your les-

STORIES AND PorMs, by Mother und Daughter.
—Caroline Gilman, aud Caroline Howard Jervey.
Illustrated. - Boston: Lee & Shepard.
1872, Square 16mo. pp. 293. Sold by E. J.
Lane & €o.
THE CHILD OF THE ISLAND GLEN.
By Elijah
Kellogg,
Illustrated.
Same Publishers, &ec.
1872. 16mo. pp. 336.

PICKED UP ADRIFT,

By

Prof. James

DeMille.

Illustrated.
Same Publishers, &e. 1872. 16mo.
pp. 335.
A
The first of these volumes is a collection of
just such stories and poems as will always prove
welcome to children who read. They do not
lack in vivacity, imagination, sweetness, humor,
information,
and a quiet and attractive pathos.
The number is large, the variety great, the zest
all-pervading, and the pictures full of suggestiveness and spirit.
It will make the little people
quietly happy for many a day.
Mr. Kellogg adds a fourth volume to his Pleas
ant Cove Series, which, on the whole, is the best
among his always
excellent, wide-awide and

stimulating books. He has speedily attained a
high place as a writer for boys, and he is likely

'

is really bet-

Same

Publishers... 1872. .16mo.

pp.

traiture, absorbing interest, power of impression,
and effective dealing with the’ evils of drinking,
it stands

very

high.——Its

companion

way excellent, and sets forth both*®he

is every

mischief

and the peril of that species of indulgence in the

cup which is deemed moderate
ahd called fashion-

ble.——The issues of this House ought generally to find a place. in all the libraries to which
the young have access.
e
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LIFE OF HENRY

didate

WILSON,

Republican

for Vice-President.

Boston: James

By

J.

B.

Can.

Mann.

R, Osgood & Co. octavo. paper.

pp. 120, Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
It is a pogr portrait of Mr. Wilson

which fac-

es the title-page of this book, grievously failing to
do the man justice.
Bat the biography is well
done,
It is plain dnd straightforward as became
the subject, telling the story of his noble and
manly career from. the unpromising beginning
until now, keeping mostly free from extravagant
panegyrie, exalting only what deserves honor
and making the lesson of his life at once plain’
practical, valuable and cheering.
Putting out of
sight the special political ends which its issue
just now is meant to serve, it is only just to say
that itis such a story as will do the boys and
young men of America good to read.
——

SCRIBNER'S

MONTHLY,

an illustrated

maga.

zine for the people. October, 1872.~—This issue
closes the fourth volume ina way hardly less
than magnificent.
Six of the articles are illus
trated; its five poems give out genuine masic;
some of the papers are of high and special excellence; the variety is great, and
the editorial
work'is done in Dr. Holland’s best style.
The
programme for the next volume, beginning with
the issue tor November, is one that promises still
better things.
We rather expect them too. for
the promises from that quarter are likely to he
kept.—~New York: Seribner & Co.
HARPER'S NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE. October, 1872.—=Harper is bound to lead.
To do
this it is ready for an outlay and enterprise that
would have frightened the boldest publisher fifteen years ago.
In its illustrations it defies all
competitors, . And in securing such regular contributors as Castelar, Miss Thackeray, Wilkie
Collins and Charles Reade, all of whom are employed, and contribute to the present nnmber, it
shows what it ean do and means to do.
Down
the Danube and Nathaniel Hawthorne
are very
fine papers, and the usual variety and interest
run through the number, making it both rich and
entertaining.—New York: Harper & Brothers.
THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY, devoted to literature, science, art and politics. October, 1872, ——
The Atlantic
may be always counted on with
confidence.
It never seriously disappoints. The

resources

on which

it draws never

fail to yield

what is worthy of attention.
The last issue is
above the average.
James,Partonf/Holmes, Mrs.
Leonowens, Bayard Taylor, Miss Agassiz, &«c.,
all make their mark, aod their associates are not
unworthy of the eminent company in which they
find themselves.
The article on Politics will
arrest attention.
Tt is calm, thoughtful, strong
and timely. The Atlantic is an institution.
Boston: James R. Osgood & Co.
THE GALAXY. October, 1872.—The articles
respectfully entitled,
Our Consul at Jerusalem,
The Fellowship of Music, A Revival of the Papaey, and Florence, are very entertaining and
suggestive,
There is now as always the union of
spirit and strength in this magazine.
It may
have less finished culture and high literary propriety than some of its rivals; but ia genuine,
sturdy vigor and abounding mental stimulus it
holds no secondary place,”
This numberis a
strong one.—New York: Sheldon & Co.
LIPPINCOTT'S MAGAZINE, October, "1872 —
The first paper, Fréin Lake Superior to Puget
Sound, sets ofl’ finely, both by means of the writer’s pen and the engraver’s tools, the characteristics of the belt of country through which the
Northern Pacific road is to run, and makes it
both wonderful and attractive.
The sixth, seventh and ninth papers have real interest, and the
number as a whole does credit to the managers
and keeps the magazine ¢Speciully attractive.—
Phila: J. B. Lippincott & Co.

THE

TRANSATLANTIC.

October,

1872. —A

very excellent collection of pupers from the foreign periodicals, and
the successive
numbers
show an improving taste,a true literary skill, and
an appreciation of the wants of American readers.—~Phila.: G. W. Hamersly.

Tug CATHOLIC WORLD,
of general

literature

A monthly magazine

and science.

October, 1872.

New York: Cath, Pub, House.
THE SUNDAY
MAGAZINE.
Phila. : J. B. Lippincott & Co.
GOOD WORDS.

September,

September, 1872.

1872.

Phila.:

J. B.

Lippincott & Co.
GOOD
WORDS FOR THE YOUNG.
1872. Phila.: J. B, Lippincott & Co.

September,

THE CHILDREN’S HOUR. A magazing for the
to hold-it. He knows what boys desire and nééd, |
little ones. October, 1872;-Phila.: T. 8. Arthur &
and deals with them accordingly.
This last volSon.
:
ume is racy, full of information, and while having a serious undertone, effervesces
spirits and jollity.
Prof. DeMille is readily

with animal

:
pronounced

a capital

fellow by wide-awuke and adventurous boys.

It

would be strange if it were otherwise.
His B,
0. W. C, stories, of which this is the fifth install

ment, i$ almost unequaled

in the qualities. that

Tue

NURSERY.

A

monthly

youngest readers. October,
L. Shorey.
GOOD HEALTH.

monthly

A

‘ed to ‘popular science, sanitary
etc.

September,

1872.

magazine

for

1872. Boston: John
magazine,

law,

Boston:

devot-

literature,
Alexander

Moore,

take with such readers. Itabounds in narratives
Tue PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL and life il.
of peril and escape, somewhat after the Robinson
lustrated. October, 1872. New York: Samuel R.
Crusoe order, and lias similar things to recomWells.
‘mend it. It exalts the heroic and resolute, sets
Octoler
MAGAZINE.
HOUSEHOLD
Woon’s
the rough and vigorous above the polished and
h: 8. 8, Wood & Co.
Newburg
1872.
|
dainty, and its occasional jets of audacity and

rollicking humor are quite in keeping with what
is peculiar to Young America.
young minds, as camping out

It is a tonic for

in a stormor a pe-

destrian excursion to the White Mountains
the muscles and nerves.

is to

THE ADVENTURES OF A BROWNIE, 88 told to
my child. By the author of * John Halifax,
Gentleman”
Illustrated. New York; Harper & Brothers. 1872, 18mo. pp. 189.
Miss Mulock has redlly made out a ‘most
charming and suggestive account for the young

Horr DEFERRED, by Eliza F. Pollard, is No.
880 of Harper's Library of select novels, and Is

one that has its merits of plot, incident and

style. It is a prolific press that turns out such a
mass of light literature, and a greedy public that
consumes it. But nothing finds a place in this
library of doubtful morality. "Mew York: Har-

per & Brothers.
Tur TREASURE is the name given to a small
collection of Songs for the Sabbath School,'and

people, haying just eneugh of the fairy, imagina-

which are really choicet hings. There are 32 peg

tive and wonder element to excite and keép alive

es und

interest. It embodies superstitions that still have
a strong hold upon life in some portions of Great
Britain, and they are made to serve real ends,
Her skill is not less noticeable here than in dealing with higher and more serious themes.

poor.

ph

2

yotanls.

perhaps which

23 pieces of music, and none of them are
to issue a similar collection

It is proposed

quarterly. Single copies,13 cts., with reasonable
discounts when quantities are taken. It comes
from the enterprising Publishing House of Ads"
ams, Blackmer & Lyon, of Chicago. .

0

~

Ro

These two temperance tales would bear a
large amount of emphatic approval and even of
specific praise.
It may, howeverybe enough to.
say that’ the first is one of the best among the
many excellent juvenile books of the same class
that even this House has published.
And that is
very high commendation,
In vividness of por-

and ar-

both

interme

A, M.

THE FIRE FIGHTERS,
By Mrs J. E. McConSUELY. Jthor Mr The Hard Master.”
New
ork: National
Temp. Soc’y & Pub. I
.
1872, 16mo. pp. 204. pe
RocY
%
House
Eva's ENGAGEMENT
RING,
By Margaret E.

volume and its author if we gave the impression
that we have here only a mere medley of literary products, In his way Mr. Alcott is a most interesting man, genial, serene, philosophic, loving
all that is beautiful and noble with a quiet en| thusiasw,charitable toward human frailties, going
about like a bee in search of honey whenever he?
leaves the hive of his quietude at home, very
slightly affected by the turmoil and struggle and
strife of the great world around him, making a
pleasant calm for himself in the realm of his own
thoughts and feelings, discoursing on just such

a thick, gray cloud,
mind,

Away off in another part of

.and lovius things of God bless
whose legs he was cutting down, as hard as ry and chipper as crickets ; papa was in a among the gentle
hurt «nd, may be, and all, and
will
he
or
bog oak, In fact, hie was feeling jealous of pretty good humor; and the baby sat in her your soul,

tho squire, and ‘discontented with his own

who

plane has appeared

opens to us the spirit

that is

in

ter; nothing is likely to appear that is above se.
vere criticism. The fault we seem to discover is o :
stilted stiffness and propriety in the style of many
of these pieces, and a luck of the freedom and
vim and vivacity which the young demand.
But
the book is worth buying and using.

little girl, named Elith, was" peeping
through the window-blinds.
She had on a | runs to the verge of doggerel and bathos in some
bright, blue pair belonging to Hope, so she | of its rhymes; its different thoughts antagonize;
“rand whengit touches the highest themes it fails to
called cheerfully to her mother:

«Yes. Foxes are cruel and cunning.
died away, and Wedge
who
spoke
to
me,
as.
short
as
I
could.
hurt and’ destroy. You know how
They
his work on the door,
Most likely I would have done so, and cruel Herod was, and how our Lord called
conscience began their
;
too, had a home, and set the whole household by the ears for the him ‘that fox." ”
evil thoughts and wicked acts made
«His
'
rest
of
the
day,
but
that
T
have
had
such
moods
he, too, had peen away
and cunning asa fox. And this
. all day; but the thought struck him un- “before, and ledrned by experience the best him cruel
is happening now and every
thing
‘same
way
to
manage
them.
comfortably, that his welcome home, if, inseen a great many people—
Ihave
day.
«
Now,”
thought
I,
**
my
best
plan
is
not
+" deed, he got one at all, would seem poor
to be more
that which he had just wit- to influence the whole family, but to remain children even—who appeared
.» and cold
like hawks
more
lambs,
than
foxes
Aclike
.
me.”
influence
and let them
echo of their voices
was left to finish
whilst his heart and
work on him. He,
wife, and children ;

know,

I don’t see what it had to be unpleasant today for.”
:
* Perhaps it’s going to snow, Sandy, and
make good coasting for us,” put in little

we ought to set our faces like a flint against
this useless, sinful, peace-destroying and
home-disturbing habit of fretting.

Mrs.

they

made by Ill-Nature;

the comfort of another family circle.

Wedge when she heard a cheerful voice call

what.

who

turned

self; who in her turn, would wreck and ruin

the subject, so that she

the

spectacles.
“Pshaw!"

sex, and made him

Wedge’s wife was a nice woman, but fam-

well

ner of the sky

a

ily cares were weighing her down, so that
the light was fast dying out of her eyes, and
the color fading from her cheeks. She
would not have minded them half nor even

begin

morning,

and all

dread and dislike the society of women, by
her example, constantly set before him.
1 know that many a mother~has brought
up and developed a daughter just like her-

the very thought made him feel sheepish.

to

you

rhetoric

pupils

Northend,

8. Barnes & Co. 1872. 16mo. PP
There are merit, variety, adaptation and genuine life in these exercises,
Nothing on the same

tistic, a few specimens of ekpression where so
much attention is paid to the sound that the
sense is well-nigh sacrificed, &ec., &c.
§

The sun was crouching away off ina cor-

not worth a word ; much less the peace and

nothing else would, do but that he must give
them to his wife, and this proceeding would
be such a new

fellow,

That sentence

siderable

pair

take her hands out of the dough, or drop Clem, who nearly always has on rosy specthe baby on the floor, to run and meet him tacles.
at the door. But I do believe,—nay; I
Oh,
snow! who cares for snow?
1
know, for I have seen it with my own eyes want to try my new skates. Where's the
among my friends,—that many a woman use of having skates, if there’s never to be
has driven a kind husband away from her, any ice?” growled Sandy, as he began to
away from his home and its sacred influen- dress. But he had a shocking time getting
ces, and caused him to spend his time at a on his shoes and stockings, and he said
billiard-table or in a drinking-saloon, amid some very ill-natured things, and couldn't
their profane influences, simply by her see the sorrowful look in his mother's
ceaseless fretting over trifles which were eyes—all on account of his bad spectacles.

that he should come

them, it seemed

one

of a day it would be.

very

that

not oaly

DECLAIMER : Being a collection of

or the use of

of the author and strikes the key-note of his
book.
Itis a sort of diary, not of the outward
life but of the inward, running through half the
year 1869, and giving us the thoughts, the reflections, the fancies, the “pictures of friends and
men of note in the world of letters and action
whom Mr. Alcott reveres, extracts from his fu.
vorite
authors,
recollections
of earlier life,
choice bits of description.in which big own home
and its surroundings figure conspicuously, occas
gionally a little philosophy, a fair amount of fresh
and geniul criticism on men and books and af
fairs, rhymes of his own that are meant for poetry but sometimes fall short of the aim, some
real poetry written by genuine bards and not dependent on rhyme or rhythm, some fine and appreciative talks about
Emerson, Thoreau and
others who have impressed him strongly, con-

is

beds, one after the other, and some of them
looked out of the window to see what kind

cumstances, wear a smiling face when her
husband comes home, or that she need

couldn’t afford to buy his wife anything.”
But now having the snowdrops, and having
about

cant

what

well, when he kissed the children’s

this

woman must always, under all and any cir-

ject, and enjoying the excuse, too, ‘ that he

heard so much

the

and,

“Walks through the town,
Up stairs and down stairs,
In his night-gown ”—

little that we give way, and the breach once
made in the wall soon grows larger.

mean by giving him the snowdrops and
never saying a word?
He couldn’t have
known what had just happened at the hall;
strange

seem so

paradise.”

such a

vou wear one kind and sometimes another.
For instance: This morning, when Willie

Perhaps it is

edges terribly.
.
I think, if we looked upon all the little
worries of one day as a great unitel worry,
self-control to meet it would be developed.
But as they generally come only one or two
they

;

YOUNG

pieces in Poetry, Prose and Dialogue, designed

CONCORD DAYS.
By A. Bronson Alcott.
Boston: Roberts Brothers.
1872, 16mo. pp. 276.
Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
u
Mr. Alcott says:
Freedonf from affairs, and
leisure to entertain his thoughts, is’ the scholar’s

apiece, but about a dozen pairs,and sometimes

wants develop great relittle wants and worries

little things at a time,

have, though

stranger still, you own

We

nerves more ghan the more extended enterprises ‘which gene:ally take the attention

than we take to write if, he pulled out the
contents

But you

com-

because the little worries and cares and
vexations of daily life harass our sensitive

nobody knew were ever there at all, they
were hidden down so deep. And as to
Wedge, he never knew before how many
pretty little speeches he could make. Without any notice beforehand, whatever, they
seemed to come from somewhere inside
already made, packed and directed, ready

figure.

fair

if it isn't altogether pleasant.

seen this gentleman go off at half-past nine
in the morning. No one could have persuaded him otherwise than that he must have

he not, with his own

more

may as well own the truth, my

streams of affection came gushing out that

had

much

make

THE

By Charles

noise in the hall that everybody thinks it is
father coming. And girls, too, who are
learning to hem and dress their. own dolls,
and who know which is the thimble-finger,
and what s-c-h-0-0-1 spells.
And now, children, do you want to hear
it ?
YOU HAVE ALL GOT SPECTACLES
ON!!
Ha! ha!

and in winter
when it rains
doesn’t rain
are sick, or

mon among women than among men.

eyes,

friend ; for

to their new boots—heels that

“

[ am afraid fretting is

astonishment as he snowdrops than Ite had ever done with all
children gave’ when. -6f~them put together, for he, so to speak,

their father stepped out of the carriage.

because. it is too hot,
it is too cool; we fret
it is wet, and when it
it is dry; when we

—to fret over it.

Such being the state of things, you may

—

was

spoiled

In short, if anything or everything doesn’t

left off looking for help where there was
none to be got. It seemed to Wedge, that
if he paid down in hard cash for clothing,
feeding and schooling the family, he had
done his share toward their bringing up.

A thick carpet had lately been put down
in the dining-room of the squire’s residence,
which was found to prevent the door from
opening and shutting easily, so Wedge, the
village

and

go just to suit our particular whims and
fancies, we have one grand, general refuge

on a little something, in the shape of a few
kind words, which makes the thing seem
valuable in her eyes.
1 don’t know ‘how I
should get on, sometimes, if it weren't for
having flowers pretty handy; you can get

ventured

Happened.
—

when anybody else is sick.

them—for ten to one he could have set things
right. But he always pooh-hooed when she

— Primitive Methodist.

:

from her.

s. aquarter so much, if, when Wedge came
Word
home, she could have told him all about

the

family,

summer
because
because
because

up and say all this about presents just when
Wedge was thinking about that very sub-

Some want the calm truth, some want its force;

.

whole

not making enough of his presents, for he
| well knew he never gave her any; nor did
he greet her with those kind words’ which
| would not have failed to “draw the same

yet it scemed

Some are foo proud, and some are too humble,
Some hear the Word, and over it stumble;
Some are too refined, and some are too coarse,
Some
Some
Some
Some
Some
* .Some
Some

for

hand, and looked after Joe, who had nearly
turned the correr; what could tHe man

of the Hearers.
and some

wife

we could make.”
.
!
Wedge's road now lay in a different direction from his friend’s, so they parted
company, Joe Sparks putting a couple of
snowdrops- into Will’s hand, supposing he
would know well enough what to do with
them.
Wedge turned the snowdrops over in his

Their sunny paths as yet.

Some are so hardened,

particularly
his

them for a little or nothing at any time, and
yet they are more beautiful than anything

Ob, happy little dreamers!
Upon that doorstone step,
“ No shade of care has crossed

—

blame

comfortable

are hardly provided for, and like the nail
| little present I take her home; she never
minds what I bring her, so long as I give it, which’ strikes against the saw, they make
to her myself; for, to be sure, I always tack "not much of a mark. but they turn the

What artist hand can catch
The smile-light coming, going;
Or tint the restless tresses
On the dimpled tresses flowing ;
Or give the arching lip
So fine a shade of red,
As it takes a drop of milk
And then a bite of bread ?

Faults

gentleman

was his

| toward his children, who consequently did
| not love him.
j
| As Wedge walked home, his tools on his
back, he came across an old friend, carrying
.| carefully a dainty bunch of snow-drops in
| his big, rough hand.
| “Here, Will,” he said, walking along by
| the carpenter’s side, * I've just given a trifle
for these flowers—pretty bits of things, aint
| they P—ior my wife make$ so much of any

-

To the girls with milk and bread.

[R

that

He couldn’t

pretty

Now fretting is both useless and unnecessary; it does no good and a great deal of
harm; yet it is almost a universal sin.
More or less we are all given to it.
We fret over almost everything. In

and children
neither

a

’

have upset the
the day.

| most part on his family .in a hard, business| like kind
of a way, but showing no affection

Through the trees, the low sun-shadows
‘Were shifting here and there,
Lighting up each winsome fice
With a beauty almost rare; .
‘While the tired birds came trooping
To their leaf cots overhead,
y
Softly twittering, good-pight,

The

like the squire’s,

passed

Literary Review. |

——
Ting-a-ling-a-ling !
Ting-a-ling-a-ling !
That's the children's bell. Come on, little
ones! We're going to tell you something
that we told long ago to just such a rosy,
laughing set of youngsters as you are.
Are you all here?. Noné of your great big
boys and girls for this class—they know too
much—but only the little fellows who have
just put on trowsers, with pockets in them,
(real pockets, remember,) and have heels

And as I was thinking of it this evening,
I thought how easily a little fretting might

Wedge was a good husband without be| ing a kind one, spending ‘his money for the

The household pet, old Bounce,
1s sleeping in thé
clover,
And in his dreams again
The hunt he’s living over;
‘When’er the spoons click on the dish
He lifts his sha@&y head,
And seems to say, I envy you
* Your sweet new milk and bread.

.

for if his wife

to

striking.

In the background, near the door,
Sit the futher and the mother:
And when the laugh goes round,
They glance at one another.
What need js there for speech,

y

the vest, and

day after all.

It told him the fault was chiefly

in him€elf;

Children’s Spectacles.

‘was laughing and smiling as cheerfully as

he was
though

But conscience had a word to say to him,
and said it loud enough too for him to hear,
although he was making noise enough to
| prevent any one from trying to gain his

—

Was one of four beautiful children,

and graces, and her newest funny little
capers, and we must all look and .admire;
and so, by the time breakfast was over, I

wife and children.
Why were not they
cager to rush out and welcome him, after
the fashion of the squire’s family?
He

{

wh)

v

more easily discovered.

placed in. small baskets, and the: worms will
pass from one to another as the baskets become empty.
When they have gained their

be

fiulls, again, vary

much in their modes of nesting,

according

Redeemer in heaven.

yellow, they are removed,to their spinning
apartments, where, in about six or seven
marshes
or
on
weedy
shores.
Here,
again,
———
the materials are those easily found, being days,they complete their cocoons. Then the
The way in which evil is sometimes sug- sea-weed, tufts of grass or rushes, piled to- | pupe in these are immediately smothered
gested to the immature” minds of servants gether in the awkward manner which their in close jars, to prevent their way out, to
and children by accusing them on’ ypesijse webbed feet and clumsy bill compel. Re- the detriment, of the silk—a few only of the
tion of some fancied wrong-doing, the min- turning to the question of instinct, it is gen- pup being
reserved for future propagaper in which they are thus shown the prac- erally supposed that a young bird will build tion,
.
:
ticability of acts which they would other- a nest precisely like the conventional nest
The silk is ffext wcund upon reels; and
ac-,
wise suppose impossible for them to
of its species, evenif it has never seen one. after the glutip has been removed by ‘warm
complizh, has seldom been better illust rated If this were true, the instinct side would
water, it is then ready for the looms.
than in a story, which still circulates in have it; but recent naturalists deny that These are of the simplest construction—the,
Virginia, concerning a negro boy ‘‘which there is any proof of this. Facts, so far as same that they Rave used for ages—and
his name it was” Bill. He was owned .by they have been’ ascertained, speak to the are worked by hand, without the aid of
an eccentric old lady, whose suspicious contrary. Birds brought up from the eggs steam or machinery.
Yet in tite ‘manufacttemper made life a burden
to herself and in.cages do not make the characteristic nest ure of erapes, damasks, and flowered satevery one around ‘her. One day she sent of their species, even when supplied with ins, they stand first in the world; and they
Bill down into the cellar to draw cider for the same materials used by that species: in are likewise very skillful in imitating the
dinner. The cellar contained also some building their nests. ‘Often, indeed, they rarest and most delicate patterns of Eurofresh butter; and, as the boy failed to re- build no nest at all, but merely collect the
ean workmanship. More that fifteen milappear within a reasonable time, she be- materials together in a rude, mis-shapen
ions of dollars worth of silks are ‘annually
gan to fear for its safety. Going to the heap.—Once a Week.
exported to Europe and America, yet the
head of the stairway, she called to him:
laws of China forbid any one vessel to take
«« Bill, what@re you doing down there ? I
away more than a hundred catties, = e. 133
Literary Madmen.
know you os
that butter!"
1bs., of silk at one time. This law is, how“¢ Law, missis,”

replied

the

could I steal de butter?
put it ?”

boy,

Whar

* Why, youcould hide

it

*‘how

ever, little regarded, as there are always

is I got to

in

your

bosom," she incautiously answered.

insanity, and is, in

“¢ Bless your heart, Massa John,” said the

don't carry on—but,” he

added,

ceding all that

ness with which advice

is seldom
’

before

allowing:

himself the

smile or a cough, made one

quite

victim of melancholic delusions,

8S

that time forward

it was to express

some

decided

as to the inevitable destiny
this world and the next.

"

++ [t's no use to tell me,”

out!

in short

sentences,

may, and often

He
so,

*‘ that-

in

would

jerk

white

folks

mitted

for us to live in.

dently

a

planta-

tion near Lynchburg, an old colored preacher, whose sermons were truly remarkable.
One day his master, who happened to be
passing, pausedto listen to him as he discoursed to his fellow-servants. His subject
was hell and its horrors;
ed in

terrible

terms,

which he

declaring

describ-

that

there

He

then

proceeded,

.

An

of Birds’ Nests.
5

a

was

in

strong believer

of

we

of

moss,

the

material

found in its haunts.

most

in

these

they

use to

line

was used by

him, they

are those which

advocates

of

first

the

to

instinct

him,

they

the

and

had

country

The

used
has

nests,

like

hand.

The

theory

duced to Persia; Greece learned it from
Persia; and Rome from Greece; till, ulti-

mately

this valuable art spread

itself over

One of the most an:
the known world.
cient of the Chinese sacred books says:
« From ancient times, the Son of Heaven

(the emperor)

himself directed the plow,

mulberry tree ;”
however, that it is no# so much the materi-i and the empress planted the
food and raials as the form and structure of the nests ‘the royal pair thus securing
But the deli- ment for the nation, and setting a noble exof various birds that differ.

cacy and

perfection

of the

nest

al-

must

providence.

and

ample of industty

in its search for food. The titmouse—
haunting fruit trees and walls, and searching in cracks

and

crannies

insects—

for

builds in holes, where it has shelter and security ; while its given activity, and the perfection of the

bill

and

feet,

enable

it to

readily form a beautiful receptacle for its
eggs and
young. Pigeons, on the other
hand, having
heavy
bodies and weak feet
and bills, construct rude flat nests of sticks

laid across strong branches, which will bear
their weight and that of their young. Tak-

ing a fow of the sea-birds by the way

ful cultivation of the mulberry, the orly
tree that furnishes food for the silkworm.
Great pains is taken to prevent the trees
from’ bearing fruit, in order that their whole
strength may tend to the production of the
greatest possible quantity of young, healthy
are these, that
leaves; and so valuable
in gathering them a step-ladder is always

used, to prevent any injury to the tree or
yo
its products.
As the young worms thrive best amid
uiet and ‘seclusion, the houses in which

they are reared are usually placedin the

center of each plantation, so as to be as far
as possible remoyed from noise and disturbance of every kind. The bark of a dog

political

A Buddhist’s
A

Shanghai

Ingenuity.

newspaper

.
\
a

as ahouse

was a stirring business man, honest

The religious enthusiasm of the Chinese is
such cases, and

told, in

are

we

great,

not

only 3000 taels had been subscribed. More
energetic means were necessary. Agents
were

sent everywhere,

but

everywhere

Chinese were found to be unwilling to part
with their money.
A Buddhist priest, with
a devotion

stimulate

worthy

of the cause, resolved to

himself to be

allow

wooden

box for

that

He gave out

memorable example.

would

the faithful by

of

piety

the

shut up

shelves within to serve as rests for his
In order to prove that there was no
arms.
what he did, he invited the
trickery in

and

ries

of

‘bore his

religious d@@xercises.

seven

went

many Chinese

The

penance with

days’

fanatic

much

suffered but little from his prolonged abstinence. The box was then broken into a
was sold for

more than its weight in sil¥ér, by which
means a sum of more than 500 taels was
raised for the proposed temple.

wishing obit:

Persons

Verses areinadmissible.

MRS. NANCY, wife of Dea. Ephraim Loud,died
at North Newport, Me., July 380, 1872, aged 71
Sister Loud made a public
years and 8 months.
joined the F. Baptist
profession of religion and
Subsechurch in Jackson, some 44 years ago.

quently

she

removed

to Plymouth

and united

with the Dixmont and Plymouth church of the
game faith. She has ever been a devoted and
Posliving member of Christ’s visible kingdom.
gessing a disposition of unusual amiability, she
esand
mothers,
and
wives
of
best
the
was ond of
er choice.

She was the

5 of whom are now dead.

mother of 11 children,

The remaining 3 sons

of the Fall
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“J. CALDER, D.D.,orthe Preceptress,

experienced teachers.
The School is
largest and best in the State.
‘erms moderate.
Send for Circular.

The location of a permanent teacher, and the continued interest of the Trustees in the Academy, com-

MOUNTAIN

healthfulness,

26. Six complete courses of study for both sexes, in
which students are prepared for college, for teaching
and for business.
The Music Department has just been enlarged
with seven or eight new rooms, new instruments an

Rooms for self-hoarding may be obtained at reasonable rates. Board in private families trom $2.50
to $3.00.

WATERBURY

surpassedin

WHITESTOWN

der the instruction of I. P. Quimby, Jr., recently
Princip:il of Greely Institute, Cumberland Center,
Me.
Tuition from $3.50 to $5.00.

GREEN

be

Miss JANE W. HOYTT, A.
P. O., Center Co., Pa.

2, 1872.

N.

not

Not sectarjan,but

;

beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
Expenses only $175 for College year of 40 weeks
including Tuition, Boarding,
Washing, Rent, Fue
and use of heavier Furniture.

The Fall Term of this Institution will commence
Tuesday, Aug. 20, and continue eleven weeks, un-

CALENDAR:

Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,

Ten Professors and Instruétors.

ACADEMY,

STRAFFORD

COLLEGE

thoroughly Christian.

COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,
WILTON, IOWA.

Commences its Fall Term September
Catalogues sent to inquirers,

.

Open to both sexes. Three full courses of study :
AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENTIFIC and
CLASSICAL.

THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D., President.
Northwood. N. H., Aug. 18, 1872.

-

13 weeks,

The FALL TERM of this institution will open Aug.

PIERCE, Instrumental Music.

WILTON

carpenter,

-

CALENDAR:
opens Aug. 27,~continuing

For Catalo
President,

.
:
PARTINGTON, German and French,

M.E.

ecember 3, 1872.
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 6, 187J.
TUITION:
.*
.
-

of

OF PENNSYLVANIA.

A. M., Greek and Latin.

M. L.. CHANDLER, Vocal Music.
For further information apply to the Principal.

Faculty :

-

village

Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

MELCHER, A. B., Mathematics and Greek.

ture.
FREDERICK

J. 8. BROWN, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.
Mis$ LizzIE CALLEY, Preceptress, French and Natural Science.
Miss IDA I. MORRILL, Mathematics ‘and Rhetoric.
Miss MARY E. MOREY, Music.
Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

Studies,
Prim
English,
Sia
Higher English

The

closing Feb, 28.

H. E. PARK, A. M., Natural Sciences and Philosophy.
EMMA PORTER, L. A., English Language and Litera-

INSTITUTION
LITERARY
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

'

usefuless.

For particulars, address

FAcuLTY.

W. P. MORGAN,

and upright,

Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 27,

enlarged

partment.

Partington, one of the new

term.

‘

The

LYNDON

more

secured,

Modern Languages in this Institution. Free tuition
to Teachers. Teachers’ class formed at the opening

and a goodly number of children, grandchildren
and great grandchildren, are left to mourn.

and 8 daughters, with her husband, “rise up
and call her blessed)” and they with many relstives are left to mourn the loss of her society,

but rejoice in believing’ that she rests with

Mr.

on his return enters upon the

= CoM.

over

he bad journeyed

Use of Piano or Organ (extra),

uaries published in the Morning Star, who do
not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion,
Not more than a
Brevity is specially important.
single square can well be afforded to any single

obituary.

with whom

.
Latin and Greek, .
:
¥rench (extra), Instruction on Piano or Organ,

Obituaries.
PARTICULAR NOTICE!

almost

formed at once.

teachers, has spent nearly two

to

fortitude, having taken during that time
but an occasional glass of water, and came
out.of the box at last having apparently
thousand pieces, of which e

is

F. WAYLAND

time he would neither eat nor sleep. This
he did. The box was two feet and a half
long, five feet and a half high, and just
wide enough to stand in it. There were

[Hoopeh Road,

‘The Endowment Fund

firmity and suffering, though ever patient and
resigned, a great reader of his Bible, ever gratified at meeting with Christians to talk about
Death found him all ready and anxious
Jesus.
to go and rest at home, with his departed com-.
panion, leaving two sons.
H. Q.
Bro. LEVI GILMAN died in, Gilford, Sept. 15,
He
of paralysis, aged 86 years and 2 months.
spent most of his long life in the Lord's service.
Like Enoch, he walked with God, and suddenly
God took him. Earth has lost and heaven has
A companion
gained a true worshiper of God.

which

seven days, during

ises

Evansville is finely located, and few
places
the
West surpass it in point of moral and religious influences.
Expenses are rensonable,
Prof. JacoBs will have charge of the Music De-

AGRICULTURAL

DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D., President.
REV.
RANSOM DUNN, A. M.,, Prof. Bib. Theology.
«
« ' SPENCER J. FOWLER, A.M., Prof. Mathematics and Nat. Philosophy,
GEORGE MCMILLAN, A.M., Prof. Ancient Lannages.

ina

consin Yearly Meeting, and has been in successful
operation for three years, The coming year prom-

of this Institution will open Aug.

modation for board.

hands, spending his remaining years in much in-

a

at

SEMINARY.

WINTER TERM opens Dec. 10,—continuing 13 weeks,

VIRGINIA.

on in the right. He was a constant patron of the
Star. from his first conversion, heartily cherishing our benevolent enterprises, especially intent
on the prosperity of N. H. Institution, aiding essentially on Randall Hall, the last work of his

he

Sec.

* This institution 18 under the control of the Wis-

spared to make the school one of the best. We are
now prepared to fit young Ladies and Gentlemen for
College in the most thorough manner. Good accom-

having been converted there and led successfully

the

EVANSVILLE

FALL TEEM

Seminary has been repaired at much expense.

great efliciency at his house Sabbath evenings, or
afternoons, for over twenty years, in which he
ever contributed promptly and cheerfully of his
own talent for rendering them entertaining to
the mind and stimulating to the heart, many souls

taels.

10,000

was

raised

be

to

Book-

Teachers have been employed, and no pains will

ingenuity on the part of a Buddhist priest an excellent citizen, faithfully doing his part toin raising the wind that would do credit to wards the temporal weal of his adopted town.
unitthe most indefatigable agent of a mission- He professed religion over Pry years ago,
Hampton church ;
the Meredith and New
ary society. The object sought to be ac- ing with
soon chosen deacon, thus serving it faithfully
complished was to raise funds to erecta was
and to entire satisfaction while living within its
The subscription had { },ounds, being of good report and apt to teach.
temple at Sapchow.
dragged along for ten years, and the sum He, with others, sustained a prayer-meeting of
necessary

:

Two Courses ot study are
prescribed;
one embracing and
the other omitting the ancient
lan

guages.
Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.
. J. BUTLER,
Lewiston, Me., July 16, 1872.
J

COLLEGE,

and classes in the same will be

at his son’s, in Conwas born in Exeter,

settled in New Hampton

of

History and Pastoral Th geology.

and will be raised the present year. A new Classical and Scientific course of study hae been arranged,

D. W.C.D
died in Alto, Wis., Sept. 13,

Dra. JON MASON died
cord, Aug. 24, aged 78. He

tellsa story

28, 1872.

such is the kingdom

and relatives to mourn her departure.

De-

'

Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D., Professor of New Testamént,
Greek and Homileticg,
Rev. B. F. Hayes, A. M., Professor of Mental and
Moral Philosophy.
Rev.J, A. Howe, A, M., Protessor of Systematic
Theology.
Thomas S, Rich, Professor of Hebrew.

PIKE SEMINARY,
The FALL TERM

CLARA, wife'of Mr. Alvin Skillen, died in Gray

evils,

and

The Faculty for the next year is organized

as follows:

Rev. O. B. CHENEY, D. D., President.
Rev, J. Fullonton, D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical

This Institution offers to~students important and
peculiar advantages. For particular information,
send for a Circular to
REV. W, COLGROVE, A. M., President.

Me., July 16, ‘aged 28 years.
She experienced
religion when14 years of age, under the labors of
Rev. Wm. T. Smith, and was by him baptized,
uniting with the F. B. church at Gray, and continuing a faithful member of the saiae until called
away to the better land. She died in peace, leaying a husband, one child and numerous friends

but commendable.

VIRGINIA

SCHOOL.

closing Nov. 22.

character and life, endearing him to all who knew
him. In moments of delirium his earlier life
came back to him as a present reality, and he
sermed to be again among his kindred and friends
who were once around him in a New England
home,—to him a peculiar privilege.
He leaves a
wife and daughter here, with other children far
away,
Com.

of will often prove fatal to a brood; and im-.
pasilly fitted ‘as a companion for tte husband of

example, we find that the same rule holds mense numbers are sometimes destroyed by
Sheets of paper are
good. Many terns and sandpipers lay their a thunder storm,
egos on the open sands of the sea-shore. spread for the deposit of ‘the eggs, and they
This not because they are: unable to forms | are -hatelied by srtificial heat. The mula nest; but because. in’ such an exposed berry leaves, that constitute their sole food,
situatihn, they would most likely have their are weighed out with great exactness,:and
W

legitimate,

and

AT FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST

by an even, symmetrical, and earnest Christian

There

empire that
ways depend on the sime and habits of the are but four provinces in the
‘he ‘wren— | p oduce the fine silk for exportation; and
‘birds.
T Take a few instances.
remarkable for the neat: construction of its thé-bestof these is Che Heang, of which
slender beak, long legs, and the soil is peculiarly adapted to the successnest—a has

great activity ; it is therefore able, without
any difficulty, to form a well-woven itnestin
of ‘the poorest ‘materials, and ‘places
thickets and hedgerows, which it frequents

at social follies and

only

WEST

1872, in his 78th year. Mr. Clark became a Christian after he had passed the Bl itme of life; but for
more than twenty years he a orned his profession

visit it, night and day, during the seven
days of voluntary detention. Other Budsedhist priests outside kept up constant.

Tra

the manufacture of silk was at length intro-

argue,

hope.
JuDSON CLARK

Chinese for centuries before any other naKrom China
tion knew of their existence.

el) @ One

silk and porcelain, both of them original
inventions, and known and practiced by the

walks and

“What was

The two great manufactures of China are

2

those used by savage man for his habitation,
come

After

them.

forgot

Frogs.”

patives to bring locks,—and thirty padlocks
were actually used in fastening him in.
The box was closed entirely, leaving only
a few holes to supply the inmate with air.
It was placed in a room in the temple of

con-

use clay and tad from the margin of ponds
and rivers over which they find insect food.
And so we might multiply instances showof birds’

allusion to the poor

Something About Silk.

warrens—chooses fur and wool to line its
The kingfisher makes its nest of the
nest.
Swallows
fish it has eaten.
bones of the

ing that the materials

an

forgotten him to this hour.’ Bu’ we can
not help saying, ‘What might have been !”

fibers;

their nests.

frequenting ‘sheep

of

Dane's great edict, had been in
If any man, competent to read the

public or private,

crow—feeding on éarrion, dead rabbits, and

lambs, and

confirmation

the

ad

piece,

State, happened,
to be President

the

say,

they

and

It has shamed down more abuses than were
ever abolished by force of logic.

of |

abundantly
and

roots.

feeble

was a

Here

instead

at anybody’s

sake of uttering a smart double entendre or
a tart repartee.
Ridicule, at best, is a
perilous weapon.
Satire, however, when

man

had a

had

we

Presidency,

man-

jolly for the youngsters was death to the
croakers.
A jest may cut ‘deeper than a
curse. Some men are so constituted that
they can not take a friendly joke in good
part, and instead of repaying it in the same
light coin, will requite it with contumely
and insult. Never banter one of this class,
for he will brood over your badinage long
after you have forgotten it, and itis not
prudent to incur any one’s enmity for the

United States, when he is a man,
in such a crisis! Instead of a man,
There is not,
was a James Monroe.
as we know, in the whole discussion,

Rooks dig in pastures

across

“The Boys

He was there to be
creature’s opinion.
used by the slave-dealing coterie; and he

geverally

and plowed fields for grubs, and thus
tinually. .eome

owe,

of the
holds
there
go far

the material which he can most readily obtain, and builds in situations which he
thinks most fitting for his own security and
comfort.
The birds do the same,
The
wren, for instance, frequenting hedgerows
and low thickets, builds its nests

New

joke

good

Old /Esop, who was doubtless the subject of
many a gibe on
account of his humped
back, tells the whole story of hig, fable of

future, or even to look in the future, could
have held the power which the President

Man uses

his savage state applied to birds.

in the

where

expense; thatis to say, to make anybody
uncomfortable merely to raise a laugh.

leveled

Nathan
power!

that

man

to

apply

the same remarks which

Old and

rewards

knows

In fact, it is neither

ners nor wise policy to

when the Missouri question came along.
If only John Adams had been in that
place | If even Thomas Jefferson, to whom

has not?—

however,

Jour-

quainted.

isnot

ience, made Secretary of
we must say,
perhaps

the old orthodox

It seems,

idea of instinct.

think-

who in the Revolution had deserted his
part
country, had played all of a traitor’s
that a coward could play; who, by accident
of Virginian birth, had been translated into
official position by great men who thought
they could conveniently manage him; who
on every occasion “when he had a chance,
had managed todo wrong. But this man
having been, for Mr. Madison's conven-

the house-martin is hemispheric ; but when a
rafter, or a joist, or cornice may happen to
stand in the way, the nest is so contrived
as to conform to the obstruction, and beor compressed.
oval,
flat, or
comes
White, as everybody knows who has read

book—and

writer in

who

‘Of

Depart-

:

Keeping.
EE
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness
Half terms commence at the
beginning and middle of the term.
»
he price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s are formed.
:
Rooms and board in private faniilies at reasonable
rates.
8
i
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at
Pittsfield, Maine.
;
31
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

church of

Ue

GERRISH,

Augusta), Teacher of Penmanship

died at E. Randolph,Sept. 19,
aged T4 years.
- Sisters W. proféssed faith in Clirist
in 1828, and was baptized and united with the
F. Baptist church in this place some years after.
She was in feeble health for a number of years
and unable to attend the public means of grace.
During her last illness she seemed to regret that
she had not lived as she meant to when she started in a Christian life, yet she could not give up
her hope in God, and she feit.the Saviour was
precious to her till the last. She was one of, 12
children, but they. have all passed on before her
except one brother, with whom she lived and
died.
He feels that he is left alone.
H.C.
CHARLES FREEMAN DockuAM died in Newmarket, May 2, aged 27 years.
He faithfully
served out two periods of enlistment during the
war of the Rebellion, and received an honorable
discharge.
IIe was a young man of good qualities of mind and heart. A few months before his
death he professed faith in Christ and gave good
evidence of acceptance with God.
Death to him
was disarmed of its terrors, and he passed away
leaning on the arm of his Lord. He leaves a wife,
a widowed mother and brothers to mourn his
early death; but their mourning is not without

Sarcasm.

everybody

the

oe.

tempts to be humorous at the expense of
people with whom he is but slightly ac-

ask, what might have been. What might
have been—and what might not have been
James Monroe?

tricts; and the wren is obliged to construct
its house with straw and dry grasses which
do not give it that rotundity and compactness so remarkable in the edifices of that

his charming

ar-

and statesman know alike,than those which

of purpose

found, the nest of the chaffinch has not that
elegant, finished appearance, nor isit so
beautiful with lichens, as in more rural dis-

who

IE,

iconoclastic

—if, in 1820 and 1821,

and wilds; but in the villages around Lonund
don, where mosses, and gossamer,
cotton from vezetables, are hardly to be

Again, the regular nest

It is not

and

up

L.

Mise ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Painting. Wax-work and Wood Carving.
}
Mgs. J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
Prof. DM, WAITT, (from the Commercial College,

PUTNAM.

‘EppY C., son of Charles E:and Mary North,
died at East Ramdolph, Vt., Aug. 2, aged 1 year,

to joke; or when, or how; and whoever
is ignorant, of these conditions had better
not joke at all.
A gentleman
never at-

genius.

diseased.—Appletons’

avowed

with her

labors, and to bestow spec

Humor

paints a by no means flattering sketch of
the fifth President of the United States:
There dre no sadder questions, as poet

White, in his “Natural History of Shelbourne,’ says:
It has been remarked, that every species
of birds has a mode of nidification peculiar
to itself, so that a schoolboy would at once
yronounce on the sort of nest before him.
his is the case among fields and woods

little architect.

his

most-origiaal

is their

annually,

on such.as merit them, by thé manisfestation of unusual taste or skill.—Lirtle Corporal.

James Monroe.

lt Ope

Philosophy

their

nal.

with a

touch of Dantesque vigor to tell his hearers
that hell was a region of fearful cold, where
ice and Siw covered all things, and where
freezing wa. the favorite punishment.
er

admire

one of the

very seriously

was “whipping and whaling, and snatching

out of teeth”.

may

however

goes

Principal ‘Normal

A.

partment.

Marilla M. Hatch, died in Gilford, Sept. 20, aged
9 weeks.
‘ Of such is the kingdom of heaven.”

while she even condescends to appear occa- 5 months and 5 days.
sionally among her women engaged at their of heaven.”
imperial. Igeatis, to direct and encourage ! ,.SALLY W. WILLS

ers of France, but no inmate of any asylum
ever presented more indisputable proofs of
mental disease than those which characterized his whole career.
All his life he
walked in darkness, knowing not at what
he stumbled, in constant fear both of the
Ie was the victim
present and the future.
of absurd delusions, was harassed by excessive nervousness, and was the slave of
On examinauncontrollable eccentricities.
tion after death, his-brain was found to be

they can't find anything else.”
on

they
was

Pascal

And

they'll have something for us to .doj why,
they11 set us to pushing along the clouds, if
Before the war, there lived

to absolute

writings,

empress

she

Rev.

in the remoyal of two

build

1872.

Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Associate in Norma}

HORACE GREELEY, only son of Caleb M. and

welfare

‘maids of honor, to worship the god of silks,

without question by those who have

studied his life and

and niggars
are going to the same place in
al
heaven.
Sure as you are born there'll be a

guatier built off

advance

garded, that the

patron; and

petual dread of insanity, and, when at last
hé
“kneeled
in
the
furow, worn
out
through mental exgitement and fatigue, he
composed that most instructive and usetul
of his works, “The
Life
of Cowper.”
That Rousseau was a lunatic will be ad-

conviction

he

does,

to the

of the empire are the silk manufacturies re-

madness. The violent impetuosity of Dr.
Johnson, his unreasonable prejudices, may
be accounted for on the same theory.
Some of the brightest geniuses in literature
have been at intervals subject to attacks of
madness. Southey lived for years in per-

of a

race

Of such vast importance

to

Nov. 7,

AROLINE M. FILES, Teacher of French
Mathematics.
Miss ORRA A. ANGELL, Teacher of German.

Christ. Ever kind, generous and hospitable, loving towards all, especially towards God; constant and uniform
in family devotions,
many
years a reader of the Star, honored in life and
death, he rests in peace with his Divine Master.

consider himself true to his nationality or
religion,
unless decked out in
silken
costume.

On

work

Winter term commences

Mrs

Bro, WILLIAM P. Cook died at his residence
in Leeds, Me., Sept. 10, 1871, aged 62 years, This
Christian brother
put on Christ by faith when
15 years of age, and became an active member of
the 1st F', Baptist church of Madrid.
Some years
since he moved to Leeds, and with some others
was organized into a church atLeed’s Ridge,
where
he died worthy
and highly
esteemed
member.
In
Bro.
Cook’s residence
a few
ears at Lewiston
and elsewhere, we
have
nown him well, and only to love him in his
Christian
character,
and
earnest and
‘self-

denying

22, 1872.

GEORGE. B. FILES, A. M. Principal.

loved ones, there comes a solace in the recollec-

chil-

PITTSFIELD, ME.

ment.

THEOLOGICAL

The next Term of this school will commence Aug.

¥all term commences Aug. 22, 1872.

tion of the words of humble, confiding trust in the
Saviour expressed by them just before crossing
the chilling river of death.
LA.P.

and gala days, of which the Chinese have
an incredible number, no Celestial would

from

happy.

to

and

;

beloyed daughters within the short compass of
ten .months.
But to sorrow-stricken
hearts,
bleeding with anguish for the early departure of

shoes. Though linens and nankeens are
much used for ordinary wear, on festival

of the

and

never

its ranks once and again

BATES

INSTITUTE,

Furnishes College, Preparatory,
Normal, Académical ang Ladies’
Full course or study. Terms, 10
8,
‘ .

EmMA R., daughter of Enoch and Phebe Allen,
died in Parsonsfield, July 18, aged nearly 16
years,
Emma was an amiable and interesting
young lady to whom her many friends were
warmly. attached,
But earthly friendships, however strong and dearly cherished, are liable to be
broken at any time by the ruthless hand.of death,
So,-in the case of this faniily, death has invaded

dren—all wear silk ; and not only for robes

to recover my spirits.” Wretchedoess like
this, when it is temporary or spasmodic,
may signify but little ; but, when it is persistent and life-long, it must be regarded
as the symptom of cerebral ‘disease that

ashamed

of his

was

women

CHARLES

CENTRAL

:

:

. Bro. N. A. RreLey died in Montville, Me.,
Aug. 81, aged 49 years and 10 months,
He was a
great worker and an eminently good man, and
died in peace.
As a citizen, church member, husband and father, his life work was well done.
He leaves a widow and four children to mourn
their irreparable loss.
E. K.

and jackets, but for trowsers, caps, and even

one occasion he exclaimed,despairingly, ‘I
would consent to have an arm amputated

pantry

to indulge in such demonstrations,
scarcely ever spoke; but when he did

prifices to peasant—men,

brain. = At the age of twenty he became the

received,

luxury

num-

gave evidence of a morbid condition

sud-

butler’s

Moreau,

large

church and community,

Besides the immense quantities exported,
there is probably ten times as much silk retained for home consumption, as is used by
any other nation in the world’
From

peated attacks of insanity. Dr. Johnson
was hypochondriacal, and in various ways

Talking of a future existence, recalls the
opinion pronounced upon his own prospects
and those of his race, by an elderly mulatto man, the dining-room servant in a house
on the banks of the Rappahannock.
He
was over-whelmingly genteel; and to see
him solemnly retreat to his

by Dr.

MAINE

. ESTHER C., widow of Richard French,
West Bethany, N.Y., July 4, 1872, of
cancer,
i
in the fifty-third year of her age.
Sister
French, was an exemplary Christian and a member of he F. Baptist church of West Bethany.
She wag highly esteemed by ull. She leaves behind two children, an aged mother and one brother, who all have the cordial sympathy of the

specie to pay for it.

ber of the geniuses of the world have heen
éither melancholic,
or, in some instances,
have been the victims of violent und re-

with a readi-

or, at least, acted upon.

is claimed

it can not be denied that a very

denly breaking out into enthusiasm and a
broad grin, **if there ain’t no hereafter,
carry on powerful! ”
I am sorry to say that the young
gentleman in question adopted tbe latter half of
his sable mentor's instruction

synonymous with

it. His theory substantially amounts to
this: That genius, like insanity, isa symptom of disease of the brain. Without con-

grinning negro as he afterwards told the
story to my grandfather; *‘ I never wanted
for butter from that day!™
The real, though perhaps unconscious,
creed of a vast number of persons, is wellexpressed in the advice - given by an old
black man to a wild young Virginian :
‘t Massa Richard,” said this hoary evildoer;solemnly lifting up his handy to emphasize his
admonition, * if there is a hereafter,

fact,

has suffered

Seriyon by the writer, from John 14:23,
.
DAVID STEWART.

be found silk merchants whose love of the
Mexican dollar stands paramount to all considerations of duty or danger; and the
supercargoes of foreign ships take away all
the silk they desire, provided they have

Dr. Moreau (de Tours) has writtena
work in which he contends that genins
shirt- arises from the same organic conditions as

Sister Loud

much from paralysis,
for more than two
ears
et without a murmur she waited cheerfully for
her release, Her funeral services were attended
at Plymouth village by an appreciative audience

full size, und become of a clear, transparent

to their habits. Hence they build either oy
a bare rock, on ledges of sea cliffs, or in

9, 1872.
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trouble for their pains; for a nest would

OCTOBER

wend
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emp
—

Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mill Machinery,
or

“Circular and Upright,) Iron and Brass
ometers and Gas Works.
440

(both

Castings,Gas

A well-dressed young
woman,
revoltingly
drunk and reeling in the streets, was a spectacle
offered the citizens of Bangor, Me., the other day.

A papyrus more than three thousand years old
has been found in an ancient Egyptian tomb.
The papyrus, which i$ one hundred and twenty
feet long by eighteen inches wide, containg an
address to his people by Rameses III. (the Rampensit of Herodotus) -on the great events’ in the
reigns of himself, his father and his grandfather.
The king particularly speaks of his restoration of
the ancient Egyptian religion and re-erection of
the temples.
The king’s address has been translated by Dr. Essenloher of Leipzig, and as it sheds
a great amount of light on the study of the Mosaic law and religion, it will doubtless be extensively published.

The stoppage of the oil production in Pennsylvania is creating a great deal of loeal excitement,
and its effect is already very apparent in the
market.

The second trial of Mrs. Fair for the murder of
Colonel Crittenden has resulted in her acquittal
on the ground of insanity.
The stamp duty has expired, and hereafler no
stamps will be required on any legal document
except bank-checks, drafts or orders to be drawn
at sight.

poses to submit to arbitrdfion

its claims

pro-

Lady Burdett-Coutts has an income of £200,000.
Itis told of her ‘that recently u certain bishop
with whom she had been acquainted for many
years, applied to her for money to help to build
She had so much confidence in the
a church.
bishop that she signed a blank check and gave it

against

the United States on account of damages sustained by fillibustering expeditions leaving our
ports-for Cuba.
y
Secretary Fish has returned to Washington.
He and Secretary Belknap are the only cabinet

to im.

officers in the city.
Louis Zellner, sentenced to the Albany penitentiary for six years for counterfeiting, has been
- parddned by the President, on the recommendation of David Dudley Field and other gentlemen.

that the

Indians have all returned to their reservations,
and are peaceful and quiet.
The workmen

on the

Iron ore is found in large
ern Aroostook, and parties
Pennsylvania have visited
season with reference to the

Mount Washington-Rail-

road have a way of adjusting a boatdto the rails,
and sliding down very fast. On Saturday a
Frenchman was descending rapidly, and a heavy
mist prevailing, he run into a locomotive, killing
him instantly.

A long list of disasters on the lakes, ‘he resul
of the storm on Saturday and Sunday, is reported.
Many lives were lost.
Andrew Hunter is the liberal republican
y
didate for governor of Arkansas.

can-

The decrease inthe national debt during.
month of September was $10,377,343.09.

the

The Hon. Joel F. Asper, member of the forty-

100,000

quantities in Northfrom New York and
that vicinity the past
manufacture of iron,

‘Ifa person “ faints,” place him on his back and

let him

alone; he wants

arterial

blood

to the

head; and it is easier for the heart to throw it
there in a horizontal line than perpendicularly.

None but a Vermonter, they think in Washington, would have written to the pension office
as follows:
* Have my name dropped from the
pension rolls, as I can do’ nearly as much work
as ever, and feel in my heart that I can do without it better than the government can pay it.”

nomi-

Atlanta, Ga., is the coming great inland city of
the South.
Its railroad lines, diverging to all
points, make it a great distributing center, and
its rolling mills, machine shops, flour mills, cotton establishments, car works and other manufacturing establishments give it articles of its own
product to distribute broadcast over the eountry.
The general superintendent of the Michigan

nated by the representatives of the republicans of
the old seventh district to serve out the unexpired
term of theHon. George M. Brooks of Concord,
resigned.

ale, beer or other intoxicating liquor along the
line of that road in any of the eating-houses attached to the stations. This action was induced

first Congress from the seventh Missouri district,
died in Chillicothé Tuesday, 1st. He was born
in Adams county, Pennsylvania, April 20, 1822.
The Hon. E. R. Hoar was nominated for Congress at the republican convention of the new
seventh congressional district held in Lowell, and

the Hon. C. C: Esty of Framingham

was

Government has received information of extensive smyggling on the Gulf coast, from Key West
to New Orleans.
The manner of perpetrating
the frauds is by running goods along the Gulf

# He

pth

reported

movement

in

ister Mori has resigned, but against the wishes of
his government, which has raised his rank to that
of minister resident.
He will, however, remain
in Washington at present.
A disagreement be-

and Minister

The British and American Mixed Claims Commission is rapidly finishing up its business.
The President has called for the Department
reports, that he may prepare his annua] message.
Among the claims of British subjects against
the United States is that of an Irishman, who
seeks to recover $900,000 for six hundred days’

imprisonment during the rebellion.

Buckley, a police justice in Brooklyn, has been
indicted for intoxication while bn the bench and
dereliction of duty.
A

large

number

of miners

have

San Francisco from the Arizona

returned

to

diamond fields,

their expedition being unsuccessful.
They
nounce the diamond excitement as a fraud.

de-

An arch of the iron bridge in course of construction across the Kansas River between Wyan-

dotte and Kansas City, Mo., fell on Friday, kill-

ing Mr. Walker, superintendent of construction.
The government has taken no recent action under the Ku-Klux law, no complaints being re-

ceived which would have authorized it.
' There were seventeen deaths by small-pox in
Boston last week, and eighteen new cases report-

ed on Saturday.

FOREIGN,
Spain is about to send more, troops to Cuba.

Eighteen thousand

persons

left Metz

the

last

fortnight to seek homes under the French jurisdiction. The population of that city now pumbers only 10,000,

. Nine persons were

killed

and a largé

ment; and it 18 now suggested that a company be

leries throughout the world.

There are not a few young people who find
‘both enjoyment and profit in keeping a scrapbook.
One difficulty with which they have to
contend is in getting a paste which will neither
mold nor stain the paper.
For the benefit of
such we pass along the statement that the best

paste

for scrap-books

Canada, of a-catarrhal character. Almost all the
horses belonging to the street car companies and
livery stables are afflicted.
Over 700 horses are
now sick.

of corn

starch.

Dissolve a small quantity in’ cold water, then
cook it thoroughly, using care not to have it too
thick.
It should be thin enough when cold to
apply with a brush.
This is the kind used by
daguerrectypists on ¢ gem ” pictures.
Tobacco has many things to answer for in this,
world.
When left around loose it makes inquis-

itive children sick; when

it is burnt the smoke

smells badly and taints the clothes and the curtains. And now the Courant of Edinburgh,
Scotland, records an additional evil of its use.
Two young women were out walking one evening recently, arrayed in those gossamery garments so. dear to a woman’s heart.
By chance
they met a young man who was smoking a cigar,
the

summer

breeze fanned

a spark of fire was wafted upon
wind

to the

fluttering

robe,

the

it to a flame, and before the fire

was extinguished the young woman was severely

burned.

As a climax to this, an English journal

reports that recently in Canterbury
a woman’s
dress ‘caught fire from the ignited remnant of a
cigar—technically known as a. * stub ”—and before help arrived she was burned so severely
that it was feared she would die.
There are 3785 confectionery shops in Paris.
A German musician has set his last will and
JE
testament to music.
will

the Christmas story

write

.
own 285

i

iron-clads.
The German women

in Dresden

now imitate

the gay elegance of the American ladies who
throng that city, and the quiet costumes that used
to prevail are seen no longer.
The European monarchs are generally fond of
horses, and good omes, too. Queen Victoria’s

horses are valued at $50,000, King William’s at
$65,000, Feancis Joseph’s at $140,000, Victor

A son of Sir Stafford Northcote died in Londo
on Friday.

Emanuel’s
19,000, Czar Alexander’s at $63,
000, Leopold’s of Belgium at $90,000 and the Sultan’s at $500,000.

The journals of Paris have opened subseriptions for the relief of the Alsatians who left their
homes and retained their French citizenship,

Diamonds have been found in nearly all gold

It is reported that Russia is dissatisfied with

producing

the attitude of the radical party in France and
has withdrawn the congratulations extended to

countries.

Two

have

lately

been

found near Placerville, California, one weighing
nearly one carat, and the other three times as
much as that,
:

President Thiers.
had claims against the

Mlle Boisgontier, » Parisian actress; died recently’in the hospital. She at one time lived in

United States, which she proposed to submit to

I

quantity

in a day, and

where it is wanted;

the earth can only be

besides

can

put

it just

but if I ditch with a spade,

thrown out on

each bank,

as far as a man can heave it; and if you want it
to go further you must cart it, and
then you have
to move it all again, so that it is twice the labor
it would otherwise be. And besides all this,
myself and my boys/think it a deal the best plan
for the horses to do the hard work rather than
ourselves.
I have in other places made ditches
three and even tour feet ‘deep, through rising
ground; and although they are wider than the
actual flow of the water requires, yet I find the
profit of it in other ways,
The ditch in question
across the 100 acres was fully sixty rods long; it
averaged two feet deep and was wide enough for
the team all through; it was well sloped at the
sides,it only took us three days to finish it,~three
men and two horses, with plow and Scraper.
This year I have a splendid crop,and good promise for future years.
I have all the hollows near

by filled up, have

got rid of all the

strawberry

and other weeds, and mow have a fine field in
stead of a rough pasture, that was a scandal to
the farm.
This is not the first work of the kind
Lhave done either for myself or others, and I
have always succeeded well, and the work done
in this way has given the best satisfaction.
You
will see that this ditch has cost me, even at a dol
lar a day wages for the men and two dollars for
the horses, not quite twenty-five cents a roc; and
we have moved from three to four times as much
earth as we could have, done with spades and
shovels; besides doing it for all time, for this will
never founder or be trodden by cattle, and all it
can ever want again is a double furrow in the
bottom of it, and generally a single turn-water
furrow will be sufficient.
Besides, at the above
rates you will see that we have earned excellent
wages, although of course we don’t found much

on that.”—N, Yi World.

Plant Food.

She possessed

regarded

a silver bath

mint to be coined, and invested the proceeds in
Immpobiliere shares. From that moment she began to descend, until she fell into the greatest
misery, and finished ber days in a hospital.’

of lime, magnesia, soda,and potassa, which fibers

it has transferred from the soil the earthly particles—lifted them from their low estate to the
highest within its powerto attain—placed them
in position to meet the requirements of men and
animals. Now, can the plant grow, and the seeds
mature, unless the soil contains these salts? Tt
may grow, and even luxuriangly ; but shriveled

and imperfect seeds, few in number, wilt occupy

the little pockets in the head, where, under the
nourishing influence of a. properly. adjusted soil,
the grains would round out with that plumpness

that causeth the husbandman to rejoice.
It follows, then, that phosphoric acid is needful
for the proper development of wheat seeds, and
moreover, as the gluten which holds the salts is
rich in nitrogen, that element is essential to its
growth.
The truths are 4 part of those which
chemistry reveals to us respecting the constitution of the wheat berry.
New England soils are
deficient in these elements.
Lime and the phosphates were never stored up‘in them in.abun-

dance, and through the successive croppings carried on by our fathers, men and animals have
absorbed into

which

had

their

bony

accumulated

frameworks

the little

during the ages.

The

inference which seems to follow from these considerations is, that we have only to supply soil
deficiencies, sow our wheat, and casting aside all
doubts and anxieties, patiently await the abun.
dant harvest.
>

And

why should

we not

do this?

Have we

not solved all necessary problems?
Have we
not learned by analysis what food is wanted, and
have we not furnished it? Have we not learned
precisely the constitution of
e.vegetable struct,
ure, and its seeds?
Do wm
understand the
nature of its appetite, and
how it must be fed?

Certainly

we

do.

Why

then

should

we

meet

with failures? Because, we can not bring under
control .all the conditioyd bf vegetable growth.
We could better command success, were there
no uncontrollable influences to be taken into account. The chemist can not order meteorological
agencies.
He finds in his examination of plants,
that they contain an abundance of water, and he
also learns that vast quantities are constantly be-]
ing exhaled during growth, and still another
most important fact stands out for récognition;
the food he supplies, must be soluble in water,
and, by its agency, voyaged through the microscopic canals to its appropriate resting place.
Water, then, is needful for perfect development

off plants and seeds.
The clouds

must let drop the rain, and solar rays

supply the diffusive
man

returns

warmth, else the husband-

from his harvests

Science faiis to aid
condemn

Heat must also be supplied.

him.

in sorrow,

and

Let us not unjustly

its teachings, because

it is unable

to

control the caprices of the seasons,
It is seldom, however,

that

crops

utterly fail

plants require.
ed from observation and experience, that in feed-

ing vegetable growths,. the kind of aliment demanded
differs in different organisms. There

are certain great families of plants which have

The tendency,of modern

influence of civilization

account

for

the

more

extensive

use

one—to

ignorance.

The

use

of

them,

using them first for

the precise facts.

The excess

sult of the great meptal

A year or {wo since, a paragraph went the
rounds of the papers, and was published in these
columns, relating the fact that a young physician
in Central New York had been experimenting
on himsell by drinking ‘stagnant
water.
He
found that after drinking it, his blood contained
the same particles of organic matter that are seen
by the use of the microscope, floating in the wa-

ter, and concluded

that fevers might

be induced

by the use of such water.
Not long since, we published in our agricultural columns an article containing facts in English

experience aud given in the

London

Milk Jous-

nal, showing how
contagious
diseases
were
spread by the careless exposure of milk to the
atmosphere of the room where patients were sick,
and by persons milking the cows and handling
the milk just as they were recovering from smallpox, scarlet fever, or other contagious diseases,
It also gave instances of fevers caused among
the
patrons of milkmen who used bad water in washing their cans and milk-pails,
;
These were startling revelations, and showed
the importance of care and caution in the
management of milk, We now have an instance,
nearer home, showing the necessity for the same

care and caution in the production of milk, or in

the food and drink of cows.
It has long been
known that the flavor of milk is very much
affected by the food which the cow eats.
Every
family has had, at some time, the taste of leeks
in
their milk.: The drink of the cow has
an equal
effect on the character of the lacteal secretions
.
Prof. Law, of Cornell University, has
recently
had his attention called to milk that
had an unusual ropy and bad appearance.
Applying the
microscope; he found it full of the vegetable
organisms called fungi, peculiar to stagnant
water.

On inquiry, he learned

that the cows of the dai-

ryman had only stagnant water to.drink.
An
examination of the water revealed the
sume class
of fungi.
Carrying his investigations
farther,
the blood of ‘the cows was found teeming
with
these fungi, and the animals were ina feverish,
unhealthy condition.
This is an instance of tracing effect to
cause
which is conclusive and convincing,
Prof. Law
deserves . the thanks of the community
for the
thoroughness of his investigations, and
our dairymen should be wise enough to profit
by his
discovery and see that their animals have
plenty
of fresh, sweet water to drink,
Using the milk
of cows having access only to stagnant
water
may produce not only sickness but
fatal results.
In such cuses, there is indeed death
in the milk
pail. Dairymen will see that it is
impossible to
make anything but a poor quality cheese
out of
such milk, and that one such mess
as that exam-

ined by Prof.

whole

vat,

Law

must

producing

inoculate

cheese,

and

spoil a

filled with

the

seeds of rottenness and dissolution, which
must
be very unwholesome to the consumer.—
Utica
Herald,

A French girl, only twelve years old, neatly
and tastefully dressed, has surprised
of Vermont by her skill in the use ofthe people
an axe,
Bhe cuts and piles up a cord of wood
daily.

J
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Axes, Files, Belting, &c.
Send for Price List and Circulars,
Boston, Mass., and Detroit, Michigan.
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First quality § 7.25
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to $8.00 Second quality $6.25 to 7,00; Third quality 4.75 to_$6,00 ¥ cwt., on total weight of hide, rarrow, and dressed beef.

WORKING OXEN—#$75

to $275 per pair, or accord-

ing to their value as Beef.
Handy Steers, $65 to $125.
MILCH Cows—${0to $30; extra good, $00 to $000
with or without calves, as may be agréed; fartow
and ordinary,
$15 to $25.
—
STORES—Yearling i4io #5
two year old,$00$00; three years old, $00
to $00,

FAT HOGS—5} to bie.
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TALLOW—6¢ to 6}c; Country lots 5¢ to sfc.
PELTS—with wool 1 00 to $1,25
1,00 to $0,00.
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MH. Foote's Financial

Pamphlet

contains sensible advice on the subject, as itis based
upon common-sense principles, which an experience

of many
years as a member of the Gold Board snd
New York Stock Exchange has fallv corroborated,
Sent free.
RANDAL H. FOOTE & CO.,
1yl9
70 Broadway and 15 New Street, New York.
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.
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the latest and the best Sabbath School Singing Book.
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This favorite New England J UNG REMEDY has
gamed a rep. aiion whica places ‘t in the front rank
of curative age *is. Loong" 1t has heen in toe mwa. ket
but liitle over two years. 1t is reco » meaded by the
best phys.cians, sad does all thas is claimed for it.
It cures COUGHS,
COLDS,
CROUP,
BROTCHITIS, ASTHMA, SPITTING OF
BLOOD, CONSUMPTION, AND ALL DISEASES OF THE THROAT AND LUNGS.
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avoid disabliog heart and brain by the incessant
labors whicn too often make useful lives joyous,
aud embitter the harvesting of the crop which
has been too diligently sown.
These warning
figures ‘ell that during the last twen.y years, the
total deaths of malesat all ages from heart-lisease
has increased in number from 5,746 in 1851 to
12,428 in 1870.
The percentage of deaths from
heart-disease for 1,000 of population living was
753 between the years 1851 and 1855; it has risen

A

PROVISIONS,
Beef—Mess,
Western....11 00 @12 00

may well consider the propriety of attending to
the hygiene of their lives, as well as of their
houses; and to remember that, to enjoy and ben-

to 1,085 from 1866 to 1870.

3}
50

a..

t

Raieius, bunch—
°
{as} Saassenn a ae 3

ex-

be observed, too, has taken place wholly in connection with the working years of active social
life, There is no change in the percentage of
deaths f>om this in males under 25 years of age:
Belween 20 snd 45 years of age it has risen from
.553 to .709, and that almost exclusively in males,
for there is almost no incease in the percentage
of females dying from heart-diseasé during the
25 years of life from 21 10 45. These figures convey their own lesson, and warn us to take a little

00
3

.
“ 20@. 2
woe @0 80
pha........ 19 g.. 21
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Physicians on Diseases of the Walls of the Heart,
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French Yellow.2]
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PETROLEUM,

..

FRUIT.

tion, is carried on with sleepless and exhausting
energy.
But an evil recognized is ha!f cured;
and the intellectual classes, looking at figures
fuch as those Dr. Quain has displayed at his interesting Lumleian Lectures at the College of

han

{

com. extras.7 00
medium do..8 00
choice do....9 00
Illinois and Ohio,
choice extra, 975

ence, not to say for intellectual and other distine-

machines.— 7%e Free Lance.

Effects of Stagnant Water.

West’rn gup..5 3

may, probably, to
an

PAINTS,

gro

Medium.... 9 50
choice extral0 50

citement of these times, in which steam and
electricity mark time for us, in an overcrowded
community, where competition is carried to the
highest point, and where the struggle for exist-

Then, again, the land being held in im-

wit, thriftless

FISH,
Cod—largeqt.5 00
Medium
3 KL]
Mackerel, bbl.7 0
Do.shore. 6 00
Salmon, tce..30 00
FLOUR AND M
St. Loms,sup.7 00

to

It is important to recognize

some extent; be regarded as

of steam

the steam plow is no longer an experiment,as
the above English statistics prove. «It but remains,
therefore, for our western farmers to club fo-

Superfine........ ‘

investigation into the

brain and heart.

00 g..

Carpetings—
Lowell sup. 8-ply @ 1
Extra Superfine.. @

show a fwo-fold series of agencies at work.
On
the one hand, szuitary improvements and the
lessened mostality from epidemics undoubtedly
‘tend to diminish average death-rates; but on the
other hand, tnere is practically much less improvement in total death-rates than might be expected if these ameliorating causes were not
counterba'anccd by. the increasing fatality of
other classes of disease, such as diseases of the

may

mense estates, the proprietors are able tgspurchase and use them with great economy, when
their expensiveness would preclude small land
owners from the possibility of availing themselves of their advantages,
But our western prairies are naturally level
and free from obstructions, and there seems to
be no existing reason for their not being plowed
by steam other than the reason which causes the
Turk of Asia Minor and the Greaser of Mexico
to-day to use a wooden plow instead of an iron

Mous.deLainés

lands here.

on longevity seems

19

134..
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138 @ 142

Do. Whale. . 68 3) 70
eflned do..., 00 @.. 8
Neatsfoot¥gal 1 20 @'1 40
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Ticking
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Disease.
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Good Ordinary
Mid. to gt mid,

4

: 80 @.. 82

Tm

@.
Cotton Flannel. 13 @.. 27

*T do not think it would do on all lands, but it is
practicable here, or at least will be when we get
the Steam Plow that can do the subsoiling for us.
In the meaniime we ae doing the best we can in
the direction I have indicated,

of Heart

ls

rude

Lead,RedAm.... 9 @.. 9}
Am uy
Low Middling. 20 @.. 21}
Ground, pure .11 @. 114
DOMESTICS.

under repeated clover cops, and then under this
foot ov more of soil, we could run a subsoil plow
two feet deep, and so break the clay to a depth
of thiee. feet, the clover roots would have a
chauce to bring to the surface the fertility that
now lies dormant vnder the surface of our lands.
This is the theory that I have constructed on the
experience of a life.ime as a farmer; and I have

JTucrease

ve 81

American. ...

Java ¥ b..... 21 a..
St. Domingo... 16 @..

RiG ssesreensne 18 @.. 20
COTTON.
Ordinary...... 15 8.. 15

improved’ by the

no doubt of its applicability on our

Linseed—Eng,

COFFEE,

the suriace soil; until we had one foot or more of

acres near London. So poor was this land deemed that it would not bring a rent of three dollars’
per acre, but after being plowed by steam it
brought a clear profit of $18,000 on grain crops.
Scotland also finds no difficulty in making steam
plowing * pay.”
In Germany the same mechanical force meets with general approval, while
further in the Eastthe Pacha of Egypt employs
four hundred of these plows,
In those countries the lands are old, and thor-

plows.

be much

25 @.. 30

do. Sweet.... .. @.. ..
do. Muscovado30 @.. 40
Porto Rico ...... 40 @:.. 5
OIL,
Olive, ¥ gal
130
@1 35

Canal....... 25 00 @28
Picton. uw. 00 0 a
Anthracite... 7 00 8

meilow soil that hid been emiiched by turning

proved by its workingon a tract of five hundred

freed front all obstructions, which

would

Cuba, Clayed
4
..

12 @.

Sperm..........35 @.. 36
:
COAL.

deep full plowing.
If we had the power and
tools necessary to go on with this process of
bringing up ihe subsoil to, and mixing it with,

It is a singular fact that. with all the practical
progressive ingenuity to which as a nation we are
justly entitled, we are behind all Europe, and
even behind old Egypt, in availing ourselves of
the very important advantages of steam plowing.
In the cultivation of large tracts of land, steam
plowing is undoubtedly more efficient, as well as
more economical, than the present system.
Our
English cousins fully appreciate this. There are
in England several different establishments employing over twelve hundred men each in the
manufacture of steam plows.
The plan found to
work best in Great Britain, is to have organized
companies who hire out their steam machines
and do the work by contract, and it is said that
more than five hundred steam plows Aare thus
held for hire. The success of the experithent is

oughly

Molds.,......

that in the tal’, so that the {-osts of winter mays
mellow them down.
The next snring, plow say
twice as many inches deep as the clay subsoil is
thick. Toi will mix things up so that even a

crop of corn

MOLASSES,

CANDLES,

of. red

first cron. Clay subsoils are best brought to
the surface two or three inches at a time, and

fore they are half matured in size; so that when
the plants are chopped up by the hoe and left to

have the
microscopic
mouths of the
root
sucked from the soil in which it grew.~ The office of the plant has been simply of transference;

Li
" Hl

’

themselves, and
then doing
their neighbors’
plowing by contract, making money by the opeIf we make chemical examination of wheat, ration, If the members of a new colony, for
inwe find that what we are able after moistening,to
stance, would combine and purchase one of these
rub off from the kernels with a coarse towel, is plows,it will do more plowing ina single day
made up of woody fiber and differs but little from
than all the men together, leaving the laborers
the dry straw of the plant.
free to perfect all the other details necessary to
The next wrapper,
which is a continuous one, contains the most im-~ establishing themselves; or private individua
ls
portant constituents of the seed,holding the phos- might purchase them and plow by-contract, as is
phate
now
salts and
done in many instances, with reapers and
the nitrogenous ingredients. 4
Here are stored up the little atoms of phosphate
mowers, and alinost universally with threshing

. Chemistry teaches what had already been learn-

she

—

I venture the assertion that the efforts usually
put forth to destroy the chickweed always result
in increasing the pest, for the stellaria family, of
which there are seven or eight varieties, possess
the power of ripening their seeds, if need be, be-

gether and ‘purchase.

leved that it secured her good fortune so long as
she kept it. One day, however, she sent it to the

which

Liverpool has half a dozen self-styled Ameri.
can bar-rooms, and all do a very profitable busi-

tom.
Moreover, when I do it in this way, I can
always plow across the ditch if I want, and take
it altogether it is a much better plan.
A pair of
horses with a scraper will remove an immense

as a sort of fetish, and be-

great splendor.

The Queen of Sweden is a novelist. She writes
for the press over the nom de plume of Arnie
Arden.
|
:

—

the growth

clover, makes the following sensible “remark
s
in regard to deep plowing:
A sudden bringing up to the surface
of many
inches of heavy clay, that has never been
punctured by the roots of plants, and this too
in the
spring of the yea', would probably injuresthe

furrow in the bot-

from the withholding of heat and moisture. Our
fields are clean because of sturvation, because we
do not supply through the soil the food which

‘arbitration, is denied.

i

is made

The twelve great nations of the world

number

There is an epidemic among horses at Toronto,

report that Spain

the Epis-

for the Graphic.

injured by an accident to a passenger train on the
London and Edinburgh Railroad Wednesday.

The

of intoxicating

formed to bury people in artistic attitudes and
thus establish a statute-factory to supply art gal-

Charles Reade

-During the past three months 54,000 emigrants
sailed from Liverpool for America.
:

the use

mis-

attractions in a cemetery which possesses the
property of petrifying bodies interred therein. A
baby lately exhumed there was so perfectly
‘“ marblified ” (Chicago vernacular) that its relatives wanted to take it home as a mantel orna-

from which

The chief of police and a detective of Jersey
City have been arrested on the charge of implication in an attempted bank robbery in that city.

through

and

Chicago has discovered an addition to its list of

Mori is re-:

ported.

by the frequency with which aecidents

copal service for the first time.
When the rector
appeared with his white robe, our juvenile’s curiosity was excited, and watching the minister with
open-mouthed wonder until the ‘close, he asked
his mother, as they came out of church, ‘ Does
he put that on to look like the Holy Ghost?”

J8pin is denied by late and official advices. Min-

tween Prince Iwakura

the sale of whiskey,

A Stockbridge boy recently attended

in

anti-progressive

Central Railroad has forbid

haps occurred
liquors.

shore and thence into the interior to railroad

“points.

iy

manufactures

crop right down to ‘the water

fill it

The number of passengers conveyed over the
European and North American Railway for the
month of August was-30,322, an increase of about
8,000 over July.

of the Sheffield scientifi®school of Yale College.
Salt Lake City says

doubt that he would

A New York. company
pies each week.

General “Francis A. Walker, commissioner of
Indian affairs, has been offered the professorship

A despatch from

She had no

up with as much as two or perhaps three thousand pounds.
The bishop filled it up with thirty
thousand, and that was the last money or the last
word he ever got from Lady Burdett-Coutts.

,

by thorough cultivation and

Seeds.

die on the surface of the soil, milliogs of those
seeds will ripen sufficiently to retain the germi.
sort of profit, and hardly expenses, from his first nating power, and that,too, when the
seeds are so
crop; 80 that although it was rented lund, he de- small as to be scarcely visible.
The S, Media, as
termined to drain it, and did so.
botanists name the chickweed that infests our
He plowed out as much as he“ could, and then, ) gardens, produces seeds as hard
as shot. The
went to work with scrapers.
same, ¥o, may be said of the purslane and many
He took out the
loose soil. with the scrapers, and removed it to other weeds.
New,
if these weeds be merely
the low places, so that he both ditched and filled taken up and carried te the dung heap, the seeds
up depressed places at the same time.
After re- will not rot'if in an ordinary compost, but will
moving all the loose dirt with the -8crapers, he be brought back to the garden’ where
they will
plowed again and scraped out. He says:
I grow again. To fight weeds successfully, they
never leave steep sides to my ditches, but prefer
should be chopped or pulled out as soon as they
depressions in the ground; and for that purpose,
appear above ground, and should be at once rewherever it wants it, we cross the ditch with
moved, not to the dunghill, but to some separate
scrapers, as well as go lengthways.
limbo in‘a corner, expressly set apart, and there
This saves
further trouble, and all danger to sheep or cattle
undisturbed let them severely alone, year after
or horses, by getting on their backs in the ditch,
year to rot, seeds and all, on the surface of the
and so being lost.—Besides, T find that I get bet- ground.
ter grass in the slope than in the flat, and it all
bears a heavy crop, except just in the water way,
and when I put it into grain it bears a splendid
Steam Plowing.

but that the

coolie trade is little better than a whitewashed
slave trade, and the example of the Japanese
government should be followed by those of other
nations,

for the grave of General Magruder.

government

There can be but little doubt

Vitality of Weed

—

try.

provide a monument

Oe

BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES,

For the wee k ending Ocr, 2, 1872,

g sgzuesy

Maria Luz, having been driven into Yokohama
by stress of weather, the government has seized
her as a slaver, and will, it is said, release her:
after freeing tlie coolies, who say that they were
deceived, and supposed when they signed the papers that they were not going to a foreign coun-

Mrs, Stenhouse, thé wife of a Mormon bishop,
has taken the lecture-field against polygamy:

Spanish

The Peruvian ship

A corcespondent, who has one of ihe
finest
and most productive farms
in Wesiern New
Yark, which he keeps in a bigh state of fertility

eo

stand in the coolie question.

for the

tl

An English laborer, with a large family, who
settled in Canada on a large tract of wet land,
hag made it dry and productive, and has in proportion become prosperous and comfortable in
circumstances.
His system of ditching as detailed by himself may be of value elsewhere, hence
we condense it. The land, when ‘he took it, was
one mass of strawberry plants when it was dry,
and there was & great swale across the hundred
acres; so that with foulness of dry peat, and the
flooded state of the wet, he did not realize any:

The Japanese government has taken a decided

There are about 25,000,000 feet of lumber in the
Bangor, Me., docks now.

It is stated that the

:

Ditching.

The Markets,

‘we ob-

d eated
I.

$2,500,

up

Hamburg, Prague, Vienna, Berlin
The one in Vienna has already

what they require, and

oWaISNOYy

St. Augustine, Florida, is brushing
expected influx of northern visitors,

Cheap

We know

tain hints as regards (he best method of supplying their wants.—Journal of Chemistry.
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like.

‘given instruction to 700 women.

000 werth in New Hampshire this summer.

b

Or

A
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The opulent stranger has boarded

lau, Leipzie,
and Bremen.

1872.

Baral and Domestic. ht tate or thet eae so pe ones | DOP Plowing Done Gradually.)

ing in Germany. Industrial associations and
schools for women have been established in Bres-

The finance committee of the projected jubilee
in Cincinnati in May next, have resolved to raise
$50,000 guarantee fund, The festival will last six
days.

STA
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Paragraphs.

The movement in favor of the higher and more
thorough education ot women is surely progress-

+ MISCELLANEOUS.

The ladies of Texas will
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Free
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to Book Agents.

ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING BOOK
the best and cheapest Family Bible ever pub-

lished, will be sent free of charge to any book agent.

It contains nearly 500 fine Scripture illustrations,
and agents are. meeting with unprecedented success.
Address, stating experience, etc., and we will show
Ju what our Afents are doing.
10 NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., Philada., Pa.
PER WEEK and
want a reliable agent

$3
Chicago, 111,

enges paid. We
in every County

in the U, 8, Address Hudson River
Wire Co., 180 Maiden Lane, N.Y, or
1yeow20

™

